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ALTERNATES CONSIDERED FOR THE 1971 FLIGHT SPACECRAFT
INTRODUCTION
This volume presents the design approaches considered and the rationale used in se-
lecting the preferred design. It satisfies the requirements of section (ii) (i) (B) of the
work statement, JPL Contract No. 951112. Alternates considered are divided into the
same basic categories as the description of the preferred design in Volume A, that is:
I Alternate Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
II Alternate Design Characteristics and Restraints
HI System Functional Alternatives
IV Subsystem Functional Alternatives
V Alternate Schedule and Implementation Plans
Insofar as is practical, individual documents within this volume correspond to the
individual Functional Descriptions in Volume A.
In conducting the Phase IA study, several propulsion companies participated and
carried out preliminary design studies under General Electric direction. Their re-
ports are included as appendices to this volume as further description of alternate
designs considered. The companies who participated were:
• Aerojet General
• Space Technology Laboratories
• Rocketdyne
• Thiokol
• Rocket Research
v/vi
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1.0 GENERAL
The Mission Objectives and Design Criteria are intimately related to the scientific
objectives of the mission. To define or anticipate the scientific mission is beyond
the scope of th_s study. At best, a discussion of mission objectives must be limited
to the feasible types of missions including launch vehicles with conclusions left in
abeyance until the specific scientific mission is defined.
Since 1962, the General Electric Company, Missile and Space Division has participated
in several JPL and NASA sponsored Voyager studies as well as conducting in house
Mars mission studies for Voyager, Mariner B, and Advanced Mariner. From these
studies and other data, the possibilities that exist for a Mars mission, depending on
the scientific mission, consist of the following:
a. Space Vehicle
1. Capsule transported by a bus which flies by Mars after release of the
capsule
2. Orbiter which orbits Mars after release of a capsule
3. Orbiter only
4. Capsule released from a Mars orbit by an orbiter which continues to
orbit Mars after release of the capsule
b. Launch Vehicle
1. Atlas Centaur
2. Titan IIIC
3. Saturn IB/Centaur
4. Saturn V
c. Program
1. Single opportunity, multiple flights
2. Continuing program for several opportunities
The three categories -- space vehicle, launch vehicle, and program -- are all inter-
related and dependent upon the scientific mission.
R maybe concluded that during the scientific investigation of Mars, both orbiters and
capsules will be required - orbiters and capsules for making atmospheric measurements
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to determine the type of life which may conceivably be supported on Mars_ and orbiters
for mapping of the surface variations with time and location, and for determining the
topographical characteristics. The actual determination of life requires the utiliza-
tion of surface measurements, hence capsules.
On the basis of the results of the previous studies, it is concluded that the mission ob-
jectives as defined in JPL Document 45, "Preliminary 1971 VOYAGER Mission Speci-
fications" are a feasible and logical approach to the investigation of Mars. The final
conclusions in reference to the definition of the Voyager Mission objectives must wait
for the definition of the Voyager scientific mission(s).
2.0 ORBITER LIFETIME
It is important to recognize which time varying features of the Martian seasons will
be accessible to observation during the six-month period of the 1971 mission. These
features appear at certain times of the season at certain points on the surface and to
observe them under best conditions will influence the approach trajectory, orbit and
landing site. Some of these relationships are shown in Figure 1-1 in which to depict
the correlation of events on the Martian surface with the seasons, the areocentric
latudes the subsolar point and seasonalwave s are plotted against the heliocentric longitude.
In the right-hand part of Figure 1-1, the trace of the wave of darkening is shown moving
from the south to the north during the southern spring (heliocentric longitude of 267 °
to 357 °). For reference the subsolar point is also shown for the right half of the
Figure. In the left-band part of the Figure the wave of darkening is shown moving
in the opposite direction. The heliocentric longitude at arrival as well as six months
later is noted on Figure 1-1. Thus the wave of darkening, being a spring time feature,
has moved to the northern hemisphere and has nearly completed its course before the
arrival of the spacecraft. The north polar cap has started forming but is, of course,
far from the subsolar point (90 °) and therefore receives essentially no illumination.
Near the middle of the orbit phase, the southward moving wave of darkening is ob-
servable near Utopia and Acidalium Mare but similarly these areas have rather
poor illumination. Extension of orbiter life to 8 or 9 months would allow the latitude
of the wave of darkening (from north to south) and the subsolar point to approach each
other during orbiter life and would provide much improved lighting conditions for view-
ing the north polar cap. Enhancement of the darkness of Syrtis Major (an important
event) could be observed by an orbiter of about nine months life. Extension of the orbiter
lifetime to nine months can be easily accomplished if a reduced probability of suc-
cess and mission capability is accepted for the extra lifetime. The reduced capa-
bility would be in the areas of planet scan platform pointing, power, and data rate.
However, even without design changes a data return sufficient to describe the wave
moment would be possible.
3.0 ARRIVAL DATE SEPARATION
As a design criteria, the minimum time between arrival at Mars of the two spacecraft
is 10 days. As shown in VB220AA101, optimization of the trajectories for engineering
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and scientific requirements, assuming a Syrtis Major capsule landing area, is accom-
plished by maintaining a constant approach velocity of 3.5 km/sec. However, this
trajectory selection law must be violated if 10 days between arrival of the two space-
craft is maintained and the first launch occurs after May 28, 1971. For this condi-
tion, either shorter time between arrivals must be accepted, a different impact area
selected, or a mid-December arrival for the second spacecraft be accepted. The
mid-December arrival date results in an orbit of lesser desirability from both an
engineering (occultations) and scientific viewpoint. It is therefore suggested that
the 10 days between arrival design criteria be reviewed so as to maximize the mission
return.
..,T-#_^_,_,_v-k.....• _, _ capsule landing area o£ Syriis _¢mjor was assumed. The same conflict
.._'11
wttt probably exist for any other pre-determined landing area if nearly constant ap-
proach geometry and velocity are to be obtained. This is desirable for the maximum
utilization of propulsion weight and optimization of scientific sensor motion and place-
ment.
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1.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A Flight Spacecraft system utilizing the Earth and Mars as attitude control references
was examined as an alternate to the recommended Sun-Canopus referenced sys_m.
During the orbital phase af the mission, the roll axis of the spacecraft is oriented to the
Earth and attitude about roll is controlled by an infrared Mars sensor. With this con- _" ;_'
trol scheme, the high-gain antenna may be rigidly mounted to the spacecraft structure
and the Mars instrument pointing fanction can he accomplished, with no blockage, by a
single degree of freedom platform with a total excursion of * 90 degrees. With the
recommended Sau-Canopas oriented spacecraft, scan platform blockage is encountered
during most orbits and effort is expe .nded to configure the vehicle so that the blockage
oeeurs only when a minimum of information will he lost. To a large degree, a space-
craft using the Earth-Mars reference scheme transfers responsibility for articulation
oft he hlgh-gain antenna and scan platform to the attitude control subsystem. During
the interplanetary cruise mission phase, this spacecraft will use the San and Canopas
as attitude control references. A conceptual layout of this spacecraft follows (Fig-
ure 1-1).
_ ' "_ "7
........... During the orbital operations phase of the mission, the spacecraft roll axis and the
" _ - coincident high gain antenna beam are aligned to the Earth. As the spacecraft pro-
grease s through an orbit, the vehicle performs a rolling motion to maintain Mars
Within the field-of-view of the scan platform. Because of this rolling motion, it is not
solar array to the Sun; the solar array is pointed along the sime_-
craft roll axis, and the rather small loss incurred by pointing away from the Sun is
_pted, This loss is obviously not a consideration for an RTG powered spacecraft.
In this section, however, consideration will he restricted to a spacecraft using solar
cells as the source of prime power. A later section (VB220AA030) discusses in detail
the adaptation of a Sun-Canopus stabilized vehicle to 1RTG power and such a conversion
for an Earth-stabilized vehicle will involve very similar considerations.
I
1.1 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
For time periods of the order of the orbital period, the Mars-Earth line, to which the
spacecraft roll axis is aligned, is virtually inertial. The required vehicle roll motic_m
as the spacecraft traverses its orbit are indicated by Figure 1-2 for the important case
where the scan platform is aligned to the local vertical. An attitude reference singu-
larry occurs when the Mars-Earth line lies in the orbit plane ( • = 90°). As this
singularity is approached, the vehicle must sustain high roll rates in order to track the
center of Mars with small error. Since the spacecraft must traverse this singularity
in certain orbits, the roll control loop must be designed to cope with the problem.
Figure 1-3 specifies the pointing direction of the scan platform required for local
vertical alignment as a function of orbit position.
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Two general types of Earth sensor were studied for controlling the pitch and yaw
axes, an optical star tracker and an RF phase monopulse scheme used in conjunction
with the high-gain antenna. Both sensor types have significant disadvantages; both
have very poor Earth acquisition capability and are prone to loss of reference during
Earth occultation. Although the Earth will appear as a very bright star (between-1.8
and -2.3 visual magnitude), the optical tracker is subject to interference in the form
of Mars' albedo, the Sun, planets other than the Earth, and the star background. At
the end of the orbital mission, the Sun-Mars-Earth angle is small so that a large sun
shade is required. The sun shade represented in Figure 1-1 is designed to permit
the Earth to be tracked when it is only 8-1/2 degrees from the Sun. RF angle sensing
adds complexity to the telecommunications subsYstem, and more important, it re-
quires continuous transmission from the Earth, which is probably an unreasonable
burden on the DSIF. The recommended approach to Earth sensing utilizes both sensor
types, an optical star tracker to be used for the majority of the orbital mission with
RF phase monopulse equipment for use during times of intolerable optical interference
and in event of optical sensor failure. Figure 1-4 is a block diagram of the yaw and
pitch attitude control systems for the orbital mission phase. To keep the diagram
simple, adaptation of the control system for interplanetary cruise or for engine burn
is not illustrated. It is anticipated that these functions would be performed as
indicated for the preferred design in Volume A. This block diagram and those which
follow represent a minimum of analysis and are not presented as optimum techniques.
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They do represent approaches which, based on the analysis which has been performed,
will work.
Earth occultation is the only occultation that affects the attitude control system. Oc-
cultation is handled by programming or sensing its occurrence and transferring the
vehicle pitch and yaw attitude reference to high quality gyros, which will retain the
vehicle within the acquisition capability of the Earth sensors through the period of
occultation. Impending occultation may also be "sensed" by comparison of Mars sub-
tended angle as measured by the Mars sensor and the position of the scan platform.
This method of sensing impending occultation is not too attractive, particularly if
sensing must occur in advance to permit gyro warm-up; the false alarm rate would be
high.
The sensor for Flight Spacecraft roll control as well as scan platform pointing is a
two-axes, infrared, dither-type planet sensor mounted on the scan platform. The field
of view of this sensor is a 90 degree cone (45 degrees half angle) which must not view
the spacecraft for any scan platform position. Depending on its size, the portion of
the biological barrier that remains with the spacecraft may violate this constraint and
have to be separated as in the preferred 1971 design. A possible roll attitude control
scheme is illustrated by Figure 1-5. Figure 1-2 shows that vehicle roll rate is a
combination of a constant rate equal to the average spacecraft orbital rate and a rela-
tively large cyclic perturbation. These are classic conditions where the momentum
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Figure 1-5. Roll Attitude Control Loop, Orbital Operations Mission Phase,
Earth Oriented Flight Spacecraft
storage function of a momentum wheel is applied; however, the weight of gas saved
does not appear to justify the weight and added complexity of a momentum wheel. To
illustrate, a flight spacecraft with a 2000 slug-feet 2 roll moment of inertia in a 3000
kilometer by 25,000 kilometer orbit (above surface of Mars) is considered. A six-
month orbital mission will consist of approximately 230 orbits. For one-half of these
orbits, the Mars-Earth line will be assumed to make an angle larger than 25 degrees
with the orbit plane so that (refer to Figure 1-2) the Flight Spacecraft roll rate in the
worst case will vary from practically zero to two times the orbital angular rate. The
remaining orbits will be assumed to require two 180 degree roll maneuvers at a rate
limited to 1.75 x 10 -3 radians per second (six degrees per minute). With these as-
sumptions, the total torque impulse required to handle the planet tracking function is
1360 foot-pound-seconds. The nozzles have a torquing radius of ten feet, so the im-
pulse required is 136 pound seconds which, with a Freon system, represents about 4.1
pounds including tanks. To do the same job with a momentum wheel would require five
foot-pound-second capacity at a probable weight of at least 25 pounds as well as addi-
tional complexity. The above gas consumption calculation assumes that roll rates not
greater than six degrees per minute will not introduce enough cross-coupling between
control axes to significantly increase gas consumption in pitch and yaw control. A
momentum wheel will save the gas required to overcome cyclic roll disturbance torques
but this saving is felt to be small.
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As already indicated, a roll control reference singularity occurs when Mars, Earth,
and the Flight Spacecraft lie in a line; the performance of the roll control system will
become sluggish as this point is approached and the gain of the roll sensor approaches
zero. The roll attitude control loop is implemented to "put up" with this poor per-
formance rather than to add sophistication to design around it. During most orbits,
the roll sensor has gain and torques the gyro so that Mars is properly tracked. Feed-
back around the gyro is used to develop a mix of rate and position information. In the
orbits which closely approach the reference singularity, the roll sensor output will
perform an inertial hold function. The scan platform will hit its stop in attempting
to track Mars which will initiate a 180 degree vehicle roll at a rate of six degrees
per minute. The time required for the maneuver gets the Flight Spacecraft through
the singular point.
If the planet sensor loses Mars, an automatic reacquisition occurs; the Flight Space-
craft is commanded into a slow roll and the scan platform sweeps back and forth in a
search mode. The scan platform moves in discrete steps of 1/4 degree per second.
Figure 1-6 illustrates the control logic required to move the scan platform. No
specific implementation is indicated for pointing the scan platform away from the
local vertical. For most purposes, this can probably be accomplished by biasing the
output of the Mars sensor.
MOVE TOWARD ÷Z
GENERATOH STEPPING
1 PPS MOTOR GLMBA L
_ MOVE TowED -Z
1
R T S |
I t
Z STOP SWITCH
__ VOLTAGE
Figure 1-6. Scan Platform Position Control, Orbital Operations Mission Phase,
Earth Oriented Flight Spacecraft
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The significant advantages and disadvantages of this spacecraft are pretty well con-
fined to the attitude control and articulation functions. For the interplanetary cruise
mission phase, this vehicle requires Sun and Canopus sensors in addition to its Earth
and Mars sensing equipment. Furthermore, its roll control loop incorporates a gyro
which must function during the orbital period. Although this equipment is well
developed and reasonably reliable, attitude control of the Earth oriented vehicle is
more complex than for the recommended Sun-Canopus configuration. Use of the Sun
as a pitch and yaw control reference is considerably easier than using the Earth. On
the other hand, reliable mechanical gimbals for long term space operation are a gen-
uine design problem. The recommended Sun-Canopus vehicle requires five essential
mechanical gimbals and associated control loops to perform the orbital mission while
the Earth-oriented vehicle requires one. Motion of the scan platform of the Earth-
oriented spacecraft is less desirable for the planet oriented science (line scanning
instruments in particular) as the scan platform isrotated about the local vertical as
the Flight Spacecraft progresses around the orbit.
1.2 POWER SUBSYSTEM
The power subsystem of the two-axes, Earth-oriented vehicle is identical to that for a
Sun-oriented vehicle except for a reduction of design margin or an equivalent increase
of array area. For Voyager power profiles, the array is sized by the orbital load; a
plot of relative available power for 1971 and 1973 orbital missions follows as Figure
1-7. The Earth oriented vehicle must carry 16% greater solar array area in order to
provide a minimum power level equal to the minimum of the Sun-oriented array in
1973; thus, four deployable panels of nine square feet each are shown on Figure 1-1.
These panels represent an estimated increase in vehicle weight of 35 pounds. This
attitude stablization concept is readily adapted to RTG power (refer to VB220AA030).
1.3 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
Use of the Earth as an attitude control reference during the orbital mission phase has
considerable impact on the telecommunication subsystem. The high-gain antenna is
fixed to the vehicle structure and the intermediate gain antenna must be gimballed to
provide better data rate during transit and maneuvers than the low-gain antennas.
Angle tracking capability is incorporated.
The tradeoff on the high-gain antenna is basically a selection between a deployed
parabolic reflector and an array fixed on the roll axis and fitted around the engine
nozzle. The parabolic reflector is easier to implement but requires flexible RF
cabling and a deployment mechanism; alignment is more of a problem when a deploy-
ment is involved. Thermal distortion due to radiation and plumming from the engine
is a potential problem with the array. Both antennas are believed comparable from a
gain and weight standpoint (as the array does not require a deployment mechanism).
Use of an array preserves symmetry of the spacecraft. The choice to illustrate the
design with an array is quite arbitrary. A waveguide fed slot array was not used since
it would not provide sufficient bandwidth for both transmission and reception.
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The antenna shown in Figure 1-8 is an array of 96 endfire helices. Each element is
1-1/2 wavelengths long and provides a gain of approximately 13 db. A corporate feed
network consisting of coaxial cables and stripline power dividers is mounted behind
the radiator base screen. Four tracking beams are provided by the four quadrant
arrays. A summary of the estimated high gain antenna characteristics follows:
Frequency
Element gain
Array gain
Half power beamwidth
Worst sidelobes
Acquisition beamwidth
(null beamwidth on sum pattern)
2295 mc
13 db
32.8 db
3.6 degrees
-8.5 db
7 degrees
Data rates obtained with this high gain antenna will be comparable to the prime down-
link of the recommended Sun-Canopus configuration.
Angle error detection is accomplished using a phase monopulse scheme as illustrated
by Figure 1-9. This angle tracking implementation has a minimal impact on the
reliability of the prime downlink as the active elements are isolated from the trans-
mitter; the angle sensing equipment can fail with little impact on the downlink (pro-
viding that the optical Earth sensor is operable).
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Figure 1-9. RF Angle Tracking System, Orbital Operations Mission Phase,
Earth-Oriented Flight Spacecraft
With a fixed high-gain antenna, some means of sustaining communication at reasonable
data rates during transit and maneuvers must be implemented. This requirement is
satisfied by a 30-inch by 18-inch Cassegrain fed ellipticalantenna which can be rotated
on a single gimbal. Downlink data rate at encounter with this antenna and 50 watts
transmitted to the 85-foot dish is over 50 bits per second. When the array is turned
away from the Sun for maneuvers, a 25 bits per second downlink can be maintained
using the 20-watt transmitter. It is intended that the gimbal position of this antenna
be commanded from Earth. Very limited analysis has been performed on this antenna
to maximize gain while maintaining the required coverage and the configuration pre-
sented is probably not optimum.
The low gain and VHF capsule relay antennas on the Earth oriented spacecraft are
identical tothose on the recommended Sun-Canopus vehicle.
1.4 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
The propulsion subsystem in the two-axes Earth oriented vehicle is practically identical
to the recommended Sun-Canopus vehicle. To obtain space for the high-gain antenna,
the propellent tanks have been reoriented. The result is slightly more complex propul-
sion structure and poorer propulsion subsystem accessibility. As previously indicated,
the effect of engine thermal radiation and plume on the high-gain antenna has not been
evaluated.
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1.5 VEHICLE
Vehicle layout considerations for the Earth-oriented vehicle are much the same as
for the recommended Sun-Canopus configuration. The Earth-oriented vehicle will
have slightly higher moments of inertia and slightly lower ballistic parameter, but
the differences are insignificant. A summary of estimated weight differences be-
tween the recommended Sun-oriented vehicle and the alternate Earth-oriented vehicle
is shown in Table 1-1. Minus signs designate greater weight in the Sun-oriented
system:
Table 1-1. Estimated Weight Differences Between the Recommended Sun-oriented
Vehicle and Ultimate Earth-oriented Vehicle
Gimballed high-gain antenna versus high-gain array
Fixed Mariner-C antenna versus smaller gimballed
intermediate gain antenna
Three-gimbal scan platform versus one-gimbal scan
platform
Earth sensor including sun shade
Angle tracking equipment
Additional Freon gas including tanks and factor of
three for redundancy
Solar array required for equal power margin
Pounds
-5.9
-2.1
-34.0
+11.0
+13.0
+12.3
+35.0
+29.3
The Earth-oriented vehicle would be approximately 30 pounds heavier neglecting
additional propulsion fuel requirements.
In normal attitude, the equipment module of both the Sun-oriented and Earth-oriented
spacecraft is completely shaded from the Sun, and the thermal control problems for
the two systems are identical.
1.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Assuming that a solar array is used as an electrical power source, the Earth-oriented
concept requires a relatively small Sun-Spacecraft-Earth angle and the approach is
not practical for a Venus mission. Both the recommended Sun-Canopus vehicle and
the Earth-oriented vehicle present similar difficulties for an Atlas-Centaur test shot.
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Thermal control of both vehicles is identical; as in both cases, the equipment module
is shaded from the sun. The Earth-oriented vehicle is more symmetrical and has
slightly higher moments of inertia, but the differences are thought not to be significant.
The motions, relative to Mars, of the scan platform of the Earth-oriented vehicle may
be inconvenient for the planet oriented science. While the scan platform experiences
no blockage for any orbit, it does rotate about the local vertical at rates as high as six
degrees per minute which is certainly undesirable for planet oriented science. The
recommended Sun-Canopus vehicle does not experience this rotation, but it does en-
counter blockage during portions of most orbits. Furthermore, the location of the
scan platform on the Sun-Canopus vehicle will probably have to be adjusted for other
missions requiring different orbits.
Th_ultimate choice between the recommended Sun-Canopus vehicle and the alter-
nate Earth oriented vehicle depends on an assessment of relative probability of
mission success. Furthermore, the essential difference in the reliability of the two
vehicles involves a comparison of the reliability of the more complex attitude con-
trol subsystem of the Earth-oriented vehicle and the more complex articulation sub-
system of the Sun-Canopus vehicle. More specifically, attitude control of the
Earth-oriented vehicle requires additional sensors as well as full time use of a gyro
in the roll control loop during the orbital mission. Attitude control is a vital ve-
hicle function and this degradation of reliability is undersirable. On the other hand,
the ........ .,_., _..,_r,o,,,,,,,_ _,_hi_l_ employs five essential mechanical _imbals
with associated control loops as opposed to two essential mechanical gimbals on
the Earth-oriented vehicle (intermediate gain antenna is not essential) for the
orbital mission. Failure of these gimbals, especially the antenna articulation sub-
system, is virtually as serious as loss of attitude control. An adequate quantitative
reliability comparison of these two approaches in this important area cannot be gen-
erated; the decision to recommend the Sun-Canopus approach was based on the
following factors:
In favor of recommended Sun-Canopus vehicle:
a. Estimated to be 29.3 pounds lighter (neglecting fuel for propulsion system)
b. Less complex attitude control system using techniques proven on Mariner
c. Uses the Sun as an attitude control reference. Easy acquisition
d. Scan platform motions are more favorable for planet oriented science.
In favor of an Earth-oriented vehicle:
a. Relatively simple articulation
b. Scan platform position need not be altered for different orbits
c. Earth eclipse is the only occultation that affects attitude control
d. Vehicle will not block the scan platform.
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1.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The feasibility of using two axis attitude stabilization to Mars during the mission orbital
phase was examined with the general conclusion that the approach is possible, but not
very practical in light of Voyager mission requirements. Study of this system was con-
fined to examination of attitude control and temperature control implications. Results
of these studies are that this system configuration compares poorly to all other tech-
niques examined. Therefore, no integrated Flight Spacecraft concept was developed.
Articulation of solar panels to the Sun from a two-axis Mars vehicle is considered im-
practical and this stabilization concept would require radioisotope thermoelectric gen-
erator (RTG) power. Pointing of the high-gain antenna to the Earth could be accomplished
using an azimuth-elevation arrangement and rolling the vehicle body about the local
vertical to eliminate the azimuth gimbal. Antenna elevation would then require a gimbal
with 180-degree rotation capability. This single gimbal antenna articulation technique
has a significant problem due to a control reference singularity when Mars, the Flight
Spacecraft, and Earth are nearly in a straight line. When this singularity is approached,
the required vehicle angular rates increase drastically (several orders of magnitude)
and, verylikely, itwill not properly track the Earth. The control problems associated
with this reference singularity are reduced if a second rotational degree of freedom is
added to the antenna articulation control system.
i.1 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
The recommended control axis configuration for a Flight Spacecraft using two-axis
Mars stabilization is symbolically represented by Figure 1-1. Stabilization references
for the transit phase of the mission are Canopus and the Sun. Reference vectors for
body axis alignment during the orbital mission phase are: the local vertical, and the
perpendicular to the orbit plane. Antenna articulation is obtained using two mechanical
gimbals. The body fixed (outer) gimbal axis lies in the orbit plane, while the inner
gimbal axis is perpendicular to the outer gimbal axis and the Mars-Earth line.
Local vertical reference is supplied by means of a pair of IR horizon scanners which
provide voltage outputs proportional to angular displacements about two orthogonal
axes lying in the local horizontal plane. The angular displacement about the local
vertical vector (rotational error about the yaw axis) is determined by a semi-openloop
technique in which the Mars-Earth line is utilized as the prime reference. As the
perpendicular to the orbit plane and the Mars-Earth line are inertial on a day-to-day
basis, and a heuristic relation exists between them; the perpendicular to the orbit plane
can be determined from the Mars-Earth line. Furthermore, the Mars-Earth line is
known in body axes through the antenna gimbal angles. Construction of the body yaw
control reference is a difficult implementation problem.
The primary antenna pointing reference is an Earth sensor. Two general types have
been considered for this application: an optical star tracker, and RF simultaneous
lobing equipment associated with the high-gain antenna. The choice between these
sensors is examined in VB220AA010 with the conclusion that the prime Earth sensor
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Figure 1-1. Conceptual Control Axis Configuration, Two-Axis
Mars Stabilization
should be optical with the RF technique implemented for use during times of optical
interference {for example, a conjunction of Venus and Earth as seen from Mars), or in
case of failure of the optical sensor. This approach causes minimal degradation of the
reliability of the telecommunications subsystem and makes low the probability that the
DSIF will be required to provide an RF beacon signal for an extensive time interval.
Both sensing techniques will experience short periods of Earth occulation during certain
orbits. The limited acquisition-capability of these sensors makes a second shorter
term reference necessary to avoid an antenna search mode after each occultation. Fur-
ther, antenna reference must be continuous since this reference supplies information
for body yaw control. To provide continuous reference, two single degree-of-freedom
precision gas bearing (for long life) rate integrating gyros are mounted on the antenna
to sense angular displacements about the same axes as the prime Earth sensor. These
gyros are torqued by the prime reference sensor to maintain orientation. When loss of
reference occurs, the torquing loop is opened and the antenna is pointed inertially.
1.2 THERMAL CONTROL
A two-axis Mars oriented vehicle creates very difficult temperature control problems
in that it can assume any orientation with respect to the Sun. A simple thermal analysis
assuming no conduction around the equipment module, 480 watts of heat dissipation, 48
square feet of radiating area, and temperature limits of 40°F to 80°F within the
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equipment module (these values are typical of the recommended 1971 design), was per-
formed. The zero conduction assumption is not too bad for a worst-case analysis as
the narrow temperature range and light-weight construction preclude efficient heat con-
duction. This analysis indicates that active shutters could not maintain the part of the
equipment module which is illuminated by the Sun below 80 ° F.
The equipment module can be maintained within the 40°F to 80°F range using a thermal
coating with absorptivity of 0.1 and emissivity of 0.39, but about 100 watts of heater
power is required whenever the equipment module is completely shaded. These very
gross thermal studies permit only the conclusion that a two-axis Mars oriented vehicle
is undesirable from a temperature control standpoint.
1.3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
When compared with the other system concepts studied, the two-axis Mars vehicle is
unattractive. A list of specific advantages and disadvantages of this system concept
follows :
a. Advantages
1. Planet sensors may be body mounted. This provides flexibility in chang-
ing or adding experiments and simplifies field-of-view problems.
2. Out-of-orbit-plane pointing is easily accomplished by biasing the planet
sensor.
3. Antenna pointing error is independent of limit cycle deadband. Larger
vehicle deadbands are permissible resulting in control gas savings.
b. Disadvantages
1. Requires five long-life precision gyros.
2. Solar power cannot be used.
3. Requires a continuous Earth reference.
4. Requires a very complex yaw control loop.
5. Extreme dependence on proper gyro function.
6. Thermal control may impose unreasonable heater power requirements.
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1.0 _ENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Preliminary Voyager Mission Specification states that solar cells shall be used as
the source of primary power. Past Voyager studies have indicated that a radioisotope
thermoelectric generator (RTG) power subsystem is competitive with solar ceils; this
fact led to re-examination of RTG power in light of the Phase 1A constraints. Most
important details concerning the RTG units are classified and such items as esti-
mated isotope availability, choice of thermoelectric Junctions, and current state of
development of RTG units similar to the type recommended for Voyager are covered
toThe unclassified comments will necessarily be vague as
performance.
r Fi_,ure 1-1 is a layout of the Flight Spacecraft as modified for RTG power. Except
for power subsystem, this vehicle is virtually identical to the prime Sun-Canopus
Vehicle. RTG power is applicable to the other alternate systems concepts presented
in Volume B.
2.0 _UIDANCE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
The change from solar array to RTG power has minimal impact on the Guidance and
Control Subsystem. A small reduction in the moments of inertia of the FHght Space-
craft results, which will tend to conserve control gas. Some increase in the ballistic
parameter is achieved which permits lower orbits without violating the contamination
constraint. Of course, spacecraft orientation to the Sun is no longer required, per-
mitting leisurely maneuvers and consideration of other attitude control references.
Temporary loss of vehicle attitude control ceases to be a critical problem.
3.0 POWER SUBSYSTEM
A Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator consists of eeveral series strings of
thermoelectric junctions surrounding a removable isotope thermal energy source.
To some degree, the electrical properties of an RTG can be shaped by selection of
the number of junctions in series in each string, the number of strings in parallel,
and the characteristics of the individual junctions. A typical voltage current rela-
tionship for an 85-watt RTG is given in Figure 3-1. In general, an RTG should be
operated at its maximum power; hence, a shunt regulator is used which operates the
RTG near its maximum power point and dissipates power not required by the load.
RTG units using plutonium 238 as fuel are recommended for this application; as these
devices are only about five percent efficient, provision must be made in the vchicle
design to permit direct radiation of large amounts of excess energy from the RTG.
The choice of six 85-watt RTG units was determined by the power profile indicated
below, by the dimensional configurations of the vehicle, and by the goal to keep the
unit power level low enough to be comparable with designs currently under develop-
ment. The high isotope cost makes it desirable to keep the power requirements low
!!i"
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and the power profile constant throughout the mission. The following profile gives
the assumed RTG power output requirements for the various mission phases:
Watts
Launch to acquisition 317
Early cruise 451
Late cruise 453
Mid-course maneuver 435
Approach 476
Separation maneuver 440
Post separation cruise 368
Orbit Insertion 440
Orbit with full science 438
Orbit with partial science 354
Orbit solar eclipse 374
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This profile is essentially that for the prime Sun-Canopus vehicle except for the very
obvious modification of using the 20-watt transmitter during early cruise and the 50-
watt transmitter during sun occultation. Use of six 85-watt power units gives a min-
imum margin of 34 watts during the approach phase. Certainly, this represents a
minimal effort in optimization of the load profile and much more effort would be re-
quired if RTG's were the power source for the recommended 1971 vehicle.
Figure 3-2 is the block diagram of the RTG Power Subsystem. This arrangement
has very high power conditioning efficiency and inherent reliability, but has the
deficiency that loads above the capacity of the RTGs will pull the voltage down. Use
of such a system is dependent on the ability to predict loads which are characterized
by large power requirements for short time periods and operate them from the top-
ping battery. Furthermore, all electrical components must sustain without damage
a low voltage transient if an electrical fault occurs in the vehicle. If these conditions
a_ intolerable, the alternate system indicated by Figure 3-3 will, at a sacrifice of
efficiency, maintain voltage in the presence of an overload. Both systems utilize
inverters and synchronizer identical to those described for the recommended 1971
design.
Both power subsystem approaches provide inherent redundancy in the shunt regu-
lators. As the minimum vehicle power requirement is above the capacity of three
RTGs, any three power units can be connected directly to the load and the shunt
regulators on the remaining three power units will perform the regulating function.
If provision is made to switch the output of each RTG directly into the load, the power
subsystem can sustain the failure of any shunt regulator with no degradation of the
ability of the vehicle to perform the mission. The estimated weight of each shunt
regulator is four pounds, so that this redundancy does not invoke a large weight
penalty. Due to isotope cost and the relatively high reliability of an RTG, these
power units are not redundant. They are isolated by diodes so that the impact of
loss of a power unit is 85 watts less raw power available to the spacecraft. The
power profile previously presented shows that failure of a single power unit will not
seriously degrade the orbital mission.
Figure 3-4 is the circuit of the shunt regulator, a high frequency (about ten kilocycles
per second) switching device which, because of simplicity and small number of parts,
should be very reliable. This component has the interesting property that its effi-
ciency improves as it is required to deliver more power to the load. If the RTG be-
comes fully loaded, its entire output is delivered to the load except for small diode
loss and the power required by the regulator. In the fully loaded state, regulating
efficiency should be around 95%. A parts count reliability analysis for the shunt
regulator yielded a failure rate of 1.07 x 10 -7 failures per hour, which implies a
probability of successful operation for 5000 hours of 0° 99947. Proper voltage
regulation requires only three of the four shunt regulators.
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No specific requirement for the topping battery has been identified so the battery has
been selected arbitrarily to be composed of twenty two 6-ampere-hour silver zinc
cells (as the battery will be practically fully charged for the entire mission) with
a capacity of 200 watt-hours. The series charge regulator will limit charging cur-
rent to 0.2 ampere and will limit battery voltage to any of three levels - 42.9
volts, 41 volts, or 39 volts (voltage level selected by command).
Any analysis of the reliability of the power subsystem of an RTG powered vehicle
is questionable as little test data is available on RTG units. The failure modes of a
thermoelectric generator consist of gradual deterioration as well as random open
circuit failures which result in complete loss of power. Those failure modes that
effect a gradual or minor loss of performance may be best circumvented by pro-
viding sufficient margin in thermopile design to assure adequate performance over
design life.
Open circuit failures in the thermopile are a major source of concern in achieving
long life and high reliability; with improper design, this type of failure results
in complete loss of power. To reduce the problem of open circuit failures, the
RTG units will be wired as shown in Figure 3-5. A total of 800 thermocouples will
be connected in ladder fashion to obtain 400 stages in series (these numbers are
unclassified approximations). Failure of any stage requires failure of both thermo-
couples in that stage and constitutes total failure of the power unit. With this
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Figure 3-5. RTG Internal Wiring
arrangement, a probability of 0.995 that a given RTG will not fail open circuit in
5000 hours (duration of transit plus one month in orbit) requires a thermocouple
failure rate not greater than 7 x 10 -7 failures per hour, a rate which probably can
be realized.
These reliability numbers do not have a very firm basis; probably more important
is the fact that solar cell power subsystems are well developed and have worked well
in the past. On the other hand, RTGs are not so well developed, but are felt to hold
considerable promise as highly reliable, extremely long life, power sources.
RTG power units are insensitive to particle radiation at any intensity expected on a
Mars mission. In the event of extreme solar actir_ity or very intense Mars radia-
tion belts, degradation of solar cells can curtail the data producing capability of a
Voyager probe (refer to VB236FD101 - Appendix).
If a solar array powered vehicle loses its ability to orient to the Sun, the batteries
will provide only a few hours communication at very low data rates to accomplish
trouble-shooting. A vehicle with RTG units does not depend on Sun orientation for
life and under conditions of attitude control loss, the only significant constraint will
be very low data transmission capability-very relaxed troubleshooting should provide
the maximum likelihood of identifying and circumventing the malfunction.
4.0 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM
Use of RTGs for prime power has, in itself, no impact on the telecommunications
subsystem.
5.0 PROPULSION SUBSYSTEM
The propulsion subsystem is, for practical purposes, independent of the choice of
prime power source.
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6.0 VEHIC LE
Conversion of the recommended 1971 vehicle to RTG power involves little more than
removing the solar panels and configuring the RTGs so that their radiating surfaces
have a maximum view of space. Thermal radiation shields are employed to prevent
direct radiation from the RTG to the equipment module and reduce the problem of
temperature control of the equipment module. The scan platform implementation
shownin Figure 1-1 permits the scan platform to view Mars without separation of the
lower section of the biological barrier. Removal of the biological barrier and use of
a scan platform design similar to the recommended 1971 design is a superior ap-
proach. Furthermore, the antenna can be moved off the +y axis as for the prime
1971 design so as to completely eliminate blockage of the altitude control nozzles.
A potential configuration problem is the proximity of the yaw altitude control
nozzles to the radiating surfaces of the RTGs.
Placement of the power units on the spacecraft permits fuel loading through an ac-
cess port in the shroud. Once the power units are fueled, cooling air is required
and this inconvenience makes on the pad fueling attractive. An estimate of the
cooling air requirement is 80 pounds per minute of air at 40 °F. No allowance is
made for cooling any RTG units in the capsule. The thermal time constant of an
RTG is such that it can sustain, without damage, the temperature rise which
occurs between launch and shroud separation.
A summary of estimated weight differences between the recommended 1971 design
and an RTG powered vehicle follows. Minus signs designate greater weight of the
recommended 1971 design.
,Pounds
Increased weight of high-gain antenna
support structure
Solar array
RTG power units including support structure
Increased weight of attitude control nozzle
support structure
Increased weight of support structure of
medium gain and relay antennas
Batteries
Main buck regulators
Shunt regulators
Charge regulators
Topping battery with charge regulator
+8.0
-204.2
+311.4
+3.0
+3.0
-117.0
-23.0
+16.0
-4.5
+i0.0
+2.7
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The fact that all power from the RTG Power Subsystem is regulated may result in
some weight saving in other subsystems. Nevertheless, the weight difference be-
tween an RTG powered vehicle and a solar cell powered vehicle appears negligible.
Lack of a solar array reduces the frontal area of the spacecraft and increases the
ballistic parameter. The consequence is that lower orbits are possible without
violation of the Mars contamination constraint.
7 . 0 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The isotope cost is substantial - approximately $22.500 per electrical watt. !t seems
probable that spare RTGs would be manufactured, but a min_imum number of spare
fuel elements would be fabricated. Assuming that one spare fuel element would be
fabricated for each launch opportunity, a total of twenty six 85-electrical-watt fuel
elements would be required for the 1971 and 1973 opportunities at a cost of approxi-
mately $50,000, 000. Fuel availability and cost is further explored in the classified
appendix.
Handling of nuclear materials is a significant safety problem although Plutonium
produces relatively low radiation levels. Using established techniques, fuel cap-
sules of the size suggested can be handled by an individual for about three hours
without exceeding his allowable exposure for a calendar quarter. The high tempera-
,_ov presents safety problems. Most system tesLing would
probably be accomplished by substituting electrical heaters for the fuel capsules
and thus avoiding the difficulties of handling nuclear materials. Current practice is
to design the RTG so it will contain the fuel through re-entry at any attitude or
through any launch abort.
RTG power units tend to complicate the magnetic design of the spacecraft. Thermo-
piles may use small iron parts to inhibit undesirable chemical reactions; these parts
can be made very thin to reduce the total amount of iron. RTG's are direct current
generators, but they can be constructed so as to largely eliminate the resulting
magnetic field.
The estimated radiation level from an 85-electrical-watt Plutonium 238 RTG is:
0.020 rads/hour neutrons at one meter
0.002 rads/hour gamma at one meter
175 rads/year neutrons at one meter
18 rads/year gamma at one meter
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Typical one year dosagesexperiencedby a spacecraft in Earth orbit are:
Radiation belt 1012 rads
Solar flare 106 fads
Cosmic rays 5 rads
Radiation from the RTGs is insignificant compared to background radiation as far as
damage to electronics is concerned, but it may affect scientific measurements. An
Atlas - Centaur test flight would require a minimum of three 85 watt RTG units
Iwhichwouldpose a configurationproblem. Although this problem has not been pur-
sued in detail, it appears that the units could not be fueled with the shroud in place
and would require a simple deployment in order to provide a sufficient view factor
to space. For the 1975-77 opportunities, the Flight Spacecraft apparently has a
very limited scientific mission and it is undesirable to use RTGs for just the transit
mission phase. The ideal approach for these later missions would seem to be to
depend on capsule RTGs for power during transit as this energy should be readily
available. Use of RTG units on Voyager would provide excellent experience for de-
sign of probes to the outer planets, which will almost certainly require nuclear
power sources.
8.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Use of Plutonium 238 Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generators is an attractive
alternative to the recommended 1971 design. In favor of the recommended 1971
design:
ao
b.
Batteries and solar cells are well proven components.
No radioactive materials or high temperature surfaces are required.
Safety of personnel is less of a problem.
c. Easier temperature control. Does not require a large volume of cooling
air on the launch pad.
d. No availability problem.
e. Lower hardware cost.
In favor of an RTG powered vehicle:
a. Inherently resistant to radiation. Solar flares and Mars radiation belts are
not a problem.
b. Has potential for higher reliability.
c. Temporary loss of attitude control is not a critical problem.
d. Increases ballistic parameter.
Both approaches are comparable from a weight standpoint and present about the same
level of difficulty in adaptation to a 1969 Atlas-Centaur flight.
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t50 SUMMARY , _ , ,
The reliability of microcircuits has been demonstrated by more than 216 million hours
of silicon integrated life test data by vendors and users. A reasonable failure rate for
silicon integrated circuits (SIC) is 0. 005%/1000 hours at 40°C. Digital microcircuits
are preferred over piece-part implementations. As there is limited data on film _
_ _grated microcircuits, use of these circuits must be justified on :
' = =: _ _ _of each application. A listing of some of the appli_afl_ ofmier0%ireu_ '_' _!_ :_:_:_
...... shows a proven capability does exist for production and use of microelectronic :
A tradeoff analysis of a microelectronlc versus cordwood attitude control loop and a
61-channel telemetry processor shows that significant improvements in reliability are
obtained through redundancy. The redundant microcircuit version of the equipment is
no larger or heavier than the non-redundant cordwood version. In the case of the
.... : .......... :teleme_ processor, the redundant microcircuit version is approximately 40 times
more reliable and one-third the size and weight of the non-redundant cordwood version.
Standard microcircuits for use throughout the Voyager Spacecraft will be specified
on the approved parts list. The number of microcircuit types will be kept to a
minimum. Selection will be made on the basis of history of reliability, performance
and usage. The selection of the approved microcircuits will be made after Phase IA
onthe basis of analysis of subsystem functions and requirements.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
_ :
To use or not use microelectronics for implementing Voyager electronic functions
]
is a decision requiring a careful analysis of all pertinent information and data. The
_ _ m_t important factor in this decision is reliability. On the one hand, conservatism
indicates the use of older techniques (standard electronic piece parts) because of a
......... longer :history of experience. On the other hand, the desire to improve Spacecraft
i indicates the use of microelectronics wherever possible to gain possible
..... improvements in reliability, size, and weight, The study on the following pages was
-= ......... m_de to- resolve the differences between these two schools of thought and to deter-
mine the best approach for implementing Voyager electronic functions.
i _ =_ i _ report first describes microelectronic techniques that might be applieableto ._!--_
_=_ _.i _ __.......=_ager_=_then discusses the basic underlylng_re_ons for thegener_!y extracted ............
_: :- : : _^_°'_"* _ :reliability: of microcircuits over _ older piece _t.:_ ec__ ::_
I .... : ........ techniques. _ _=_
Next, an analys_ is made of available microcircuits life tssting data_o deter_ne .....
if microcircuits have been able to demonstrate a history of reliability, and to deter-
mine a reasonable failure rate number for microcircuits. This failure rate number
will then be used in subsequent microelectronic versus piece part equipment trade-
off analyses (Section 6.0). The next question to be answered, then, assuming the
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demonstrated reliability of the microcircuits, is, - does industry, in general, and GE,
Motorola, and Texas Instruments, in particular, have sufficient experience in the
design and fabrication of microelectronic equipment to be able to reliably implement
electronic equipment with microelectronic circuits? Tables are shown listing equip-
ment already or being converted to microelectronic form. Section 6.0 then contains
the results of detailed tradeoff studies of a piece part cordwood construction versus
a microelectronic implementation of a typical attitude control loop and a 61-channel
PCM Telemetry Processor. The intent here is to show improvement, if any, in reli-
ability, size, weight, and cost of microelectronic equipment.
Fiv_11y, based on Lhc prcceding st-tidies, conclusions are made about the reliability
of microcircuits, where advantages are to be gained by their use, and their recom-
mended use on Voyager.
3.0 AVAILABLE MICROELECTRONIC TE CHNIQUES
The microelectronic techniques possibly applicable to the Voyager Program can be
divided into several basic groups depending on the process used in fabrication. These
are: The micro-modular, thin-film, and silicon-integrated approaches (Figure 3-1).
The molecular approach is another basic group but the development of this process
is much slower than originally expected and, therefore, not considered here.
3.1 _vHCRO-MODULAR APPROACH
This technique uses discrete miniature component parts, sometimes of the same form
factor, interconnected in various ways (wires, conductive cements, thin films, etc.),
and packaged in small modules or transistor packages.
The U.S. Army micro-modular development uses standard size ceramic wafers each
containing a single or dual component part interconnected by riser wires and metal-
lized leads. Another technique interconnects tiny pellets, each containing a compon-
ent part, on a copper clad board (Hughes, P.R. Mallory). Still another micro-modular
approach is simply a reduction in size of standard type component parts and inter-
connecting them with miniature semiconductors (Centralab-PEC).
This effort is generally considered an interim technique to realize size and weight
reductions. It has the advantages of piece part circuit techniques, but offers limited
potential for improvements in system reliability and cost.
3.2 THIN-FILM APPROACH
This classification includes all techniques whereby circuit elements are deposited
or formed on substrates by methods other than diffusion techniques. In other words,
the substrate itself is passive, supporting active parts and circuit elements formed
on its surface. Here full potential exists for a significant improvement in all factors
including reliability. However, the technology is at present limited to forming
3o[31
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Figure 3-1. Electronic System Design Approaches
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conductors and passive components, with discrete active component parts attached
separately. There is considerable research into the development of thin-film active
devices which could be formed simultaneously with the other parts of the circuit.
The potential of this technique for significant gains in reliability probably rests on
the success of this research. Several companies are developing thin-film circuits
with inverted "flip-chip" semiconductor devices to reduce the intraconnections and
thus improve the reliability of the thin-film circuits. Tight tolerances and greater
electrical performance range are the most lucrative aspects of thin-film circuits.
3.3 SILICON-INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (SIC)
These circuits are formed within a monolithic silicon substrate by a combination of
diffusion and growth processes, with deposited overlays for intraconnections. Some
of the abbreviations used by vendors for this type of circuit are IC, FEB, and SIC,
which mean, respectively, integrated circuit, functional electrical block, and silicon-
integrated circuit. They are also called solid circuits or semi-conductor networks.
Theoretically, this type of circuit is capable of maximum improvement in reliability,
cost, size, and weight over circuits made with discrete parts. However, the manu-
facturing process is such that all circuit elements cannot be optimized simultaneously.
The diced semiconductor circuits (sometimes called chip and wire), are intended to
improve electrical performance; however, the reliability of the diced circuit is re-
duced by the additional interconnections.
3.4 HYBRID CIRCUIT APPROACH
A hybrid circuit is defined here as an arrangement consisting of combinations of
thin film, silicon integrated, and/or piece parts. There is a significant trend toward
exploring a hybrid form wherein the silicon substrate contains diffused transistors
and diodes, and the passive circuit elements are deposited in thin films on the
passivation layer of the silicon wafer surface. The intraconnections are also de-
posited on the silicon substrate and are an integral part of the circuit. This tech-
nique can increase manufacturing yield and optimize circuit performance. Another
form of hybrid approach is a combination of silicon integrated circuits with thin-
film circuits using one or both sides of a passive subs/mate.
4.0 RELIABILITY OF MICROCIRCUITS
4.1 WHY SHOULD MICROCIRCUITS BE MORE RELIABLE?
It has been claimed that significant gains in reliability can be achieved through the use
of the microelectronic techniques. Investigations have shown that microelectronic
circuits have fewer failure mechanisms than are found in conventional designs with
component parts. Some of the basic factors contributing to the higher reliability of
microelectronic equipment are:
a. Reduction of interconnections _md parts
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b. Improved connection techniques
c. The use of redundancy becomes more practical through size and weight
savings
d. Monolithic structure of silicon integrated circuits
e. Less handling.
4.1.1 REDUCTION OF INTERCONNECTIONS AND PARTS
It is well known that many of the failures in electronic equipment can be traced to
failures of interconnections. The following tabulation shows the reduction ratio of
interconnections which might be expected as a result of using silicon integrated
circuits (SIC).
Cordwood Reduction
(Conventional Parts) /_E (SIC) Ratio
Circuit Level
125 20 6/1(RCTL Flip-Flop}
Component Level
(32-Stage Counter)
1536 305 5/1
4.1.2 IMPROVED CONNECTION TECHNIQUES
The reduction of the varieties of connections when using SIC's is a major factor con-
tributing to improved reliability of electronic equipment. Discussing the connection
reliability, both the interconnections between microelectronic bLE circuit elements
and interconnections between the component parts or the integrated circuits must be
considered.
In a circuit, with discrete component parts, in addition to internal part connections,
each part must be individually interconnected to the rest of the circuit. For example
to connect the emitter region of a transistor through a resistor to a bias terminal
requires a minimum of 11 connections. These include evaporated, thermal com-
pression, welded, crimped and soldered connections. These connections involve a
number of different materials and are made by at least four different manufacturers;
the transistor suppliers, the resistor manufacturer, the circuit board fabricator, and
the circuit assembler.
In a silicon monolithic circuit, the same process requires only seven connections.
About two-thirds of these are evaporated intraconnections made by an automatic pro-
cess. Because of the automatic process controls used and the essential nature of
6 of 31
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this type of connection, its reliability is much greater than most of the connections
made to conventional parts.
Another, less obvious reliability improvement will result because the material, size,
and shape of the external leads will become uniform. At this time, considerable
effort is being expended to standardize on methods of assembly for discrete compon-
ent circuitry. This effort can achieve only partial success because of the great differ-
ences in the parts used. The standardization possible with integrated circuits will
permit simplified equipment assembly.
4.1.3 rt_u ulu JJANCY
The use of redundancy for significantly increased reliability becomes more prac-
tical with microelectronics because some of the size and weight savings can be con-
verted to adding redundant circuits or black boxes. Doubling circuit elements to per-
form individual functions or dual black boxes can be used and still the microelectronic
redundant equipment will be smaller and lighter than the nonredundant discrete part
version of the same equipment. The tradeoff study of the telemetry processor (see
Section 6.3) clearly demonstrates this point.
4.1.4 ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENT FACTORS
Reliability evaluation testing, test certification, and control of vendors are all sim-
plified since they are performed on a circuit level rather than a part level. Handling,
identification, and polarity errors are reduced. The manufacturing simplicity is a
key to higher reliability and lower costs.
Misapplication of component parts contributes to poor equipment reliability. The
nature of integrated circuits is such that functional parameters and bias conditions
are closely specified. The application will, therefore, duplicate the particular con-
ditions of use for which the circuit was designed, manufactured, and tested. This
set of circumstances does not generally exist for discrete piece parts. For example,
transistors, from economic necessity, are tested only under specific conditions. How-
ever, the actual operating conditions for transistors in equipment can vary over a wide
range of conditions depending on the design restraints on the circuit.
4.2 WHAT DOES MICROCIRCUIT- LIFE TEST DATA SHOW?
The availability and use of various microelectrouic techniques has accelerated rapidly
during the past two to three years. A review of some of the current programs where
these techniques have been applied, is given in Section 5.0. In this section, a review
of available microelectronics reliability data is presented. As will be seen, this data
substantiates the claim that microelectronic circuits have achieved failure rate levels
equal to or better than those for equivalent circuits made with discrete parts.
7of31
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By far, the most widely exploited microelectronic technique has been the silicon
monolithic integrated circuit for digital applications, and a large amount of reliability
data are currently available on these devices. These data have been derived from
operating and storage life testing at various temperatures by vendors and from labora-
tory and field operation of equipment using integrated circuits.
More recently, linear (analog) integrated circuits of the monolithic type have become
available from most major integrated circuit vendors. The linear circuits are being
used on a number of current programs. However, because of their more recent in-
troduction and much lower production volume, only a limited amount of reliability
data are currently available. The data which exists, however, are very encouraging
in that excellent parameter stability has been demonstrated, and no indications of a
substantially higher failure rate than that achieved for digital circuits has been noted.
In the next six to twelve months, considerably more reliability data on these devices
will be available as a result of tests now in progress or about to be started.
Thin-film techniques have been available as long or longer than semiconductor inte-
grated circuits. The technology for fabricating thin-film passive devices, particularly
resistors and capacitors, is well developed; and thin-film devices are in use on sev-
eral current programs. However, most thin-film circuits are custom designed and of
low usage volume. Because of these factors, only limited reliability data are avail-
able; but the data that exists show circuit stabilities and failure rates comparable to
or better than those obtained with the best discrete parts. In the case of hybrid de-
vices, the same factors of low volume and custom circuits have precluded the gen-
eration of a significant quantity of reliability data.
In order to keep abreast of the reliability levels which have been demonstrated for
the various microelectronic techniques, General Electric has developed an extensive
file of microelectronic reliability data. Information obtained from each source is
tabulated on a standard format which provides columns for the items of information
necessary to investigate the reliability factors of interest. Follow up and personnal
contacts are made to obtain data on items not included in the vendor reports, and the
file is continuously updated as new vendor reports are received. This microelec-
tronics data file provided the input data for this analysis of microelectronic reliability.
4.2.1 DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
A summary of the data available on digital semiconductor integrated circuits is
given in Table 4-1. It is evident from Table 4-1 that a wealth of data has been
accumulated, (over 200-million device hours of testing on 47,000 devices). However,
the majority of the data were generated at accelerated test conditions.
In order to use the data in Table 4-1 to assess the failure rate indicated at typical
spacecraft ambient temperatures such as 40°C, it is necessary to derive acceleration
factors for failure rate versus temperature. The results of such an analysis are
given in Appendix I. Using the acceleration factors of Appendix I, the data from
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Table 4-1 at various temperatures can be extrapolated to 40°C * operating conditions.
The results of these calculations are shown in Table 4-2. The failure rate column
gives the estimated failure rate, using the maximum likelihood estimator
A
= 105F %/K hours
T
Where zero failures are recorded, the upper 50 percent confidence circuit is used as
the failure rate estimator
^ - u.uo,a _,zu I
T
The failure rates indicated by the various vendors vary over a wide range. However,
the range is no greater than that observed for other types of piece parts in various
failure rate compendiums which have appeared in the literature. In order to reduce
Table 4-2 to a single generic failure rate for digital integrated circuits, the geo-
metric mean of the failure rates for the various vendors was calculated. As shown
in Table 4-2, the geometric mean is 0.009 %/1000 hours. The geometric mean
seems preferable to the arithmetic mean since the range of variation exceeds one
order of magnitude.
Most of the reliability data upon which Table 4-2 is based, were derived from devices
manufactured in 1963. It is, therefore, reasonable to believe that the current generic
failure rate is less than 0. 009 %/1000 hours. Limited data are available from which
an estimate of actual reliability growth trends can be made. However, a failure rate
of 0.005 %/1000 hours for microcircuits produced and screened for use on Voyager
is considered to be conservative and well within the state-of-the-art capabilities.
4.2.2 LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
A summary of the currently available data on linear integrated circuits is given in
Table 4-3. As noted previously, it can be anticipated that the quantity of data avail-
able on linear circuits will increase sharply in the next several months. In particular,
a sample of 500 Fairchild DA702A differential amplifiers is scheduled to begin a 2000-
hour life test in the near future as part of the qualification test program for these de-
vices on the Apollo LEM. The Fairchild FACT lot sampling program, from which the
A702 data in Table 4-3 was derived, will also continue to generate about 30,000 hours
per mouth of data. While the data currently available are insufficient to establish a
definite failure rate, there is no reason to believe that catastrophic failure rates as
good as those observed for digital circuits cannot be achieved. Linear circuits are
more sensitive to drift failure in the sense that system applications cannot withstand
as high a parameter shift for linear circuits as for digital circuits. Data available
to date, however, indicate extremely good parameter stability for these devices and,
therefore, it appears that drift failures will not constitute a serious problem.
*The expected operating temperature of much of the Voyager electronic equipment.
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Table 4-2. Achieved Failure Rates at 40 °C Ambient for
Digital Semiconductor Integrated Circuits
Vendor
Amelco
Fairchild
GMe
Motorola
Philco
Signetics
Sylvania
Texas Instruments
Westinghouse
Geometric mean
Equivalent
Device Hr
at 40 °C in
K-Hr
21,414
814,774
10,400
76,615
64,290
51,903
8,530
41,199
45,000
Total
Device
Failures
1
12
0
19
0
13
1
31
6
Estimated
Failure
Rate-40 °C
% (K-Hr)
0.0047
O.O015
O.0066
O.0250
0.0011
O.0250
0.0117
0.0752
0.0133
0.009
4.2.3 FILM CIRCUITS
The reliability data available on film elements is summarized in Table 4-4. As noted
previously, virtually no data on complete circuits are available due to the custom design
and low usage. However, the element data in Table 4-2 show that failure rates as low
or lower than those achieved for the analogous discrete part have been achieved. Fur-
thermore, parameter stability has been shown to be equal to or better than that obtain-
able from most available discrete parts.
It is emphasized that the primary purpose of Tables 4-1 and 4-2 is to indicate the total
quantity of data available on integrated circuits and to derive an overall state-of-the-
art generic failure rate. The data in Table 4-2 does not provide a basis for comparison
of vendors with respect to reliability. Such a comparison would require that many other
factors in addition to operating temperature be taken into account, i.e., device data of
manufacture; complexity and functional characteristics; type of package; operating con-
ditions; failure definition; screening tests performed; etc. The performance of such an
in-depth analysis is the next logical step in the application of microelectronic circuits
to the Voyager Program. Such an analysis will permit the development of specific
failure rates for individual vendors to assist in vendor selection.
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5.0 DESIGN EXPERIENCES WITH MICROELECTRONICS
The objective of this Section is to assess the degree of usage and experience in apply-
ing microelectronic techniques to military and space applications.
5.1 INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
The programs wherein a great amount of experience with microelectronics has been
obtained are the Air Force advanced Minuteman and F-111 fighter-plane projects,
and the Navy programs such as Polaris-A-3, TACAN, LORAN-C, etc. NASA is using
microcircuits in the Interplanetary Monitoring Probe (IMP) Program, and is consid-
ering microcircuits for OAO, AOSO, OGO, Apollo, etc. Initial applications have been
directed mainly at digital equipment. For each of these projects, the reliability of
the integrated circuit - as well as its size and weight factor - has been judged super-
ior to conventional circuits. Tables 5-1 and 5-2 list equipment designed with micro-
electronic circuits, the general application, and the numbers of circuits used.
5.1.1 GE-MSD MICROELECTRONIC ACTIVITIES
5.1.1.1 SPACECRAFT DEPARTMENT (GE-SD) ACTIVITIES
a o Gravity Gradient Test Ss_e!!ite
Earth Sensor - Uses low-power, silicon-integrated circuits developed
by GE and Westinghouse integrated differential detectors.
Telemetry Processor - Being fabricated with GE-developed, low-power
logic (1 mw/ckt} plus additional specially developed microcircuits.
This processor will be flown in a redendant form for increased reli-
ability (as described in Section 6.3}.
Redundant PN Generator - Uses low-power microcircuits and majority
logic redundancy techniques for increased reliability.
b. Biosatellite
Jet Controller - Modules have been fabricated using Texas Instruments
SN51 and SN 52 Series integrated circuits.
Power Supply Timer - Digital silicon integrated circuits are used to
measure energy consumption.
5.1.1.2 RE-ENTRY SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT (GE-RSD) ACTIVITIES
The Re-entry Systems Department has developed microelectronic data handling,
telemetry processing, and command equipment for MBRV, Biosatellite, and Advanced
Minuteman programs.
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Table 5-2. Microelectric Activities by Subcontractors
Program
TEXAS INST.
USAF/Classified
AOSO
USAF-Class H
Aircraft
APN/149
NASA
Mariner C-JPL
_TA ¢'tA
_o_, Huntsville
Equipment
Guidance Computer
Data Handling
Command & Timing
PCM Telemetry
Encoder
Radar Computer
Signal Conditioner
Counter/Scanner
Programmer
Encoder Simulator
Counters (b-P-Down)
TERCOM
USAF
NASA
JPL/Space
Applicator
MOTOROLA
Apollo-NASA
Apollo-NASA
NAVY
AROD-NASA
DIGICOM-USAF
Arithmetic Unit
Demonstration
Computer
Time Code Generator
Pseudo -Noise
Generator
Up Data Link (UDL)
Digital Test Command
System
*.
Transceiver
Doppler Radar
(Airborne)
PCM Telemetry
*See Figure 5-1 for packaging configurations.
No. of IC
Circuits
2750
768
1011
285
217
102
36
200
16
542
587
23
160
30,000
100
3,000
100
Analog
200
Digital
Remarks
Feasibility MOdel-SN51,
SN52
SN51 Series
Series 51,52 (100% IC)*
Series 51 & 52 plus
Conventional *
Conventional & IC
Space Vehicle Application*
Series 51"
Up/Down "Binary*
Packaged on 49 Etched
Boards*
For Manned Spacecraft
Temp Range -55 to 85°C
Feasibility Model
(Fairchild)
Ground Equipment
Redundant -All _E Approaches
Size limitationDictates
IC (Philco-Motorola)
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GE - MSD has a centralized microelectronic facility specifically charged with gen-
eral microelectronic applications, evaluation, custom circuit development, and
integration of information among departments.
5.1.2 MOTOROLA AND TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ACTIVITIES
Motorola, Inc. (Military Electronics Division) and Texas Instruments (Apparatus
Division) have been working with microelectronic approaches for several years.
Their experience in design, development, packaging, and fabrication of aerospace
equipments for high reliability programs is extensive and well documented. Table 5-2
contains a partial listing of microelectronic equipment built by Motorola and Texas
Instruments.
Each equipment is a development or production model filling a specific need of a
Defense Department or NASA customer. To date, more than 25 contracts for subsys-
tems or equipment using integrated semiconductor networks have been completed or
are underway.
The advantages of increased reliability and reduced size, weight, power-consumption
and, in some cases, cost have stimulated the production of these equipments using
semiconductor networks. Figure 5-1 shows Texas instruments microelectronic
packaging configurations.
6.0 MICROELECTRONIC TRADEOFF STUDIES
6.1 INTRODUCTION
Whether a component should be designed with integrated or hybrid microcircuits or
conventional piece parts, depends on an analysis of performance requirements of the
specific component. Usually a detailed evaluation of the electrical characteristics
will indicate the proper design approach. If not, additional analysis of reliability,
weight, available power, size, cost, etc., will narrow the selection of the proper
design approach.
Each design approach offers certain technical advantages, but the tradeoff must be
carefully approached with the objective of the final usage. In the following sections a
comparative analysis between microelectronic and conventional (discrete) part
approaches is presented for two specific equipments: an attitude control loop and a
telemetry processor.
6.2 ATTITUDE CONTROL LOOP
In this section both a redundant and a non-redundant mechanization of an attitude
control loop are described. A comparative analysis is thus made of each mechaniza-
tion for several possible design approaches using combinations of discrete parts,
digital integrated circuits, and linear integrated circuits.
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6.2.1 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
A functional block diagram for a single channel (e.g., pitch) of the redundant attitude
control loop is shown in Figure 6-1. The loop receives input signals from the sun
sensors and the rate gyro, together with disable command signals that determine
which of the two sensor inputs will be used.
The input and control signals are fed to each of three identical (redundant) input
signal processing circuits shown as blocks A 1, A 2 and A 3 in Figure 6-1. Each circuit
contains a sun sensor amplifier, a reference source, a threshold detector, and a null
detector. The outputs from the three signal processing circuits are fed to majority
logic circuits where the triple redundant outputs X, Y, and Z are combined into a
single output F according to the relation
(i) F =XY+XZ+YZ
The majority logic is performed in two logic stages, an AND stage and an OR stage.
In general, single failures in the AND stage will not disable the control loop. The
output of the majority logic circuit is fed to the solenoid amplifiers which are non-
redundant and are shown as block D as Figure 6-1.
INPUT &
CONTROL
SIGNALS
BRANCH
1
INPUT SIGNAL MAJORITY
PROCESSING I LOGIC
I
A
A 2
A 3
AND OR
F
OUTPUT
STAGE
D
OUTPUT TO
SOLENOIDS
Figure 6-1. Reliability Block Diagram
Attitude Control Loop (one channel)
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In the non-redundant mechanization of the control loop, blocks A 1, A2, and A 3 are
replaced by a simple input signal processing circuit (e.g.,block A1), and the
majority logic circuits (blocks B1, B2, B 3 and C) are deleted. Thus, the non-
redundant mechanization consists of blocks A 1 and D in series.
As noted, Figure 6-1 applies to a single channel of the attitude control loop. There
will be three such channels (pitch, roll, and yaw), which are essentially independent
in a probability sense. Since the purpose of this analysis is to compare the relative
reliability of different design configurations it will be sufficient to carry out the
analysis for a single channel of the attitude control loop.
6.2.2 DESIGN APPROACHES
The design configurations considered for each of the two control loop mechanizations
(redundant and non-redundant) are:
a. All discrete parts
b. Discrete parts + digitalintegrated circuits (IC)wherever possible
c. Discrete parts + linear integrated circuits wherever possible
U. Discrete parts + digitaland linear integrated circuits wherever possible.
The only portion of the control loop amenable to the application of currently available
"standard" (as opposed to "custom") digitalintegrated circuits is the majority logic
function. Linear integrated circuits,such as the Fairchild _ A702 and the TI SN522
differentialamplifiers, can be applied in the input signal processor, block A (AI, A 2,
A3). However, some discrete parts are stillrequired for feedback, biasing and
reference purposes.
6.2.3 ANALYSIS
The predicted failure rate, )kin %/1000 hours, and the number of parts, N, for each
block in Figure 6-1 is shown in Table 6-1. In calculating N, each integrated circuit
was counted as a single part. The failure rate of external connections was included
in X. Since the majority logic function is not required in the non-redundant mechani-
zation, configurations (b) and (d) are not applicable for the non-redundant case. A
breakdown of Table 6-1 to the piece part level is given in Appendix H.
From Table 6-1, the probability of failure for each configuration can be calculated
for a mission time t from the following equations:
Redundant Mechanization:
(2) Q _3 (XA+ kB ) 2t2 +(XC +kD)t
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Table 6-1.
Design
Configuration
Redundant
Attitude Control Loop, Failure Rate & Parts Count Data
Block B Block C Block D
k B NB XC N C kD N D
Block A
_,A NA
0.371 162
0.371 162
0.177 79
a. Discrete
b. Digital IC
c. Linear IC
d. Dig. & Lin. IC 0.177 79
0.371 162
0.177 79
Non-Redundant
a. Discrete
b. Linear IC
Non-redundant Mechanization:
(3) Q %(XA+XD) t
0.013 6
0.020 3
0.013 6
0.020 3
N/A
N/A
0.027 18
0.014 2
0.027 18
0.014 2
N/A
N/A
0.048 8
0.048 8
0.048 8
0.048 8
0.048 8
0.048 8
The derivation of these equations is given in Appendix II.
For either mechanization, reliability can be calculated as:
(4) R=I-Q
The total parts count for each configuration can also be calculated from Table 6-1
as follows:
Redundant Mechanization
(5) N =3N A+3NB+NC+N D
Non-redundant Mechanization
(6) N = N A + N D
Using equations (2) through (6) together with the data in Table 6-1, a comparison of
the various design configurations was made for a mission time t of one year (8760
hours). The results are shown in Table 6-2. The assumption of a one-year mission
of continuous operation and "space" environment is an approximation to the actual
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Voyager mission profile. This approximation is sufficiently accurate for comparing
the various design configurations.
Table 6-2. Attitude Control Subsystems
Comparison of Design Configurations - Single Channel
Configuration
a. Discrete
b. Digital IC
c. Linear IC
d. Digital & Linear IC
Non-redundant
a. Discrete
b. Linear IC
Reliability
0.99O19
O.991O5
0.99255
0.99370
• Total Size Weight
Parts I (In3) [ (lb )
530
505
281
256
70
33
0.9633
0.9803
170
87
2.7
1.2
33 1.2
The probability of failure and parts count data in Table 6-2 are shown graphically in
Figure 6-2. It is seen from the graph that the use of integrated circuits yields a much
greater reduction in failure probability for the non-redundant, than for the redundant
mechanization. This is due to the fact that in the redundant case most of the failure
probability can be attributed to the non-redundant solenoid output stage where the use
of microelectrouic approaches is not possible. However, it will be noted that even
though the use of integrated circuits does not provide significant gain in reliability for
the redundant configurations, a reduction in total parts count by a factor of about 2/1
is achieved. This reduction in parts count largely cancels out the increase in parts
count which was incurred by the use of redundancy. Therefore, comparing the first
and last points on Figure 6-2 and comparing sizes and weights in Table 6-2, it is seen
that the use of both microelectronics and redundancy yields an overall decrease in
failure probability of about 4 to 1, but requires no increase in overall size and weight.
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Figure 6-2. Comparison of Failure Probability and Parts Count
for Various Control Loop Configurations (1 Year Mission)
6.3 TELEMETRY PROCESSOR
6.3.1 INTRODUCTION
A telemetry processor as designed and fabricated by GE is shown in block diagram
form in Figure 6-3. This processor has been implemented with conventional piece
parts and packaged cordwood style. A later version completely interchangeable with
the cordwood design has been designed and fabricated with microelectronic circuits.
A detailed comparison of the important parameters for each processor is made to
determine their relative advantages. Additionally the parameters are shown for a
redundant version of the microelectronic processor (Figure 6-4), similar to that
applied on the Air Force Gravity Gradient Test Satellite Program.
6.3.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Referring to the functional diagram, (Figure 6-3) the processor takes 61 analog input
lines and converts each in turn to a 7-bit digital word. The operation proceeds as
follows: The clock input steps the programmer through its various states. A new
multiplexer channel is selected every eight clock pulses. The eight clock pulses
between channel selection are used to convert the present analog channel input
voltage to a 7 bit binary word. The conversion is the successive approximation
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type in which the most significant bit of the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter is tried
first. As each bit of the D/A converter is tried in turn, the analog comparator com-
pares the analog input voltage against the D/A converter analog output voltage. As the
next bit of the D/A converter is energized, the output of the comparator either re-
moves or leaves the previous bit in the D/A converter depending upon the relative
magnitude of the input and previous D/A output analog voltages. The control logic
supplies the control signals for the D/A converter and generates two sync words and
one satellite identification word per frame. The reference supplies an analog refer-
ence voltage for the D/A converter.
The only signffic_ut operational differences between the two processor versions are
t.h_t the m!croe!cc_oni_ version has a much greater input multiplexer impedance and
the input multiplexer channels are broken up into 8-channel branches. This increases
reliability because a single channel failure can cause the loss of at most eight addi-
tional c_nnels. This is not true of the cordwood processor, i.e., all channels are in
parallel. This fact was not taken into account when calculating the reliability of the
two units.
In the redundant version (Figure 6-4) simple logic (simple compared to a telemetry
processor) is used to alternate between the outputs of two or three processors at the
telemetry data frame rate. It is not suggested that this is the best form of redundancy
for every telemetry system. The best choice can only be made after a careful study of
mission requirements and objectives.
6.3.3 TRADE OFF RESULTS
The parameters of interest are shown in Table 6-3. For both the microelectrouic and
the conventional telemetry processor, the numbers shown for size, weight and power
are actual measured values. The method and calculations for obtaining the reliability
numbers are shown in Appendix HI.
Table 6-3. Trade Off Results
Processor Version
Cordwood
Microelectronic
Microelectrouic
2 units-Redundant**
Microelectrouic
3 units-Redundant
Reliability
Ps. (1 yr.)
0.885
0.90
0.99
0.997
Size
(in.3)
5OO
4O
81
121
Weight
(lb.)
12
1.2
2.5
3.7
Power
(watts)
1.2
0.38
0.78
1.2
Cost
(*)
1
1/2
1
1-1/2
*Normalized to cost of cordwood Processor.
**Similar to that being flown on the Gravity Gradient Test Satellite
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6.3.4 CONCLUSIONS
In terms of probability of failure, the 2 unit redundant microelectronic telemetry
processor provides an improvement factor of 12 to 1 (0.12/0.01), and the 3 unit
redundant version provides an improvement factor of 40 to 1 (0.12/0.003). This
increased reliability was obtained with no increase in power, a size reduction of
4 to 1 and a weight reduction of over 3 to 1, when compared to the non-redundant
cordwood version. Although there appears little difference in reliability between
the cordwood and non-redundant microelectronic processor, this example graphically
points out how some of the savings in size and weight attributable to microelectronic
techniques can be used to increase reliability significantly.
6.4 COST CONSIDERATIONS
At the present time, high reliability integrated microcircuits are considerably lower
in cost than high reliability piece part cordwood circuits performing the same func-
tion. For example, it has been estimated that the cost of a high reliability potted
module is between $300 and $600 depending upon complexity. Whereas the high
reliability integrated microcircuit cost for the same function is between $50 and
$100. Additionally, integrated microcircuits are continually declining in cost as
process controls improve and mechanization and labor become more efficient.
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6.4.1 MULTIFUNCTION INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Multifunction integrated circuits contain more than one circuit function per package.
Substantial improvements in cost and reliabilityresult from the smaller number of
network packages required for a given system. Fewer packages mean less external
interconnections and fewer opportunities for reliabilityproblems. Fewer devices
also mean lower system cost, since three or four circuits can be built simultaneously
into a single structure with only a nominal manufacturing cost increase over that
required to build one circuit.
The bulk of integrated microcircuit manufacturing costs is accumulated in the pack-
aging stage, and these costs are virtually fixed regardless of the number of circuit
functions performed by the substrate. The result is a step-function decrease in the
effective cost of integrated circuits as shown in Figure 6-5.
An example of a typical multifunction microcircuit package is shown in Figure 6-6.
Since the multi-function version can perform six NAND functions, package count is
reduced from three to one. Because these functions are all internally connected and
use common supply and return terminals, twelve connections are eliminated.
VCC
_I
r- -- l
Vcc
I
I
t.--. --I1-
.a.
VCC
I
, _J
T
SIMPLE b_E VERSION MULTI-FUNCTION VERSION
3 PACKAGES-24 INTERCONNECTIONS 1 PACKAGE -12 INTERCONNECTIONS
Figure 6-6. Multifunction Integrated Circuits (Two Exclusive OR Stages)
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
The basic question of this study is, "Should microcircuits be used on the Voyager
Spacecraft Program?" The answer is that selected standard silicon integrated micro-
circuits should be used. The arguments favoring this conclusion are:
al Over 216-million hours of life test data on digital silicon integrated circuits
demonstrate a history of reliability. This is orders of magnitude more data
than exists on applicable piece part circuits.
Much less data is available on film and si]icnn .....int_gra_e_ d .-.,,.-.I^-5 eL-CUltS.
Although the available data looks good and more data is being generated,
these circuits should be used in place of piece parts only if subsystem
requirements make their use desirable. An example would be if size and
weight constraints on a black box are such that redundancy is more practical
through the use of these microcircuits.
be From the generated reliability data on silicon microcircuits a present
reasonable generic failure rate is only 0.005%/1000 hr. Section 5 lists
considerable experience by GE, Texas Instruments, and Motorola in design-
ing, building, and testing microcircuit equipment and points out that the
application of standard microcircuits is no longer in the development phase,
but is to the poi_ where microcL-'cuits can be applied as easily (if not more
so because of standard uniform packaging techniques) as piece part cordwood
circuits.
Co Significant gains in equipment reliability, size, and weight are to be obtained
through the use of microcircuits. The example microelectronic versus cord-
wood attitude control loop and telemetry processor tradeoff analyses
(Section 6) proves these points. The redundant microcircuit processor is
40 times more reliable and 1/3 the size and weight of the cordwood processor.
The improvement in digital equipment will generally be more dramatic than
that for analog equipment since a larger number of circuits are generally
utilized in digital equipment.
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APPENDIX I. DERIVATION OF TEMPERATURE ACCELERATION FACTORS FOR
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS.
Texas Instruments and Signetics Corporation have each accumulated a sufficient quantity
of data at several different temperatures so that an investigation of failure rate versus
temperature can be made.
The test conditions at which a significant quantity of data is available are 25°C and
125°C operating, and 125°C, 200°C, and 300°C storage. Data from Signetics and
TeKas Instruments for each of these conditions is shown in Table I-1.
Examination of the data in Table i-1 shows that there is a difference in failure rate be-
tween operating and storage conditions at 125°C. This is contrary to the often stated
view that the failure rate of integrated circuits is substantially the same in either the
operating or storage states because the power dissipated during normal operation is
not sufficient to cause any appreciable increase in device temperature. For Texas
Instruments, a storage-operating "K-factor" of 3/1, (at 125 ° C) is indicated; for Signetics
the indicated K-factor is 2/1.
Table I-1. Data Summary for Selected Test Conditions
Signetics and Texas Instruments
Signetics TI
Test Condition T F k T F k
K-Hr_ %/K-Hr. Hr. %/K Hr.
25 ° C oper 644 0 0.0072 5644 1 0.018
125 ° C oper 1628 2 0.123 1415 13 0.92
125 ° C storage 1071 0 0.065 1267 4 0.316
200 ° C storage 810 4 0.494 911 13 1.43
300°C storage 241 4 1.66 66 4 6.07
T = total device hours - thousands
F = total device failures
k = measured failure rate %/K hrs.
100Fk =
T
6905
T
if F > 0 (max. likelihood estimate)
If F = 0 (50% copper confidence limit)
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However, the Signetics data contains zero failures at 125°C storage, requiring the use
of the 50% upper confidence limit to determine the measured failure rate. Therefore,
the estimate based on the Texas Instruments data seems preferable.
To investigate the failure rate acceleration factor due to ambient temperature, the fail-
ure rate data in Table I-1 for 125°C, 200°C and 300°C storage is plotted in Figure I-1
on a log scale against reciprocal absolute temperature. The data for Texas Instru-
ments yields an excellent fit to a straight line ; the Signetics data gives a reasonably
good straight line fit. Furthermore, the fitted lines for the two vendors are very close
to being parallel, which suggests that the use of a single "generic" acceleration factor
for all vendors may be valid.
Using Figure I-1 together with the 3/1 storage-operating factor previously discussed,
acceleration factors for any operating temperature can be determined. Acceleration
factors for several specific temperatures are:
Test Condition Acceleration Factor
25 ° C operating 0.04
55 ° C operating 0.13
85 ° C operating 0.33
125°C operating 1.0 (base
125 ° C storage 0.34
200 ° C storage 1.5
300 ° C storage 6.6
Figure I-1.
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APPENDIX II. ATTITUDE CONTROLLOOPTRADE OFF ANALYSIS
H-1. BREAKDOWN OF PARTS COUNT AND FAILURE RATE DATA
A breakdown of the parts count and failure rate data, which was given in Tabel 6-1, is
shown in Tables II-1, II-2, and II-3.
Table II-1. Parts Count and Failure Rate Data Discrete
Component Configuration
F uric tion
A
j I
I I
l Circuit/Part I
I
Input signal processing
Sun sensor amplifier
Transistor, signal
Resistor film
Resistor, WW prec.
Diodes, Gen. purpose
Capacitor, tantalum
Connections
Subtotal, S.S. Ampl.
Reference Source
Resistor, film
Diode, zener
Connections
Subtotal, ref. source
Null detector
Transistor, signal
Resistor, film
Diodes, gen. purpose
Diodes, zener
Capacitor, tantalum
Connections
Subtotal, Null Detector
No. Used
N
6
16
1
4
2
64
5
2
14
14
36
3
2
3
130
I
I Failure
[ Rate _/K Hr.
k
0.004
0.0005
0.015
0.002
0.005
0.0001
0.0005
0.010
0.0001
0.004
0.0005
0.002
0.010
0.005
0.0001
Product
N_
0.024
0.008
0.015
0.008
0.010
0.006
0.071
0.003
0.020
0.001
0.023
0.056
0.018
0.006
0.020
0.015
0.013
0.128
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Table II-1. Parts Count and Failure Rate Data Discrete
Component Configuration (Continued)
F unc tio n
A
B
B
C
C
D
D
Circuit/Part
Threshold Detector
Transistor, signal
Resistor, film
Diode, gen. purpose
Diode, zener
Capacitor, tantalum
Connections
Subtotal, threshold det.
Total, input signal proc.
Majority logic, OR stage
Diodes, gen. purpose
Connections
Total, maj. logic OR stage
Majority logic, AND stage
Diodes, gen. purpose
Resistors, film
Connections
Total, maj. logic AND stage
Output stage
Transistors, power
Diodes, gen. purpose
Resistors, film
Connections
No. Used
N
Total, output stage
18
42
3
2
3
154
6
12
9
9
36
4
2
2
2O
Rate %/K Hr.
k
0.004
0.0005
0.002
0.010
0.005
0.0001
0.002
0.0001
0.002
0.0005
0.0001
0.008
0.002
0.0005
0.0001
Product
Nk
0.072
0.021
0.006
0.020
0.015
0.015
0.149
0.371
0.012
0.001
0.013
0.018
0.005
0.004
0.027
0.032
0.004
0.010
0.002
0.048
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Function
B
C
Table H-2. Majority Logic Failure Rates, Digital
Microcircuit Configuration (Continued)
Circuit/Part
Majority Logic, OR stage
Microcircuit, FIC 946
Microcircuit, FIC 930
Connections
Total, maj. logic OR stage
Majority Logic, AND Stage
Microcircuit, FIC 932
Microcircuit, FIC 930
Connections
Total, maj. logic AND stage
No. Used
N
2
1-1/2
28
2
1/2
2O
Failure
Rate %/K Hr.
k
0.005
0.005
0.0001
0.005
0.005
0.0001
Product
Nk
0.010
0.007
0.003
0.020
0.010
0.002
0.002
0.014
Table II-3. Input Signal Processing Failure Rates, Linear
Microcircuit Configuration
Function
A
Circuit/Part
Input signal processing
Sun sensor amplifier
Linear ckt, FIC uA702A
Resistor, film
Resistor, ww prec.
Diode, gen. purpose
Capacitor, taut
Connections
Subtotal, S.S. Ampl.
Reference Source
Resistor, film
Diode, zener
Connections
Subtotal, ref. source
No. Used
N
1
6
1
1
2
28
5
2
14
Failure
Rate %/K Hr.
k
0.005
0.0005
0.015
0.002
0.005
0.0001
0.0005
0.010
0.0001
Product
Nk
0.005
0.003
0.015
0.002
0.010
0.003
0.038
0.003
0.020
0.001
0.023
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Table II-3. Input Signal Processing Failure Rates, Linear
Microcircuit Configuration (Continued)
Function
A
Circuit/ Part
Null Detector
Linear ckt, FIC uA702A
Linear ckt TI SN522
Resistor, film
Diodes, gen purpose
Capacitor, tantalum
Capacitor, glass
Connections
Subtotal, null det.
Threshold detector
Linear ckt, FIC uA702A
Linear ckt, TI SN522
Transistor, signal
Resistor, film
Diode, gen purpose
Capacitor, taunt.
Capacitor, glass
Connections
Subtotal, threshold det.
Total, input signal processing
No. Used
N
1
2
15
3
2
1
66
1
2
4
23
3
2
1
94
Failure
Rate %/K Hr.
k
0.005
0.005
0.0005
0.002
0.005
0.0005
0.0001
0.005
0.005
0.0O4
0.0005
0.002
0.005
0.0005
0.0001
Product
Nk
0.005
0.010
0.008
0.006
0.010
0.001
0.007
0.047
0.005
0.010
0.016
0.012
0.006
0.010
0.001
0.009
0.069
0.177
The failure rate estimates in Table II-3 are based on the assumption of a failure rate
for linear microcircuits of 0.005 %/K hr., which is the same failure rate used for
digital microcircuits. Since linear circuits are much more sensitive to parameter
drift than digital circuits, it may be that linear circuits will display a higher failure
rate than digital circuits due to a higher number of "drift" failures. From Table II-3,
it is seen that the failure rate estimate of 0.177 %/K hr., can be broken down as follows:
Total failure rate
Failure rate of linear
microcircuits (7x0.05)
Failure rate exclusive
of linear microcircuits
0.177 %/K hr.
0.035 %/K hr.
0.142 %/K hr.
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Thus, the total failure rate of the input signal processing circuits can be expressed as
a function of the failure rate k L used for the linear microcircuits as:
(25) k A = 0.142 + 7), L
This relation is plotted in Figure II-1. From Figure II-1 it is seen that linear micro-
circuits will yield a reduction in failure rate over the discrete component configuration
as long as k L <0.033 - that is, as long as the linear microcircuit failure rate does not
exceed six times the failure rate which has been achieved for digital microcircuits.
Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that some reliability improvement would
accrue from the use of linear microcircuits, although the increase, may not _ as great
as that indicated by assuming a failure rate for linear circuits equal to that achieved
for digital circuits.
II.2 DERIVATION OF RELIABILITY MODELS
IT.2.1 REDUNDANT MECHANIZATION
A reliability block diagram for a single channel of the attitude control loop was pre-
viously given in Figure 6-1. The redundant portion of the channel consists of three
parallel branches and associated majority logic such that control loop failure will
occur only if failures occur in two or all three of the branches. Denoting the prob-
ability of failure for each branch br Q_, t.he probabili_- of failure for fne redundant
portion of the control loop is:
(1) Qr = 3Qb 2 -2Qb 3
Since Qb is very small ( < 0.1), equation (1) can be closely approximated by
2
(2) Qr 3Qb
Assuming a constant failure rate kb for each branch, Qb can be expressed as
-_ b t
(3) Qb = 1 -e
Where t is the mission time over which the probability of failure applies. Again using
the fact that Qb is very small, equation (3) can be approximated by
(4) Qb -_ kbt
From Figure 6-1 it is seen that the branch failure rate k b
(5) k b = k A + k B
is equal to
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Combining equations (2), (4) and (5), the probability of failure for the redundant portion
of the control loop becomes
(6) Qr -_ 3 (k A + XB)2t 2
For the non-redundant portion of the control loop, blocks C and D, the probability of
failure is
(7) Qn = (kC + kD) t
Hence, the total probability of failure for the entire control loop is
+Q(8) Q = Qr n
3(k A +k B )2t2+ (k C + k D) t
II.2.2 NON-REDUNDANT MECHANIZATION
The non-redundant mechanization consists simply of blocks A and D in "series" - that
is failure of either block will cause control loop failure. Hence
(9) Q _ (k A + A.D) t
0.5
DLSCRETE COMPONENT
CONFIGURATION
03
02 J
0.1
Figure II-l.
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APPENDIX HI. TELEMETRY PROCESSOR TRADE OFF ANALYSIS
Tables ILI-1, HI-2 and KI-3 contain the detailed reliability calculations for the micro-
electronic and cordwood processor and the alternator circuitry.
Table HI-1. Microelectronic Telemetry Processor
Circuit N k N k Remarks
Flip Flop 20 0.005 0.10
o
Multiplex Switch/NOR 30 0.01 0.30 2 cts./fiat pack
Nands 40 0.005 0.20 All integrated
Majority Gate 6 0.005 0.03 All integrated
D/A Switch/NOR 14 0.01 0.14 2 circuits per Flat Pack
Resistor Network 4 0.002 0.01
(4 Res./Network)
Differential Amplifier
(multiple chip)
Reference Diode
Capacitors (Tantalum)
Resistors (film)
Interc onnections
6 0.02 0.12
1 0.01 0.01
8 0.005 0.04
7 0.0005 0.00
2994 0.0001 0.30
_ETP Failure Rate, Total
N = Number of Circuits
k = Failure Rate %/K hrs.
Nk = Product
Failure Rate of microcircuit X4.
because of chip and wire technique.
5 volt reference
Decoupling
Decoupling
Includes every connection inside pE
Telemetry Processor Box.
1.25 %/K hr.
Failure Rate of Microelectronic Telemetry Processor from Table IH-1
), = 1.25 (10) -5
For a one year mission t = 8670 hr., kt = 0.108
Reliability = PSM = e-kt = 0.90
Probability of Failure = PFM = 0.10
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Table III-2. Cordwood Telemetry Processor
Part N k N k
Switching Transistors
Small Signal Transistors
Diodes
Zener Regulator
Capacitors-Glass
Capacitors-Tantalum
Resistors-Metal Film
Connections
175 0.001
6 0.004
369 0.001
1 0.01
45 0.0005
23 0.005
482 0.0005
4480 0.0001
Cordwood Processor Failure Rate Total
0.175
0.024
0.369
0.01
0.0225
0.115
0.241
0.448
1.404 %/K hr.
Failure Rate of Cordwood Telemetry Processor from Table III-2
_, = 1.405(10) -5
For a one-year mission t = 8670 hr.
kt = 0.122
Reliability = PSC = e -kt = 0.885
Probability of Failure = PFC = 0.115
Table III-3. Processor Alternator Reliability
Microelectronic Processors
Circuit N k N k
Flip Flop 1 0.01
Nand Gate 2 0.005
Nor Gate 1 0.005
Total Alternator Failure Rate (A)
0.01
0.01
0.005
0.025 %/K hr.
For a one-year mission t = 8670 hr.
At = O.OO217
Reliability = PSA = e -At = 0.9984
Probability of Failure = PFA = 0.002
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Redundant Microelectronic Telemetry Processor (2 units) with Alternator.
The important failure modes are the failure of both Telemetry Processors or the failure
of the alternator circuits. All other failure modes can be shown to be second order in
in their effect on reliability.
The probability of failure of the two-unit redundant processor is then;
PF2 = p2FM + PFA
,)
= (0.12)" + 0.002
= 0.012
PS2 = 0.988
Redundant Microelectronie Telemetry Processor (3 units) with Alternator.
All failure modes are second order compared to the probability of failure of all three
Telemetry Processors plus the probability of failure of the Alternator NANDS and
NOR.
P3FM = (0.10) 3 = 0.001
PFA3 = Probability of Failure of Alternator NANDS (3) and NOR (1).
= 0.015 + 0.005 = 0.02 %/Khr.
Fo.r a 1-year mission:
PFA3 = 0.02%/Khr. x 8670 hr.
= 0.00173
Probability of Failure of triply redundant system is then:
PF3 = P3FM
PS3 = 0.997
+ PFA3 = 0.0027
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ALTERNATE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS AND RESTRAINTS CONSIDERED
APPLICATION OF COMPUTERS TO CIRCUIT DESIGN
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I.0 PURPOSE
The Voyager mission dictates stringent design requirements to the circuit design
engineer. The techniques of worst case design or of statistical design to meet these
requirements are well known. The theory behind them is simple and straightforward.
However, the implementation of these on complex circuits is frequently less than
simple or straightforward. Often they are tedious and time consuming and are therefore,
a frequent source of computational error. In addition, an ac or transient analysis of
some of the more complex circuits by hand calculations is often next to impossible. To
relieve the engineer of the burden of tedious computation and to minimize the chance
for computational error, digital computer programs have been developed that are
capable of automated circuit design analysis. This report describes five of these,
their advantages and disadvantages in light of certain fundamental criteria, and draws
some conclusions as to their use on Voyager. The five programs and the computers
required are:
a. NET-1 IBM 7094
b. PREDICT IBM 7094
c. SPARC RECOMP H (Autonetics)
d. STANPAK GE 225
e. ECAP IBM 1620
2.0 GENERAL
Circuit analysis programs, in general, can be classified as to the various operations
they perform. Of interest here are the following:
2.1 EQUATION WRITING
The ability of the computer to form its own matrix equations upon receipt of the circuit
topology---as opposed to requiring the designer to insert them.
2.2 STEADY STATE DC ANALYSIS
A summary of all voltages and currents in the circuit with all ac sources removed
(either shorted or opened, as required).
2.3 STEADY STATE AC ANALYSIS
A summary of voltages and currents as a function of time and resulting from periodic
generators, either external or internal, e.g., an oscillator.
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2.4 TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
A time history of voltages and currents as a result of the application of an arbitrary
non-periodic forcing function.
2.5 PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OR SENSITIVITY
The rate of change of a particular (dependent) variable with respect to an incremental
change in another (independent) variable, all other variables held constant. This is a
measure of the sensitivity of a circuit to a particular parameter and is useful in
Worst Case Analysis.
2.6 WORST CASE ANALYSIS
An examination of the circuit when all variables have reached a predetermined "Worst
Case" limit. The polarity of these limits may either be determined by paragraph 2.5
above, or by the designer externally.
2.7 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A determination of the probability of circuit failure given the distribution of all
parameters, usually less stringent and more realistic than worst case analysis. An
example is "Monte_ C_rln_"
Several computer programs have been investigated in an effort to determine those
most suited for Voyager application. These are NET-l, PREDICT, ECAP, SPARC,
and STANPAK. NET-l, PREDICT and ECAP are all basically IBM programs adapted
for particular uses. SPARC was developed by Autonetics for use on the Recomp II
machine. STANPAK was developed by the GE computer division.
3.0 NET1
NET-1 was developed for use at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory for use on the
MANIAC II computer. It has been rewritten for the IBM 7090/94.
Upon receipt of the network topology the program will determine the matrix equations
necessary for solution. It will then proceed to the solution necessary for the steady
state dc condition. The output for this solution lists the voltage at every node in the
circuit and the current at inductor, transistor, and diode terminals. In addition, total
current drain for each supply, total power dissipation, and the condition of every
diode and transistor (on, off, saturated, etc. ) will be listed. Special messages will
be given if any semi-conductor device exceeds 75% of its voltage, current, or power
rating. Upon completion of the dc analysis, a steady state ac analysis will be per-
formed (if applicable}. Then, if requested, a transient analysis in response to some
arbitrarily specified forcing function will be performed. The output of this analysis
is a time history of the parameters calculated in the dc analysis plus special messages
indicating when a transistor or diode changed state (on to off, saturation to on, etc. ).
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It should be pointed out that all of these solutions are nominal solutions, that is, they
are calculated on the basis of one set_ the nominal set, of values for the circuit com-
ponents. There is no provision in the program for parameter variation, consequently
partial derivative calculation is not convenient and worst case analysis without de-
signer intervention in the program is impossible. A worst case analysis becomes
tedious because of the difficulty involved in parameter variation.
There are several other drawbacks to NET-1. First, it requires the use of "Library
Tapes" on which are stored the parameters for all the semiconductor elements in-
volved in a circuit. Some of these parameters are not readily available from manu-
facturers and must be either measured or calculated from other data. The Library
must be constantly updated. Another significant requirement for the program is a
32K scratchpad memory. This is frequently the total memory capacity of the computer
installation. Consequently this program cannot be run in conjunction with other pro-
grams and therefore requires more machine time. This can become expensive and
difficult to schedule.
The outputs of the analysis can be printed on-line in real-time, that is, while the
computer is running. Ordinarily, however, they are written on magnetic tape which
is several orders of magnitude faster. This allows them to be printed off-line, thereby
saving costly computer time.
NET-1 is capable of handling circuits composed of up to 200 nodes. It is anticipated
that this will more than cover the needs of Voyager.
In summary, NET-1 is capable of solving rather complex circuit analysis problems
(200 nodes). It will write its own equations, a point of no little significance when
dealing with large, complicated circuits. However, as it provides only nominal
solutions, it is of little value as a worst case end of life prediction tool. In addition,
it requires a large computer installation and is therefore comparatively expensive.
4.0 PREDICT
PREDICT is another automated circuit analysis program using the 7094 computer. It
was developed by IBM for the Air Force Weapons Laboratory to assist in the analysis
of circuit operation in a radiation environment. In this capacity it is part of a larger
system of programs which simulate radiation dosage and calculate the effect on semi-
conductor components. PREDICT itself is simply a circuit analysis program and as
such can be extracted from the larger system.
PREDICT resembles NET-1 in several respects. It can handle circuits of the same
general size. As a parenthetical note it should be mentioned that limitation of size is
not a function of the technique employed or the computer used, but of the program
itself. There is another limitation on size which is purely economic. The larger the
circuit the more complex the mathematical operation and the more time consuming
is the program.
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Another similarity between NET-1 and PREDICT is the equation writing feature. The
designer merely supplies a description of the circuit topology and the parameter values
and the program does the rest.
Again, as in NET-l, PREDICT produces as its output a time history of various branch
currents and node voltages. It differs in that it does not print all of these but only
certain selected ones. This time history is in response to a non-periodic forcing
function. PREDICT does not calculate ac or dc steady state solutions as such but in
effect does somewhat the same thing as "initial conditions" for the transient solution.
This requires a separate computer run, which means that the two computer runs are
required for the complete solution. Some other features of PREDICT include.
a. An X-Y plot of the outputs if the required plotting equipment is available.
b. Machine requirements -
i. Fortran II Monitor System
2. 32K Memory
3. 10 Tape Drives
•.,.- uu_ Printer
5. Off-line Tape to Printer equipment
c. Radiation effects are treated as parameter changes in equivalent circuits.
d. No built in semi-conductor model. This requires an externally determined
equivalent circuit.
e. Allows the use of any arbitrary mathematical expression.
In summary, PREDICT is intended primarily to determine the nominal transient
response to any arbitrary non-periodic forcing function. It does not easily generate
dc or ac steady state solutions although these can be accomplished. Equation writing
routines are provided. As only nominal solutions are computed it is of little value as
a worst case end of life prediction tool. A large computer installation is required.
5.0 SPARC
SPARC was developed by Autonetics for use on their RECOMP II desk size computer.
RECOMP II has been used quite extensively by GE for circuit design. Although limited
in capability because of its relatively small size and slow speed (compared with, say,
the IBM 7094), it makes maximum use of the man-machine interface. The operator in
effect has the ability to "talk" to the machine during computational iterations.
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Because of the small size of the computer involved, SPARC is much more restricted
in the size of the matrices it can handle. This, of course, is reflected in the size of
the circuit that can be analyzed. The maximum matrix order that can be handled is 16
and the number of parameters is limited to 60. A measure of the speed of the program
can be ascertained from the fact that the estimated time to load the equations and data
and calculate one set of answers for a 12 x 12 matrix can be over one hour. It is
interesting to note that the maj or part of this time is taken up with the loading of the
machine.
SPARC has the ability to generate its own matrix equations, with the same restrictions
as above, for the dc steady state case only. It is understood that work is being done
by Autonetics on the ac and transient equation writing routines but there is no indication
at the present time that these are available.
The dc analysis portion of the program, in addition to solving the equations for the
unknown circuit quantities, calculates partial derivatives. Using these partials to
determine the use of the minimum or maximum part value, the computer can give
a worst case solution for each of the unknowns. SPARC also permits parameter change
and parameter iteration as dictated by the operator.
SPARC is also capable of performing ac and transient analyses although a new set of
matrix equations must be generated for each. Because the solution of a matrix involving
complex numbers is broken into two new matrices of the same order, one involving
the real terms and one involving the imaginary terms, the maximum order of the
complex matrix is reduced to eight. Therefore, the size of the circuit that can be
accommodated is reduced.
In summary, because of its ability to take partial derivatives and make worst case
calculations, SPARC can be an excellent worst case end of life prediction tool. How-
ever, for complex circuit analysis, it suffers from size limitations. A feature that is
at once an asset and a liability is the amount of operator intervention required in the
loading and execution of the program. A large installation is not required. A drawback
is the lack of ac and transient equation writing techniques.
6.0 STANPAK
A statistical design approach is taken by a program called STANPAK developed by GE
Computer Division. This program was written for a GE computer and makes use of
several other programs maintained at the GET Library.
STANPAK is basically a reliability prediction and tolerance analysis tool. Given a
circuit with predetermined topology, predetermined component values and their
tolerances, and the distribution of the components, the program computes the mean
and variance for each independent variable, the mean, variance, and tolerance limits
for the dependent variable. It is then capable of relaxing or tightening component
tolerances until a predetermined dependent variable tolerance is satisfied. In the
process of this calculation partial derivatives are determined.
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In addition a Monte Carlo analysis can be performed. In this portion of the program,
component values are selected randomly from their distributions and the dependent
variable computed. This procedure is repeated for a predetermined number of trials
and the distribution of the result is tabulated. This result is a measure of the
probability that the dependent variable will fall within predetermined limits.
STANPAK as it is presently constituted can handle thirty parameters and seven
functions, a function being defined as an algebraic expression in which every variable
except the dependent variable is either an input variable or a previously computed
variable. In short, it handles equ_ions in one unknown. It is not canable of ac or
transient computations.
In summary, STANPAK would be useful as a worst case end of life prediction tool.
It is limited to the dc case and to relatively simple circuits. In addition it can indicate
where component tolerances can be relaxed and thereby show where cost savings
can be made. This last is true for all techniques that compute partial derivatives.
7.0 ECAP
Another IBM circuit analysis program is called ECAP (Electronic Circuit Analysis
Program). ECAP differs from NET-1 and PREDICT in that it uses the IBM 1620
computer system as opposed to the 7094 and the maximum circuit size that can be
1_ I_IJLI/_LLAq::::JL. J.IUWv_V_:_J. _ ,t_.,,.g_.x" U.U_:J_ -_UJLV_:_ JLt.TJ. _.Ja.1 b£_,J, U_:;J.J.Vat,LveD and t&t_
worst case limits for all untmowns.
ECAP is capable of handling circuits of up to twenty-one nodes and sixty branches.
It will write its own matrix equations requiring only a description of the network
topology from the designer. It will perform a dc analysis in which it will supply the
following outputs:
a. Node voltages, branch voltages, branch currents, and power dissipation.
b. Partial derivatives and sensitivity coefficients.
c. Worst Case analysis, given component tolerances.
do Standard deviation of node voltages (assumption: circuit parameters
statistically independent, random, and normally distributed about their
nominal values).
e. Coefficients of the internally generated matrix equations.
ECAP will perform an ac analysis with the following outputs:
a. Node voltages, branch voltages and currents, and power dissipation.
b. Frequency response and phase angles.
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c. Coefficients of the internally generated matrix equation.
The transient analysis program will supply:
a. Node voltages and branch element currents.
b. Switching times.
c. Equilibrium Solutions.
d. Initial Conditions.
e. Coefficients of the internally generated matrix equations.
In summary, ECAP provides a system for obtaining dc, ac, and transient response
characteristics for circuits of modest size. It is limited to twenty-one nodes and
sixty branches. These are fewer than either NET-1 or PREDICTt but are 25% more
nodes than SPARC. In addition to the nominal solutions provided, partial derivatives
are taken, worst case analysis can be made, and a statistical analysis can be
obtained. Equation writing routines are included for all analyses. A disadvantage
that could exist in the use of ECAP is the requirement for an IBM 1620 computer
system including 1311 Disk File.
8.0 CONCLUSIONS
A number of programs for computer circuit analysis have been examined in light of
the Voyager mission requirements. All have been found wanting for one reason or
another.
NET-1 and PREDICT satisfy the equation writing and circuit complexity criteria, and
perform a transient analysis. In addition, NET-1 will perform dc and ac analyses.
Both, however, fail to produce anything more than nominal solutions. Neither will
take partial derivatives or perform worst case or statistical analyses. Both require
an IBM 7094 installation.
SPARC, on the other hand, performs partial derivative and worst case calculations
as a matter of course, but requires its inputs in the form of matrix coefficients
externally determined by the designer. It is limited in circuit complexity handling
capability and is relatively slow.
STANPAK provides a statistical and worst case parameter variation solution for each
unknown expressed as an equation. It will solve equations in one unknown and perform
certain statistical operations on them. Its application is limited to small circuits and
to dc evaluation only. It is the simplest of the methods studied.
ECAP satisfies all of the design criteria established: equation writing, dc, ac, and
transient analyses, worst case and statistical routines, but is limited in the size of
of the circuit that it can handle. A three stage differential amplifier exhausts its capacity.
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In general for theVoyager Program, ECAP seems to be the most usable computer
tool available for detailed circuit design. There are two possibilitiesfor overcoming
the ECAP limitation in circuit size handling capability. One possibilityis that
versions of this program adapted to larger computers can be obtained for use on
Voyager. Ifthis is impossible, a computer program will be generated during the
next phase of the Voyager Program with a large capacity and the desirable features
of ECAP.
Other computer programs are not to be arbitrarily ruled out, either for GE or
subcontractor use. However, any method of circuit analysis selected must utilize
the same parameter worst case end of life data that have been determined as suitable
for the Voyager mission requirements. The important part of the anaiysis is the
validity of the input data and the design information obtained from the analysis. T'ne
methods used or the computer tools themselves are of less importance.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION*
This section discusses the external radiation environment defined in the mission
specification. The effects of this radiation environment on solar cells and external
thermal coatings are presented in VB236FD101 - Appendix A and VB235AA101,
respectively. Utilizing the external environment, an analysis has been conducted to
determine the environment that will exist in the spacecraft interior. The effect of
this radiation level on the electronic equipment has been assessed and is presented
in some detail in Section 3.
The usumptions concerning the intensity of a possible Martian radiation belt is, of
course, the overall controlling factor in assessing the seriousness of the effects on
the semiconductor electronics. The analysis is constructed as a parametric study
with the intensity of the Martian radiation belt as the parameter. Various cases are
treated where the Martian belt intensity varies from an intensity equal to that of the
Earth's trapped radiation belt to a "worst-case" intensity equal to 104 times the
intensity of the Earthts belt.
|nnummary, it appears that, assuming a shielding mass of one gram per squarei_/Ir .....
centimeter, the Martian _,radiation belt intensity will not contribute significantly to
the total mission dose for the nominal mission (elliptical orbit) until it exceeds ten
times the intensity of the Earth's belt. For a Martian belt intensity below this level,
the main component of the radiation environment will be that due to the solar flare
i_' As such, the effects on the semiconductor electronics do not appear to be
very serious from both radiation induced bulk damage effects and also from radiation
induced surface effects. Exceptions to this may exist for some low frequency
(fo_o <1.0 Inc. ), high gain, silicon power transistors. Similarly, for a Martian belt
in_ensity 100 times the intensity of the Earth's belt, the bulk damage in semiconductors
would not pose a serious problem. The induced surface effects however would begin to
take on a serious nature since the total mission ionization dose would be on the order
0fl04 Rads (air). Some consideration of shielding and device derating would have to
be taken into account in particularly sensitive components.
For a Martian belt intensity 1000 times the intensity of the Earthts belt, the total
mission dose would be equivalent to a dose of 1012 fast neutrons/cm 2 along with an
ionization dose of approximately 105 Rads (air) (for the minimum shielding case of
1.0 gms/cm2). This dose would cause serious effects both from a bulk damage and
J
*This section discusses in detail the effects of Martian radiation of various assumed
intensities on the semiconductor electronic components. The recent preliminary
results of the Mariner IV radiation detection experiment indicates little or no
radiation in the vicinity of Mars. As such, the radiation environment would consist
principally of solar flare protons. As is shown in the discussion, the solar flare
protons alone do not pose any serious degrading effects in semiconductors except
possibly for low frequency, high gain silicon power devices.
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induced surface effects standpoint in transistors. Very definite considerations on
shielding, device operating current levels, and device derating would be required.
For the assumed "worst case" environment, where the Martian belt intensity is 104
times the intensity of the Earth's belt, the radiation effects in transistors would be
quite severe. The total mission dose would be equivalent to a dose of 1013 fast
neutrons/cm 2 along with an ionization dose of 106 Rads (air). These radiation doses
would create major degrading effects in all transistors. Specialized shielding,
restrictions on device operating current levels, device derating, parts screening
and/or device man,_acturing process !me monitoring would have to be imposed on
microelec_ronic circuit_, may redu_ce this problem considerably since it appears that
very high frequency microcircuits would not be affected seriously at these doses.
However, some further experimental work, particularly in the induced surface effects
area, will probably be required for microcircuits to gain confidence in their radiation
resistance.
2.0 RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
2.1 INTERNAL - 1971 MISSION
The significant charged particle radiation environment components encountered by
the spacecraft during the various phases of its mission are as follows:
• Earth Trapped Radiation
• Solar Cosmic Radiation
• Mars Trapped Radiation
• Galactic Cosmic Radiation
Each of these components will now be discussed in detail.
2.1.1 EARTH TRAPPED RADIATION
The total integrated dose the spacecraft will encounter during the insertion and parking
orbit phases is expected to be small compared to the overall mission exposure. As
given in the Mission Specification, the time-integrated dose is estimated to be as
follows:
Protons (E > 30 Mev)
Electrons (E > 0.5 Mev)
1 x 107 protons/cm 2
10104 x electrons/cm 2
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2.1.2 SOLAR COSMIC RADIATION
2.1.2.1 SOLAR FLARES
The solar flare environmental requirements given in the Mission Specification can be
expressed as follows:
N(>E) = 4.5x 1010 E -1"12
N (>E) = 4.18x 105 E -1"02
N (>E) =
2
, protons/cm /event
2
, protons/cm /sec (peak/event)
1012 E- 1.94 27.43 x , protons/cm /year
This represents the environment in the vicinity of the Earth. In determining the total
mission integrated dose, a (l/R) 2 dependence on the intensity is used, where R is in
terms of AU from the Sun to the spacecraft.
The above specification implies a flare occurrence of 10 flares per year based on the
flux above 30 Mev. For the present analysis a conservative estimate of one flare per
month is used.
It is of interest to compare the above estimates with the data from the last cor-
responding solar flare maximum period (1959-1960 period). Table 2-1 shows this
comparison for the integrated proton flux of E >30 Mev. In Table 2-1, three different
launch dates are considered; May 11, June 10, and June 25. The first column of dose
estimates gives the particle flux greater than 30 Mev for the entire mission based on
the flare occurrence and intensity observed during the corresponding 1959-60 yearly
time period. The second column assumes the flare occurrence corresponding to the
1959-60 time period and the Specification value of 109 protons/cm2/event, E > 30 Mev
(Earth value). The third column assumes, a flare occurrence of one flare per month
each with the intensity of 109 protons/cm_'/event, E >30 Mev (Earth value).
As can be seen from the table, there is little difference between the total mission
integrated dose for these three situations. For the present analysis, the one flare
per month occurrence rate is assumed. This results in the vehicle accumulating two-
thirds of its total mission dose during the cruise phase and the remaining one-third
during the Mars orbital phase. Figure 2-1 shows the final assumed environment for
the total mission integrated dose due to solar flares. The dose for E >30 Mev is
taken as 1010 protons/cm 2 and for E > 100 Mev as 109 protons/cm 2. These values
are slightly higher than any of the corresponding values in Table 2-1.
2. I. 2.2 SOLAR WIND
The values of the solar wind are assumed to be the following:
Mean density: 0.5 AU; 20 Hydrogen atoms/cc
1.0 AU; 5 Hydrogen atoms/cc
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Mean Flow:
1.75 AU; 2 Hydrogen atoms/cc
0.5 AU; 8 x 108 Hydrogen atoms/cc/sec
1.0 AU; 2 x 108 Hydrogen atoms/cc/sec
1.75 AU; 1 x 108 Hydrogen atoms/cc/sec
The mean velocity of the solar wind from 0.5 AU to 1.75 AU, is assumed to be 450
to 500 Km/sec. The electron density for energies on the order of a few electron volts
is assumed to be 103 electrons/cm 3.
2.1.3 MARS TRAPPED RADIATION
The speculation of a Martian Radiation Belt is not based on any direct experimental
data at the present time. However, based on the planet's similarity to earth, it is
quite probable that a belt exists. The intensity of such a belt would have to be as much
as ten thousand times the intensity of the Earth's belt before it could be observed on
Earth. Hopefully the Mariner IV spacecraft will shed some light on this question.
For the present analysis, a Martian radiation belt is assumed to exist. The structure
of the belt is assumed to be identical to that of the Earth in relation to the planet size
(i. e., in terms of planetary_ radii). Thus the peak of the inner belt is assumed at
approximately 1.5 Martian radii (5000 km) from the center of Mars and the peak of the
outer belt at approximately 4.7 Martian radii (16,000 km).
Based on these assumptions, the dose received in a given Martian orbit may be
estimated utilizing present Earth Radiation Belt computer programs. Such an estimate
has been made for the Mars elliptical orbit mission (nominal mission). The Mars
orbit is assumed to have a periapsis of 3000 km and an apoapsis of 25,000 km with an
inclination of 40 degrees. The radiation flux encountered in this Martian orbit would
correspond to that encountered in an Earth orbit having a perigee at about 12000 km
and an apogee at 54,200 km. The results of this calculation are shown in Figure 2-2
for the daily flux of electrons and protons that the vehicle would be exposed to in the
elliptical Mars orbit. The curves shown in Figure 2-2 assume a Martian belt intensity
equal to that of the Earth's belt. Any assumption on the Martian belt intensity relative
to the Earth's belt would be a direct mutltiplying factor on the curves shown in Figure
2-2. For example, the worst case environment is assumed to be ten thousand (104 )
times the intensities shown in Figure 2-2. The energy spectrum shape is assumed
to be independent of intensity however.
2.1.4 GALACTIC COSMIC RADIATION
The primary galactic cosmic radiation consists mostly of protons and heavier nuclei.
The elemental composition is given in the Mission Specification. The maximum yearly
flux is taken to be 1.2 x 108 particles/cm 2. The energy of these particles is 100 Mev
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and greater. This radiation, though very penetrating, will be somewhat insignificant
compared to the other environment components. The maximum integrated dose will
be 20 rad/year.
2.2 INTERNAL - 1969 MISSION
The average daily electron and proton flux to be encountered by the vehicle during the
two month earth orbiting phase of the 1969 mission is shown in Figure 2-3. A nominal
orbit of 200 miles perigee, 6700 miles apogee, and 30" inclination has been assumed.
The solar cosmic radiation and primary galactic radiation described above for the 1971
mission is also assumed to apply to the 1969 mission.
2.3 INTERNAL RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
In order to assess the effects of the radiation environment on the internal satellite
components, the shielding effect of the satellite structure must be taken into account.
Such shielding calculations have been performed utilizing the external radiation en-
vironment for the 1971 mission described in the previous sections. The essential re-
sults are summarized in Figure 2-4, which shows the total accumulated ionization dose
for the entire 1971 mission in terms of Rads (Air) as a function of shield thickness for
various assumptions concerning the intensity of the Martian radiation belt.
The "A" curve, although it includes the effect of a Martian radiation belt equal to the
intensity of the Earth's belt, is primarily due to the solar flare protons. Conversely,
as the value of the Martian belt intensity is assumed to increase up to the maximum
of 104 times the Earth's intensity, the solar flare protons become insigificant.
These dose estimates represent a maximum value from the geometrical shielding point
of view since a simple slab geometry has been assumed with the isotropic flux incident
on one side of the slab. However, similar work on other programs has shown that this
technique does give a reasonable maximum dose estimate, particularly for components
mounted close to the surface of the vehicle. The dose estimates given in Figure 2-4
also include the dose due to the Bremsstrahlung (X-rays) generated by the incident
electrons.
Although computer shielding programs are available which can calculate detailed
isodose contours within a given instrument cannister or a complete spacecraft structure,
it is felt that this sort of detail is not required at this point in the program.
Figures 2-5 and 2-6 show the shapes of the electron and proton spectra for the Martian
belt (Mars = Earth intensity) after passing through various shield thicknesses using
the slab geometry.
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3.0 EFFECTS ON SUBSYSTEMS
The effects of the radiation environment on the solar cell power system are given
in detail in VB236FD101 - Appendix A. Similiarly, the effects on external thermal
coatings are also given elsewhere, see VB235AA101. The effects of the solar wind
and other very low energy components of the radiation environment are of particular
concern to these surface coatings.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to a detailed discussion of the effects
of the radiation environment on the internal semiconductor electronic components.
These components are considered to be the most sensitive in the spacecraft system
and will therefore serve as a basis to judge the seriousness of the radiation en-
vironment on the spacecraft system.
4.0 EFFECTS ON SEMICONDUCTOR ELECTRONICS
Radiation exposure of semiconductor components can result in two general classes
of effects: bulk effects and surface effects. In what follows, bulk effects are defined
as those damage processes which occur within the normal crystal lattice structure
while surface effects refer to damage processes which alter the semiconductor sur-
face properties. Both of these processes can radically affect the electrical character-
istics of semiconductor devices.
It is the purpose of this section to describe in detail the effects of ionizing radiation
on semiconductor devices, in particular transistors and diodes, and to present the
calculational procedures and experimental data used to assess the effects of the en-
vironment on the Voyager electronic systems. The essential results on bulk damage
are contained in Section 3.1 while that for surface effects is given in Section 3.2.
4.1 BULK EFFECTS
In general, there are two types of interactions between the semiconductor crystal
lattice and the incident radiation. These are referred to as carrier production and
lattice defect production. Carrier production results from the excitation of valence
electrons to the conduction band by ionizing radiation propagating through the crystal.
These generated electron-hole pairs produce an increase in conductivity, however,
they tend to recombine with a time constant equal to the normal carrier lifetime,
hence carrier production is a transient effect for pulsed radiation. This effect is
independent of the integrated dose and varies only with dose rate. For the Voyager
environment, the dose rate will be low (<103 rads/hr). In a typical silicon diode,
this would produce an excess reverse current of less than 10-10 amps. Therefore
carrier production can be regarded as an insignificant effect.
Lattice defect production represents a more serious problem and results from col-
listions between higher energy particles and lattice atoms. Essentially, this is a
three-phase process. First there is a primary interaction between the incident
particle and an atom of the crystal lattice. If the energy of the incident particle is
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sufficient, enough energy can be transferred to the struck atom to displace it from its
normal position in the lattice to some interstitial site, leaving a vacancy in the lattice.
If the recoil energy of the struck atom is greater than the atomic displacement energy
for the lattice, it will undergo interactions with other atoms in the lattice producing
secondary and ternary knock-ons resulting in a cascade effect. The vacancies produced
by this process diffuse away from the impact site until they are trapped by a chemical
impurity or a lattice defect. The interstitial atoms also consititute a lattice defect.
There are several types of lattice defects that can be formed from the interactions of
the interstitials and vacancies with the lattice. The exact mechanisms of defect forma-
tion are not well understood at this time; however, a general dependence on incident
particle type and energy, type and amount of impurities present, type of semiconductor
material, and temperature has been observed. The threshold particle energy for
displacements, ET, (i. e., the minimum incident particle energy required to produce
an atomic displacement) varies with the semiconductor material, the type of incident
particle, and the direction of the incident particle relative to the crystal axis. Mini-
mum values of E T for protons and electrons in silicon and germanium are tabulated in
Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Minimum Values of E T
E T Particle Material
0.680 Mev
98 ev
270 ev
v V,_Lb.S
Electrons
Protons
Protons
k._.L_.Lm._VJJL_
Germanium
Silicon
Germanium
A 1 Mev proton is capable of producing an average of 9000 displacements per centi-
meter in silicon. For an electron of the same energy, the number of displacements/
centimeter is reduced to 5.6. This decrease in effectiveness is due mainly to the
fact that the proton is approximately 1800 times more massive than an electron re-
sulting in ahighercross-section for a primary collision and the transfer of more
energy per primary collision, creating more secondary displacements. The same
considerations also apply to neutrons which cause displacements by hard-sphere
collisions producing an average of 500 displacements/centimeter for fast neutrons
(Reference 1). The decreased effectiveness of neutrons relative to protons is due to
the absence of charge on the neutron. As a result, the neutron must interact with
the shorter range nuclear force field and is not affected by the coulomb force seen
by the proton. Consequently, the cross-section for a neutron collision is lower.
Each type of radiation induced defect will produce a discrete allowed electronic energy
level within the forbidden energy gap of the semiconductor material and this will be
similar in action to the introduction of chemical impurities. James and Lark - Horovitz
have proposed that each vacancy gives rise to two acceptor levels corresponding to the
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presence of oneor two electrons near each vacancy. Two donor energy levels are also
associatedwith eachinterstitial atom corresponding to the first and second ionization
potentials. Thus, the interstitial vacancy pairs produce two donor and two acceptor
energy levels in the forbidden gap. In an unirradiated semiconductor, the carrier
concentration is normally governed by the donor and acceptor levels producedby added
impurities. Therefore, the introduction of these radiation induced energy levels
alters the carrier concentration andhence, the conductivity. The efficiency of these
levels in acceptingor donating anelectron dependsuponthe position of the defect level
with respect to the Fermi level. Sincethe position of these levels dependson the type
of defect formed, it canbe seen that bulk damageeffects cannot be accurately pre-
dicted just from a determination of the number of displaced atoms alone. As a result,
one cannot confidently determine the relative effectiveness of different types of
particles or particles of different energy in damage production simply by making a
ratio of the number of displacements/centimeter produced by each without knowing
the nature of the defects that are formed.
4.1.1 EFFECTS ON CONDUCTIVITY AND LIFETIME
The two properties of a semiconductor that are most significantly affected by displace-
ment production are the conductivity and the lifetime.
4.1.1.1 CONDUCTIVITY
The conductivity of a semiconductor is related to the carrier concentration and
mobility by
= ne/_ n + peep (1)
where
n - electron concentration in the conduction band
p - hole concentration in the valence band
e - electronic charge
- electron mobility
_n
- hole mobility
P
The relative importance of each of the radiation induced donor and acceptor levels
varies with the type of material, whether it is n or p type, and the initial conductivity.
In n-type germanium, the acceptor levels (electron traps) play a dominant role. The
conductivity initially decreases with dose as more and more electrons are removed
from the conduction band to the acceptor levels. As the dose is further increased, the
conductivity falls to a minimum at which point, a redistribution of the trapped electrons
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to vacant states of lower energy occurs. After this redistribution occurs, the vacancies
left in the low lying states begin to act as acceptors, removing electrons from the
valence band causing the material to become P-type and for additional bombardment,
the conductivity will increase. In initially P-type germanium, the behavior of the
conductivity is dependent upon its initial value and hence, the Fermi level. For an
initial conductivity of less than about 20 mhos/cm, the acceptor levels remove elec-
trons from the valence band and create holes. The conductivity will, therefore, in-
crease with dose, asymptotically approaching a value of 20 mhos/cm. If the initial
conductivity is greater than 20 mhos/cm, the positions of the Fermi level relative to
the defect levels will be such that hole trapping occurs and the conductivity will
•,_. ........ _ decrease to 20 _.hos/cm. The changes in conductivity in germanium
For both n and p-type silicon, the conductivity exhibits a more uniform behavior than
for germanium. In n-type silicon, the acceptor levels dominate and remove electrons
from the conduction band resulting in a conductivity decrease with dose which asympto-
tically approaches the intrinsic value (i. e., the value corresponding to pure silicon).
In p-type material, the donor levels dominate, removing holes from the valence band,
and also resulting in a conductivity decrease with dose which again asymptotically
approaches the intrinsic value. The behavior of the conductivity with dose for silicon
is depicted in Figure 4-2.
Based on fast neutron damage experiments, a model has been proposed (Reference 2)
which for low doses ( < 1014 nvt) assumes a linear variation of conductivity with dose
so that
(7 (Yo
where
c ° is the initial conductivity
is the conductivity damage constant
is the neutron dose
The choice of sign depends upon the initial conductivity and the type of material. In
germanium it is negative for n-type, positive for p-type if a o is less than 20 mhos/cm,
and negative for p-type if _o is greater than 20 mhos/cm. In silicon the sign is always
negative.
4.1.1.2 LIFETIME EFFECTS
The disruption of the lattice periodicity by radiation induced defects also serves to
catalyze the recombination of holes and electrons thereby reducing the minority carrier
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lifetime. This is the major source of device degradation from bulk effects. In
agreement with theory, the minority carrier lifetime has been found to decrease
according to (Reference 3)
I 1
- + -- (3)
_r -r K
o
where ,_is the time integrated particle flux and K is a constant hereafter referred
to as the lifetime damage constant. The damage constant is essentially the link between
the type and number of defects produced and their effect on the lifetime and therefore
depends on such factors as: type and enera_, of the bombarding_ particle: _type of
semiconductor (germanium or silicon, n or p-type, etc. ); equilibrium conductivity.;
temperature; and amount and type of impurities present. Due to the lack of knowledge
concerning the interaction of all of these variables, the damage constant can be
determined only by experiment. Values of K in germanium are usually about one order
of magnitude higher than in silicon indicating that germanium is a more damage
resistant material. This is in agreement with simple displacement theory predictions
since the germanium atom is heavier and therefore exhibits a lower cross-section
for displacement production. Values for K for fast fission neutrons have been determined
by several experimenters (References 3, 4, 5, 6). Average values for various
materials are shown in Table 4-2.
Table _ '_ "-_ .... _-- _^-* " "
Material K
n - type Ge
p - type Ge
n- type Si
p- type Si
5.0±2.0x 10 7nvt- sec
2.4-0.4x10 7nvt- sec
2.8-0.8x10 6nvt- sec
3.2- 1.1x10 6nvt- sec
4.1.2 SPECIFIC APPLICATION TO TRANSISTOR AND DIODE PARAMETERS
4.1.2.1 TRANSISTORS
In transistors, the most significant effect of displacement damage is a reduction in
the current gain due to effects on the conductivity and the minority carrier lifetime.
The basic mechanism of transistor operation depends upon the diffusion of minority
carriers, injected at the emitter, across the base region to the collector junction.
The percentage of these carriers which recombine in the base before reaching the
collector determine the current gain. A radiation induced reduction in the lifetime
therefore lowers the current gain. Since carrier lifetime becomes less important as
the width of the base region decreases, one would expect narrow base, high frequency
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transistors to be less sensitive to this type of damage. Also, since less atomic dis-
placements are produced in germanium, germanium transistors exhibit a greater
resistance to this effect. Changes in the base conductivity are responsible for two
additional effects which ultimately affect the current gain. They are a reduction in
emitter efficiency and depletion layer widening of the collector region (i. e., a de-
crease in the base width). In general then, one can see that the damage sensitivity
of a transistor varies with the alpha cut-off frequency, the base conductivity, junction
structure (abrupt, graded, etc. ), and the semiconductor material from which it is
made. The behavior of conductivity and lifetime with dose has been previously
described. Elementary device theory analytically relates these parameters to the
current gain (Reference 7). For a PNP unit, the common emitter current gain may
be expressed as,
1 S A S W _b W W 2
D A +_ff + (4)p e e L 2e 2L
P
where
fi - common emitter current gain
S - surface recombination velocity
W - effective base width
A S - effective surface recombination area around the emitter
A - area of the emitter junction
e
D - diffusion constant for holes
P
a b - base conductivity
a - emitter conductivity
e
L - diffusion length for electrons in the emitter
e
L - diffusion length for holes in the base
P
For a base of uniform resistivity, the width of the collector depletion region is given by
i/2
(5)
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The effective base width is given by
W = W1-Wb = W1- /'2E_Vct1/2_b
where:
W 1 - geometrical width of the base region
E - dielectric constant
(6)
- majority carrier mobility
V - collector voltage
C
The first term on the right hand side of equation (4) is the surface recombination term
and remains essentially unaltered by bulk damage. The effect of ionizing radiation on
the surface of a semiconductor will be discussed in Section 3.2. The second term
represents the emitter efficiency. Use of equations (2) and (3) yields
w ( %0• ¢o)w ( 1 1/2
aeLe - (_eo ± _) D1/2 _k_e° + "_
where
sm •
2
L = D r
e e e
Whetherthe signsin equation (7) are positive or negative depends whether the material
is silicon or germanium, the initial conductivity, and the structure, i.e., npn or Imp.
For typical germanium pnpts, the signs become negative and the emitter efficiency
will tend to decrease. In the npn case, the sign in the numerator becomes positive
while the one in the denominator goes negative causing an increase in emitter efficiency.
For silicon npn and pnp transistors, both signs are negative with a resulting decrease
in emitter efficiency. Changes in the emitter efficiency term become significant only
at higher doses (_ 1014 nvt) and usually are not important when compared to the effects
on the volume recombination which is represented by the third term in equation (4).
The effect on the volume recombination term can be attributed to permanent changes in
the minority carrier lifetime. Making use of the relation
2
L = D V (8)P P P
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and substituting in the lifetime degradation, equation (3), the volume recombination
term can be written as
(9)
The volume recombination term is also subject to degradation induced by conductivity
changes since the base width is related to _b by equation (6). However, for npn
germanium and all silicon transistors, the lifetime changes at a much faster rate
than the base conductivity. Therefore, this effect may be ignored and a constant base
width may be assumed. If the effects on the emitter efficiency term are ignored and if
B o is the preirradiation current gain then
1 1 _ 1 W2C)
8 B 2 D K
o p
(i0)
Assuming a uniform base, the base width may be related to the alpha cutoff frequency,
f
_o
D
_x72 _ 1.22 p (11)f
_o
Substituting this into (10) and normalizing
fl_ 1 (12)
_o .194 (p fl o
1+
Kf
_o
The damage constants to be used in equation (12) are listed in Table 4-2 and depend on
the transistor material and type. Specifically, the value of K selected depends only on
the base material since the damage is due to minority carrier lifetime degradation in
the base. For example, for a silicon npn transistor the damage constant for p-type
silicon would be selected. Inserting the appropriate values for K into equation (12) the
degradation equation becomes
for silicon npn fl o
1
-8
6.06x 10 q_Bo
1+
f
_o
1
-8
6.93 x 10 _ 8o
1+
f
_o
(13)
for silicon pnp -_ o
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for germanium npn
-9
o 8.1 x 10 _o
1+
f
_o
(15)
For the purposes of comparison, the degradation functions for 1 mc and 50 mc silicon
npn and germanium npn transistors are plotted in Figure 4-3. From these curves one
can see the relative improvement in resistance to bulk damage gained by using higher
frequency devices. The greater vulnerability, of silicon as opposed to germanium is
also evident. In pnp germanium transistors, the constant base width assumption will
not always hold. For alpha cutoff frequencies above 5 mc, the effective base width
becomes smaller and significant changes in the base conductivity will occur before the
lifetime decay can appreciably reduce the current gain. Since the base is n-type
germanium, the conductivity will decrease producing a decrease in the effective base
width due to depletion layer widening as per equation (5) thus changing f_o • This will
actually cause _to increase since the recombination effects will be reduced. This base
width reduction will continue to occur until either the base material is converted to p-
type, or punch-through occurs, at which point _will rapidly fall to zero. Neglecting any
1.0
__ "" "- -.-, _._ _ ...... -.._. I
_.,, "" _. "_ . GERMANIUM N'PN
_ _ _'_ SILICON N'PN
o8 _- ,,_ _ ,, I
• : \ ", !
f _ 0 = 1 MCN \x
I ",, ",,,
DEGRADATION IN COMMON EMITTER__ ""_,. __ "
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Figure 4-3. Gain Degradation Due to Bulk Damage for Typical NPN Transistors
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effects of emitter efficiency from equation (4), for a non-constant base width (alpha
cutoff frequency), the gain degradation becomes
2
(16)
where
W
O
2
Using L
P
represents the initial effective base width.
= r D and the lifetime degradation equation results in
P P
2
1 1 _ 1 o W2_
B 8 2D r 2 K
o p o W °
(17)
By assuming an emitter efficiency of unity, and neglecting the surface recombination
term, then
2W
0
2D T
p o
(18)
Substituting this into (17) and rearranging terms yields
(To )21 1 _VVo__ __W .
--=_ + 2DpK/\W °
(19)
Normalizing to Bo the degradation equation becomes
_ (Wo/W)2
8 2
o W _8
o1+
2DK
P
(20)
In terms of the alpha cutoff frequency, the equation, for a uniform base, is
19o f o(o .194 _ 80
+ K f "
(21)
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Therefore, to correct for a varying base width the normal degradation equation (12)
must be multiplied by the ratio of the cutoff frequency to its initial value. Substituting
the proper value for the damage constant, the degradation function for germanium
pnp transistors becomes
/ (22Bo o 3.88 x 10-9_ _o
+ f
_o
The damage function for 1.2 ohm-cm initial base resistivity germanium pnp devices
(10) with initial alpha cutoff frequency as a parameter is shown in Figure 4-4. For
lower frequency units corresponding to larger base widths, lifetime degradation ef-
fects dominate and the curves for these transistors exhibit a similar behavior to that
observed for the other device types. Higher frequency units with smaller base widths
exhibit an initial slow decay in gain (due to lifetime effects) to a minimum value cor-
responding to where the conductivity changes begin to dominate. Under further bombard-
ment, depletion layer widening continues, causing a decrease in the base width which
actually increases the current gain. The gradual increase in B will continue until a
sudden rapid drop occurs corresponding to the occurrence of punch-through or con-
version of the base to p-type material and transistor operation ceases.
4.1.2.2 EFFECTS ON DIODES
Changes in lifetime and conductivity induced by displacement damage produce the fol-
lowing effects in diodes. In the forward direction at low currents, the current for a
constant voltage increases and dynamic resistance decreases. At higher currents,
the effect will reverse and a decrease in current will be observed. In the reverse
direction, both the current at constant voltage and the breakdown voltage increase.
These changes can be explained by examining the diode equation.
I q Vo 11I = I s e - (23)
where
I - the diode current
I - the reverse saturation current
s
V D - the potential difference across the j unction
T - the junction temperature
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k - Boltzman's constant
q - electronic charge
Elementary device theory indicates the dependence of I
S
as
on minority carrier lifetime
Is = A i+ / 1/2 (24)
where A is a constant determined by material parameters. Consequently, the reduction
in minority carrier lifetime from displacement damage will cause an increase in I
with a subsequent increase in diode current. At higher currents, however, this be s
havior changes as conductivity effects become dominant. The voltage applied at the
diode terminals, VA, and the junction potential, VD, differ by
V D = V A - V B (25)
where V B is the voltage drop due to the material conductivity. In general, for most
material and doping levels used in diode manufacture, conductivity decreases will
occur under bombardment. At higher current levels, V B will become increasingly
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significant, lowering the junction potential which, according to the diode equation, will
reduce the current. The typical behavior of the semiconductor diode characteristic
after successive exposures is shown in Figure 4-5.
4.1.3 CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE FOR ESTIMATING BULK EFFECTS FOR THE
VOYAGER INTERNAL EhrVIRONME,N_I "
The discussion of the bulk damage mechanisms has shown that the damage constant
must be experimentally determined by irradiation in the laboratory. It is obviously
impossible to simulate the complex space r,diation environment in the laboratory, so
the damage cnnstants are determined fnr rnnnn_n_rg_tie beam_ of e!ec.trnn_ _n_
proto_n_ in accelerators or fast fission neutrons in reactors. To estimate the effects
produced by the complex Voyager internal radiation environment, it is necessary to
develop a procedure which will reduce the spectrally distributed electrons and protons
to an equivalent particle flux which can be produced in a reactor or accelerator. The
first step then requires the selection of the most convenient equivalent flux, one
which will allow the fullest use of existing data. Because of economy and availability,
almost all of the transistor radiation effects experiments have been performed under
reactor irradiation resulting in a scarcity of proton and especially electron data. For
this reason, the incident proton and electron spectrums are reduced to an equivalent
fast (average energy _ 1 MEV) fission spectrum neutron flux (Figure 4-6). The
criteria for equivalence was chosen to be equal damage production. Therefore, the
object of the following calculations ...... be _uwill "- reduce the internal environment given
in Section 1 to an equally damaging fast neutron flux. Specifically, the approach will
involve these three steps:
a. Reduction of the internal electron and proton spectrums to equivalent
monoenergetic fluxes by simple displacement theory.
be Conversion of these monoenergetic fluxes to an equivalent fast neutron flux
by the application of experimentally determined proton-neutron and electron-
neutron damage equivalence factors.
Cl Application of damage constants measured under neutrons and the equivalent
fast neutron flux determined in steps b and c to predict the degradation in
transistor and diode paramerters.
4.1.3.1 DETERMINATION OF THE EQUIVALENT MONOENERGETIC FLUX
If it is assumed that the type of defects formed are independent of particle energy and
vary only with the type of particle (whether it is proton, neutron, electron, etc. ),
then it follows that the damage produced by particles of different energy (but of the
same type) will be proportional to the number of atomic displacements produced by
each. For example, the relative effectiveness of 1 MEV protons to 10 MEV protons
would depend on the ratio of the number of atomic displacements produced at 1 MEV
to those produced at 10 MEV and if the 1 MEV particle produces one hundred times
as many displacements per unit track length, then one 1 MEV proton can be assumed
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to be equivalent to one hundred times as many displacements per unit track length,
and one i MEV proton can be assumed to be equivalent to one hundred 10 MEV protons.
For the most part, these assumptions are not strictly true. For example, in most
cases, a high energy particle will cause a different type of defect (i. e. how it behaves
electrically) than a low energy particle. This effect of defect type as a function of
particle energy will be briefly discussed later. For the moment, however, assume
that equal atomic displacement densities will produce equal damage. Now, if the
particle energy loss in the material is small compared to the incident energy, the
number of atomic displacements/cm 3 produced by a spectrum of particles may be
uu_,_u by weighting the differential spec_um _ (E} with an energy dependent
_,_-_-+ _,,._t;_._ _ _ _.t_a-r_in_ over all ener_ries. Therefore_
_DT = f _D (E) _ (E) d E (26)
-- 00
where
_DT - total number of displacements/cm 3 produced
_D(E) - number of displacements/cm produced by a particle of energy E.
(E)- differential flux (particies/cm 2 - MEV)
Now if the total number of displacements/cm 3 produced by the monoenergetic
particle flux, F (El) , of energy El, is given by
UDT = F (El)_D (El) (27)
then the monoenergetic flux, F (El), required to produce the same damage as the
spectrum defined by _ (E) may be obtained by equating the displacement densities
produced by each. Therefore,
-_- co
1 f '_ D(E)_(E) dE (28)
F (El) - riD (El) _oo
At present, there is no transistor data which can confirm this premise, however,
solar cell data does tend to verify these assumptions for protons in the 10 - 500
MEV range (Reference 4). Outside this range, the data shows departures from this
simple behavior indicating a change in the type of defect being formed. However, a
look at the internal proton spectrum, Figure 2-6, shows that most of the particles lie
in the 10 - 500 MEV energy range. Therefore, the error resulting from using simple
displacement theory will be small compared to other errors.
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Similarly, for electrons, insufficient transistor data forces the use of solar cell
data to investigate the correctness of simple displacement theory. In the range of
0.5 - 2 MEV, observed damage correlates well with displacement theory prediction.
For energies above this, experimenters (Reference 8) have found that electrons are
much more damaging than the theory indicates with 5.6 MEV electrons _ 10 - 20
times more effective. Again, this is probably due to the formation of a defect,
possibly a divacancy, that is a much more efficient trapping center than those
formed by less energetic particles. For energies less than 0.5 Mev experimental
data (Reference 12) tends to show less damage than predicted. Simple displacement
theory uses a minimum value for the atomic threshold displacement energy, E D,
and does not correct for variations in incident particle direction within the crystal
(i. e., straggling). This is somewhat unrealistic at particle enrgies (<0.5 Mev)
where the transferred energy (recoil energy) is comparable to E D with the result
that a greater number of atomic displacements are predicted than actually occur,
since ED can increase significantly above the minimum value along other crystal
axes. Therefore, lower energy particles appear to be more damaging than observed.
The internal electron environment is such that the bulk of the spectrum lies within the
• 5 - 2 MEV range so that these high and low energy effects will not cause a significant
error. Also, since displacement theory is optimistic at higher energies and pessimistic
at lower energies, there is a degree of error compensation present. Therefore, the
application of simple displacement theory should be suitable for this analysis and will
enable the conversion of the internal spectra to equivalent monoenergetic fluxes. To
evaluate equation (28), it is necessary to determine the displacement function _D(E).
Since _D(E) depends on particle type and material it must be evaluated for both electrons
and protons in both silicon and germanium.
4.1.3.1.1 PROTONS
The dominant class of collisions for atomic displacements for protons of energy less
than 500 MEV is Rutherford scattering in which the coulomb fields of the proton and
the nuclei interact to permit the exchange of momentum and energy. Above 500 MEV,
significant nuclear disintegrations begin to occur which give rise to neutrons, protons,
alpha particles, etc. of just about the right energy (5-20 MEV) to produce a large
number of secondary displacements. At present, a good model of this process is not
available. However, this is not a serious consequence for the present analysis since
most of the protons are below 500 MEV. Simple displacement theory states that the
mean number of displaced atoms/cm produced by an incident particle of energy E is
given by
nD (E) = NA _;o _-" (29)
where
the displacement cross section
the mean number of secondary displacements per primary recoil
atomic density of the lattice (atoms/cm 3)
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For protons, the application of classical collision theory yeields the following relation
for the displacement cross section from Rutherford scattering:
4 _ ao2 Z 2 ER 2
°'v- = E E M (30)
D
where
E - atomic number of the lattice atoms
M - atomic weight of the lattice atoms
ED - Threshold energy for displacement of the lattice atom*
ER - the Rydberg energy (13.6 ev)
a - Bohr radius of hydrogen (5.29 x 10 -9 cm)
O
E - proton energy
The mes_ nu_m_ber of a_rnndary displacements is given by
v = 0.107+ 0.561 In Tm Tm >> 1
E D
where
(31)
rm
4ME
(M + 1)2 (32)
Substituting equations (30) and (31) into (29), the mean number of displaced atoms/cm
produced by an incident proton of energy E becomes,
4ffNAa 2ER2Z2 10 _D )Ir/D (E) = o .107+ 0.5611n Tm
EEDM
(33)
*It is assumed that each lattice atom is bound to its normal site in a square potential
well of depth E D.
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The minimum energy, ED, for displacement is dependent upon the material, tempera-
ture, and the direction of recoil with respect to the crystal axes. Experimental
measurements indicates minimum values for ED of 13 ev in silicon and 31 ev in ger-
manium. Substituting appropriate values for the constants, the proton displacement
functions become in silicon
964
77D (E) = _ (9.43+ InE) (34)
and in germanium
735
r_D (E) = _ (7.66+lnE) (35)
4. i.3. i.2 ELECTRONS
Similarly, for electrons in the 0.1 to 10 MEV energy range, the dominant mechanism is
also Rutherford scattering caused by interaction between the electron and the nuclear
charge. However, the determination of the displacement cross section is more com-
plicated since, because of its smaller mass, an electron must move at relativistic
speeds to produce atomic displacements. The displacement cross section for relativis-
tic Rutherford scattering for an electron of energy E is given by
o
where
I TM T M
" _"T 1/2
_b 2 2.5x 10 -25 Z 2 V
= _4 _/ 2 8= c '
060,M .5_" .511 + 2
V = electron velocity (cm./sec. )
c = speed of light (cm./sec. )
E = electron energy (MEV)
Z
0/- 137
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the mean number of secondary displacements per primary collision is given by
V-- I T¢ 1 TM TM0. 107 + 0. 561 In TM _ ED _-- > 2
(37)
T M
-_'= 1 -- < 2
ED
The mean number of displacements/cm, can then be computed from
rID(E) = N A o. D (E) _" (E) (38)
The equations above have been evaluated for silicon and germanium and the displace-
ment functions are plotted in Figure 4-7. The functions for protons are also shown
and one can see that the curves illustrate the much greater effectiveness of protons
over electrons in displacement production. The relative improvement of germanium
vs. silicon is also evident. Since the best particle correlation data available was
found to be between 1 MEV electrons and fast neutrons and 30 MEV protons and fast
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neutrons, the electron spectrum will be reduced to an equivalent 1 MEV electron
flux and the proton spectrum will be reduced to an equivalent 30 MEV proton flux.
For a 30 MEV equivalent proton flux, equation (28) becomes
in silicon
@QO
1
Fp (30) - f _D (E) _p (E) dE42O
-- CO
(39)
in germanium
@CO
Fp (30) - 1270 f
-- OO
?TD (E) _p (E) dE (40)
where
q_p (E) = protons/cm 2 - MEV
The equivalent 1 MEV electron flux is given by
in silicon
F (1)- 1 /_
e 5.6 77D (E) _e (E) dE (41)
in germanium
1/F (1)=-e 0.7
--CO
_TD (E) _e (E) dE (42)
where
_e (E) = electrons/cm 2 - MEV
A 7090 computer program has been coded to evaluate equations (39), (40), (41), and
(42). Essentially, the program numerically integrates the appropriate displacement
function over the internal electron and proton spectrums computed in Section 1.
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4.1.3.2 CONVERSION OF THE EQUIVALENT MONOENERGETIC FLUXES TO AN
EQUIVALENT FAST NEUTON FLUX
The final step in the determination of the equivalent fast neutron flux requires the
selection of appropriate damage equivalence factors between neutrons, protons, and
electrons. The monoenergetic fluxes computed in Section 3.1.3 (a) can thus be con-
verted to equivalent fast neutron fluxes. The effects of the proton and electron spec-
tra will then be reduced to a common denominator and the total equivalent fast neutron
flux will be equal to the sum of the equivalent neutron flux for protons and the equiv-
alent flux for the electrons, b_orttmateiy, determining an equivalence between
particles of different _es is not easily done. ".... the equal _ .....
_a_,,s_ for cqua! _o-
placements assumption does not hold since the type of defects produced are no longer
the same. Therefore, direct experimental data rather than simple displacement
theory must be relied on to determine the damage equivalence. Equal damage cor-
relations have been performed between various proton energies (References 3, 5,
10) and fast fission neutrons. Similarly, correlations have been performed between
various electron energies (5, 10) and neutrons. In what follows, the damage equiv-
alence factor, A, of a particle is defined to be the ratio of the fast neutron flux to
the particle flux required to produce equal damage. Damage equivalence factors
determined from the correlations listed above are displayed in Figure 4-8 for protons
and in Figure 4-9 for electrons. One can see that an extremely wide spread exists
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Figure 4-9. Electron - Neutron Damage Equivalence Factors
in the data. This is because most of the data points represent measurements made
on differenct types of devices (solar cells vs. transistors), poor sample sizes, dif-
ferent semiconductor materials, etc. An average value for A for 30 Mev protons
was determined for use with the 30 Mev monoenergetic flux computed in part
3.13 (a). A data point at energy E was referred to 30 Mev by correction for the
number of displacements produced relative to those at 30 Mev, i.e.
_D (30)
A(30) = A(E) (43)
rid (E)
All values thus obtained were averaged giving a mean value of A (30) % 10, at 30
Mev. Because of the wide spread in the data, the damage equivalence factor was
taken to be the same in silicon and germanium. The determination of an average
value for A for 1 Mev electrons is a more difficult problem. A glance at Figure 4-9
will show that all but one of the data points lie above 2 Mev. These higher energy
points cannot be easily referred back to 1 Mev since, as previously pointed out,
simple displacement theory does not apply to these higher energies. The 1 Mev data
point represents an average of p/n and n/p, I ohm-cm., solar cell data (Reference 10).
Cross correlations with available data (Reference 3) give a fair degree of confidence
in this point. To provide an additional check, the displacement function for electrons
in silicon was normalized to the 1 Mev data point and plotted as shown in Figure 4-9.
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Data presented in Reference 11 shows the average of N/P and P/N solar cell damage
constants at 3 Mev to be 4.6 times the 1 Mev value. The point is plotted in Figure
4-9. Other solar cell data (Reference 8) on high energy electrons indicates that
5.6 Mev particles are approximately ten times as damaging as displacement theory
indicates. The points for 5 Mev and above represent data from Reference 12 for
silicon nIm transistors. These points were reduced by a factor of ten in accordance
with the results from Reference 8 and are plotted as squares. It can be seen that by
correcting the high energy data to account for the change in the type of defect formed
reasonable good agreement is obtained with the normalized displacement curve. Since
the curve was normalized to the 1 Mev A, this exercise provides additional confidence
in the vs]idity of the data. Accordingly, A (1) = 8.3 x 10 -4 is used as the damage
equivalence factor for electrons.
Now if _np is defined as the equivalent neutron dose for protons, then
_np A (30) Fp (30) = 10 Fp (30) (44)
Similarly, if _ne is the equivalent neutron dose for electrons, then
_ne _ (1) F (1) = 8.3x10 -4F (1) (45)
e e
the total equivalent neutron dose, @nT is then
_nT ¢)ne +
= q_np (46)
By utilizing these calculational techniques and the internal particle spectra derived
in Section 1.3, the equivalent neutron dose as a function of shield thickness can be
obtained. These results are shown in Figure 4-10 for various assumptions on the
Martian belt intensity and represent the total accumulated equivalent neutron dose in
both silicon and gemanium for the entire 1971 mission for each assumption.
From a consideration of the spacecraft structure, packaging, etc., it appears that a
shielding of at least 1.0 gms/cm 2 (_ 0.5 cm of equivalent aluminum) will exist for
all internal components. Considerably more shielding will be afforded many of the
components. However, taking 1.0 gm/cm 2 as the minimum shielding and comparing
the equivalent neutron doses of Figure 4-10 with the gain degradation of Figure 4-3,
the following observations on bulk damage can be made:
a. For a Martian radiation belt intensity up to 100 times the Earth's belt in-
tensity, the total mission dose, including solar flares, will be on the order of
1011 equivalent neutrons/cm 2 for the minimum shielding case. This does not
constitute a serious radiation dose, except for some possible high gain, low
frequency (f_o < 1.0 mc) silicon power transistors.
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b. For a Martian radiation belt 1000 times as intense as the Earth's belt, the
equivalent neutron dose with 1.0 gm/cm 2 shielding will be nearly 1012
neutrons/era 2 for the entire mission. This dose does not pose a serious
threat to the high frequency (f_o > 100 mc) signal devices. However, derating
requirements would have to be imposed on most high gain, medium frequency
(f_o < 50 mc) signal transistors such as the 2N2432, 2N930 and 2N2453 de-
vices. Also derating and/or shielding would have to be imposed on the power
electronics.
Re assumed "worst-case" environment for the Martian radiation belts that
is 104 times __R intense _$ the Earth's belt would pose some very serious
design problems. The __luiva!ent neutron dose would be 1013 neutrons/em 2
behind 1.0 gm/cm 2 shielding. This would require derating of all transistors
including the high frequency units. Also, additional shielding would probably
be required for the medium frequency devices. The power electronics would defi-
nitely require shielding. The required shielding for the power transistors would be
approximately 5 gms/cm 2 (about 2 cm of aluminum) in order to reduce the dose to
about 1011 neutrons/cm 2 • Judicious placement within the spacecraft of particularly
sensitive components in order to benefit from the shielding afforded by less
sensitive components could help appreciably in achieving the required shield'
ing without increasing weight. This "worst-case" environment would not pose
a serious threat to most diodes, although some derating may be required in
specific applications. Also this dose is not considered to pose a serious
threat to microelectronie circuits, since most of the transistors in these
circuits have a frequency capability on the order of 1000 megacycles.
4.2 SURFACE EFFECTS
In contrast to the reasonably well understood and controllable effects due to bulk
damage in transistors, the radiation induced surface effects are not nearly as well
understood or controllable. Basically, the effect is thought to arise from the inter-
action of the gas, which is encapsulated in the transistor can, and the semiconductor
surface. One of the main reasons for the encapsulating gas, usually dry nitrogen, is
to control surface contaminants and to maintain a controlled atmosphere surrounding
the semiconductor surface. Normally this results in very stable surface characteristics.
However when the transistor is under the influence of an ionizing radiation, a wholly
different situation can exist. First the encapsulating gas becomes ionized and main-
tains a certain state of ionization as long as it is exposed to a radiation field. The
ionized gas can, as a consequence of its ionized state, more readily interact with the
semiconductor surface. Moreover, the ionized gas is essentially a plasma and as
such will be influenced by the electric fields that surround the semiconductor junctions
which depend upon the biasing conditions on the device. The degree to which the gas
interacts with the semiconductor surface depends very strongly on the nature of the
surface itself. For example, mesa nonpassivated, devices have the bare semicon-
ductor junctions exposed directly to the ionized gas as compared to a planar passivated
device which has a thin insulating layer of silicon dioxide covering the semiconductor
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junctions. The result is that non-passivated devices are, in general, much more
sensitive to induced surface phenomena than passivated devices. The problem is
further complicated by the fact that surface impurities also play a dominant role in
the effect. These impurities can contribute to the effect in basically two ways. First,
they can be directly ionized by the incident radiation. Second, they can play an inter-
mediate role and act as efficient charge exchangers with the ionized gas and the semi-
conductor surface.
Further insight into this phenomenon can be obtained by considering the mesa type NPN
transistor shown in Figure 4-11(a). The exposed junctions produce a fringing electric
field between the collector and base junction. For a reverse-biased collector the
direction of the field lines are such as to cause ionization-produced electrons to de-
posit on the collector side while positive gas ions are attracted to the base, resulting
in the production of inversion layers on the surface (Figure 4-11(b). This process is
often referred to as the channeling effect. The presence of the inversion layer results
in an increase in the effective area of the collector-base junction causing an increase in
the reverse collector saturation current. In addition, the reverse resistance is lowered
since the inversion layers also act as conducting paths. The total result can be large
increases in Icb o, the collector-base leakage current. Similar channeling effects can
occur at the emitter junction and will act to increase the injection of holes from the
base to the emitter. These will add to the total emitter current but will make no con-
tribution to the collector current. Thus, this process acts to diminish the emitter
efficiency, thereby lowering the current gain. It has also been found that if the collector
is electrically connected to the transistor can, the resulting electric field will increase
the ion collection efficiency thereby magnifying the effect.
Identical phenomena can, of course, take place in a planar passivated device, except
they will be modified by the presence of the passivation layer as can be seen by con-
sidering the schematic of Figure 4-12. Theoretically, a silicon planar transistor
would be less sensitive to the surface effect since it has a passivated layer of silicon
dioxide on its surface to provide insulation of the semiconductor surface and junctions
from the ambient environment. This process of surface passivation has greatly re-
duced the variability of device characteristics as far as device manufacturing is con-
cerned. Theoretically, it should also improve the stability of the device when operating
in an ionizing radiation environment since the passivated layer would tend to reduce
the fringing field thereby reducing the collection efficiency of the ions that are pro-
duced in the gas by the radiation. Although some ions still can collect on the passivated
surface, their effectiveness in inducing channeling is reduced since they are physi-
cally separated from the charges in the semiconductor material by the thickness of the
passivated layer, resulting in a square law attenuation of the force between the charges.
In practice, however, the improvement is not as significant as might be expected.
Apparently, this is due to the non-uniformity in the passivated layer, and that it is not
physically thick enough to appreciably reduce the fringing field and the channeling effect
caused by surface collection of the ionized gas. Experiments have shown that the effect
is primarily dependent on the total dose rather than dose rate (Reference 13). Since
the effect is produced mostly by the ionization of the encapsulating gas, it is essentially
9
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independent of the type of incident ionizing particle and depends only on the particle
energy loss in the gas. Also there does not appear to be any strong correlation be-
tween alpha cutoff frequency (fa o) and degradation as exists for bulk effects. High
frequency transistors appear to be affected just as readily as low frequency units.
The Spacecraft Department of the General Electric Company has been conducting a
company funded experimental radiation program to further investigate this problem
for the past year. The radiation experiments that have been carried out under this
program have utilized low energy X-rays (50 Kev) as the ionizing radiation source.
As such, all the effects seen are thus due to surface phenomena only, since 50 Kev
X-Rays are incapable of causing bulk damage. Much of the data presented below has
been obtained under this program.
4.2.1 EFFECTS ON TRANSISTOR PARAMETERS
Two of the most sensitive transistor parameters to surface effects in both passivated
and non-passivated devices are the collector-base leakage current, ICB O, and the
current gain, 8.
4.2.1.1 EFFECTS ON ICB O
In general, non-passivated devices are much more sensitive to ICB O variations than
passivated devices. Figure 4-13 shows an example of ICB O variations in 2N335A
non-passivated devices as a function of radiation dose. As can be seen, the increases
can be quite severe and varied. This sort of behavior is somewhat typical for non-
passivated devices. In general, a threshold for large ICB O increases for non-
passivated devices appears to be between 103 and 104 Rads (Air), although there is a
large variability about this threshold for many devices.
It is much more difficult to make generalizations about I CBO increases on passivated
devices. For example, Figures 4-14 and 4-15 show ICB O variations for 2N1893 and
2N2432 devices respectively. Each type was made by a different manufacturer. As
can be seen, large variations are again present, with a threshold between 104 and 105
Rads (Air). On the other hand, this past year, the GE Spacecraft Department has
tested hundreds of passivated 2N708, 2N914, 2N930, and 2N2453 devices made by a
still different manufacturer; none of these devices showed any significant ICB O increases
up to doses of approximately 106 Rads (Air), the maximum dose for these experiments.
Thus it appears that the quality of the passivation on the collector-base junction is a
controlling factor here. This implies that in order to ensure stable collector-base
junction characteristics for doses exceeding 104 Rads (Air), sample monitoring of a
manufacturer's production line would have to be maintained.
4.2.1.2 EFFECTS ON
As was pointed out in the previous section, many devices can be made very stable in
their collector-base leakage characteristics by proper passivation of the collector-
base junction. Unfortunately this improvement does not follow through for the
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base-emitter junction, quite possibly because the passivation in this region is more
difficult to control. As a result, the transistor gains for both passivated and non-
passivated devices are still very much affected by induced surface effects. An ex-
ample of this is shown in Figure 4-16 for 2N708 devices. The data shown is the
average of 30 units. None of these units showed much sensitivity to ICB O changes.
However, as can be seen, large gain changes were observed. Similar results have
been obtained on previous experiments using Cobalt-60 gamma rays (Reference 14).
The data shown in Figure 4-16 is the average gain degradation for different current
levels in the devices. As can be seen, the degradation is much more severe for the
lighter current levels. These results are typical of those seen on hundreds of these
devices tested to date,
Figure 4-17 shows a similar set of data for 2N914 devices. These particular 2N914
devices were obtained from the same silicon wafer as the thirty 2N708 devices shown
in Figure 4-16. Thatis, these two types of units were made at the same time, on the
same piece of silicon, with identical masks, etc.
Silicon power transistors appear to be as sensitive to induced surface effects as the
signal devices. An example of this is shown in Figure 4-18 for some 2N2658, five
ampere silicon units. The current level at which data was taken was only 10 ma
however.
Germanium power devices, on the other hand, appear to be much less sensitive to
surface effects than silicon units. Figure 4-19 shows the variation in ICE X on several
2N1358 and Honeywell, Inc. MHT2305 power devices. As can be seen, little variation
is noted in ICE X. Somewhat surprising results have been seen on the gain variation of
these germanium units. These results are shown in Figure 4-20, where the gains are
seen to actually increase significantly. No reasonable explanation has been found for
this behavior.
It is interesting to note that all of the above effects on current gain are essentially of
a permanent nature, at least at room temperature. The ICB O variations, on the other
hand, generally, show a quick recovery once they are removed from the radiation. The
gain degradations can be removed rather easily, however, by maintaining the devices
at moderately high annealing temperatures for short periods of time (10 minutes at
300°C.).
4.2.1.3 EFFECTS OF BIAS
As was mentioned previously, the magnitude of the induced surface effects is strongly
influenced by the biasing conditions of the transistor. One example of this is shown
in Figure 4-21, which shows the gain degradation of the 2N708 device as a function of
radiation dose for several different current levels in the device. The device was
initially held in a reverse biased state with 10 volts reverse bias on the base-emitter
junction. As can be seen the gains decreased in the usual fashion, as seen before. At
point "A" however, the reverse bias conditions were removed and the radiation con-
tinued. As can be seen, a large amount of recovery takes place with the bias removed
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and with the device maintained in the radiation environment. Very little recovery
would have been seen if the radiation had also been removed at the same time the
bias was removed. At point "B" the reverse bias was reapplied and the radiation
continued. Once again the gains show a rapid decrease.
Figure 4-22 shows the gain variation with radiation for a 2N708 device when there
was no initial application of bias. Even here, some degree of degradation is seen
without any bias applied. At point "A", a reverse bias on the collector and emitter
junctions is applied and a very rapid degradation is once again seen.
4-23. Here the device was held in a common emitter circuit configuration with the
collector current equal to 10 milliamperes during the initial part of the irradiation.
It is seen that the gain decreases in a manner similar to the situation where both
junctions are reverse biased. Of course, in the common emitter configuration, the
collector junction is also reverse biased. For the circuit configuration used, this
reverse bias was 7 volts. At point "A" in Figure 4-23, the circuit configuration is
changed from a common emitter configuration to one where both junctions are re-
verse biased. Very little change is seen to take place in the degradation character-
istics due to this change in biasing conditions.
4.2.1.4 EFFECTS OF GAS PRESSURE
As was stated before, the presence of the encapsulating gas is a major factor governing
the magnitude of the induced surface effects. Direct evidence of this is seen in Figure
4-24. Here are shown the results of experiments performed in a radiation-vacuum
chamber. The transistors were held in a reverse biased mode with a reverse bias on
both of the junctions. The lower curve shows the average gain degradation of nine
2N708 transistors with their normal gas encapsulate. The middle curve, marked 10 -2
mm of Hg, shows the average gain degradation of nine 2N708 transistors which were
irradiated in the vacuum chamber with the transistor cans punctured and a vacuum
of 10 -2 mmof Hg in the chamber. The top curve is again the average gain degradation
of nine 2N708 transistors irradiated in the vacuum chamber with the transistor cans
punctured and with the chamber vacuum at 10 -4 mm of Hg.
As can be seen, the greater the vacuum, the smaller the degradation. The results are
somewhat surprising in that even at a vacuum of 10 -4 mm of Hg a fairly large amount
of degradation is seen. Apparently, it takes only a very small percentage of the
ionized gas atoms to participate in reactions with the surface to produce these large
changes, and/or the ionizable surface impurities also play a very dominant role.
4.2.2 SURFACE EFFECTS IN MICROELECTRONICS
As far as available experimental evidence indicates, radiation induced surface effects
in microelectronic circuits appear to be much reduced from that seen in discrete
parts. Figure 4-25 shows the variation in isolation region leakage current for a
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number of microelectronic logic circuits, NAND gates and majority gates, as a function
of radiation dose. About an order of magnitude increase is seen to take place in the
leakage current in these units. However, no corresponding change was seen in the
output characteristics of these devices. Similar results on microcircuits have also
been obtained at other laboratories (Reference 15). Several possible reasons may be
postulated for this apparent resistance to surface effects for microcircuits. First,
the passivation techniques for microcircuits may possibly be better than for discrete
parts. Also, since microcircuits have a network of metal conductors deposited on their
surface, these networks may influence the surface electric fields, in such a way as to
mininimize the collection of surface ions and thus act as a sort protective "guard
ring." The results of experiments recently conducted by General Electric with discrete
transistors which have such "guard rings" deposited on the collector and emitter
junctions indicate that the induced surface effects can be controlled to a large degree
by such "guard rings."
4.2.3 ASSESSMENT OF SEMICONDUCTOR SURFACE EFFECTS ON VOYAGER
From a consideration of the data presented in the preceding section, it would appear
that for mission doses on the order of 103 Rads (Air), induced surface effects would
be of little consequence. Comparing this to the mission doses of Figure 2-4, it is
seen that for Martian radiation belt intensities up to ten times the Earth belt intensity,
induced surface effects would not be considered a serious problem.
For the assumption of a Martian belt intensity 100 times as intense as the Earth belt,
the maximum mission dose would be 104 Rads (Air). Induced surface effects would
begin to take on a serious nature at this point. Some consideration of shielding and
device operating current levels would have to be taken into account.
A Martian belt 1000 times as intense as the Earth belt would result in a maximum
mission dose of 105 Rads (Air). Here very definite considerations on shielding, device
operating current levels, and device derating would be required.
For the "worst case" condition of a Martian belt 104 times the Earth belt, the radia-
tion induced surface effects on all semiconductor components would become a very
serious problem. Specialized shielding, restrictions on device operating current
levels, device derating, parts screening and/or device manufacturing process line
monitoring would have to be imposed on the spacecraft design to ensure a reliable
system.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The 1971 Voyager mission consists of the launching of two identical spacecraft. The
overall Flight Spacecraft consists of a Flight Spacecraft and a Flight Capsule. The
capsule is separated from the orbiter about one day from encounter with Mars and
impacts at a predetermined site while the orbiter proceeds to encounter and injects
itself into a predetermined orbit about Mars.
The trajectory can be divided into several phases:
Launch Trajectory
Coasting Orbit
Departure Hyperbola
Heliocentric Transfer Orbit
Approach Hyperbola
Impact Hyperbola
Aerocentric Orbit
The phases are all related; that is, each is dependent on the other. Of special interest
are the relationships, between the last four phases. Assuming Sun-Canopns oriented
spacecraft, the general approach to selecting a design orbit was to first investigate
the effects of each of the specifications on the heliocentric transfer trajectory. Next,
within the region of allowable trajectories, six transfer trajectories were chosen for
further analysis. After selecting aerocentric orbit altitudes which comply with the
lifetime requirement, orbits about the planet for three different orbit inclinations
using each transfer trajectory as a starting point were investigated for compliance
with the specifications and guidelines.
References 1, 2, and 3 were used as the primary sources of constraints on the
heliocentric transfer, capsule impacting, and aerocentric orbits for the 1971 and 1973
Voyager missions. The constraints from Reference 1 are specifications and therefore
cannot be violated. References 2 and 3 gave helpful guidelines. In addition, several
constraints have been imposed by the design of the spacecraft.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
VB211SR101
VB211SR102
VB220SR101
VB220SR102
VB220FD101
Mission Objectives and Design Criteria
Guidance Philosophy
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Standard Trajectories
3.0 ORBIT REQUIREMENTS
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3.1 SPECIFICATIONS
Reference 1 defines the orbit specifications listed below.
a. Only Type I trajectories are applicable.
b• The departure injection energy, C3, must be less than 18 km2/sec2•
c. The approach velocity (V_) to Mars must be less than 5 km/sec.
d. The absolute value of *.he dec!i,'_tion of the departure asymptote (DLA) must
be betwp.pn fJv_ _nrl _._ ,4,_o--,..,-,_,
e• The inclination {1) of the heliocentric transfer ellipse must be greater than
• 1 degree.
f. The launch window must be at least two hours per day for 45 to 60 days.
g. Coast times in the near Earth parking orbit must range from two to
25 minutes.
h. Capability for launching two identical spacecraft a minimum of two days
apart must exist with arrival at Mars separated by a minimum of 10 days.
i. The orbiter injection into the aerocentric orbit must take place in view of
Goldstone.
j. The probability of contaminating Mars with the orbiter for 50 years after
arrival must be less than 1 x 10-4.
k• Occultation of the Sun by Mars must be avoided for at least the first month
after arriv,'il and should be delayed for as long as possible with the maximum
occultation per orbit being less than 10 to 15 percent of the orbital period.
I. Loss of the orbiter roll reference on every orbit due to occultation by Mars
is not allowed.
m. Capsule entry, descent, and impact must take place in view of Goldstone.
n. The capsule impact parameter must be 1,000 km less than the impact
parameter which yields a grazing trajectory.
The shaded areas of Figure 3-1 indicate the heliocentric transfer trajectories
eliminated by the first five specifications. Specifications a, d, f, and g are related
and are met by allowing northeast launches•
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3.2 ARRIVAL DATE
The constraint of having Goldstone view capsule entry, descent and impact, and
orbiter injection constrains the time of arrival and the landing site to be on the
Earth side of Mars at encounter. If the landing site is not selected, any arrival date
is allowable; only the time of day at encounter need be controlled. If, however, a
landing site is selected, a restriction on arrival date results. For example, if Syrtis
Major (latitude 10 degress north, longitude +290 degrees} is chosen as a landing site,
the arrival dates are limited to those shown in Figure 3-2.
The unshaded areas of Figure 3-1 indicate that a launch window of 60 days is possible
if only the restrictions noted on the figure are applied. There is also a wide choice of
possibilities for launching the second spacecraft and meeting the 10 day separation at
arrival constraint. If, however, a landing site is selected, the launch window could be
reduced to a minimum of 45 days due to a restriction on arrival date.
3.3 CONTAMINATION RESTRAINT
The restraint of highest priority is the contamination restraint which limits the
minimum altitude of the orbit about Mars. When considering this restraint, the
midcourse and injection guidance errors must be considered. Figure 3-3 was taken
from Reference 2 except for the addition of the 50 year lifetimes curves. Figure 3-4
presents the injection velocity increments for various orbits if the approach velocity
is 3.5 km/sec. Superimposed on this curve is the lifetime limit for two ballistic
coefficients and a 6,100 ft/sec limit on the injection velocity. This limit was obtained
from the propulsion design and represents the maximum velocity increment available
within the weight restraint. Considering a 350 km (3 cr} uncertainty in the periapsis of
the approach hyperbolic trajectory, the lowest orbits possible would be those whose
periapsis is at least 440 km (3.77 _} to the right of the drag limit. The 3. 777 _ limit
is adequate to give 10 -4 probability of contamination since errors which raise the
periapsis also raise the apoapsis, both of which tend to increase the time till the
orbit decays. Only the navigation uncertainty is considered since the effects of the
execution errors are small compared to those caused by the navigational error.
Radiation pressure and gravity effects were also found to be negligible.
The drag area of the spacecraft as viewed from the spacecraft roll axis is 325 square
feet; 45.8 square feet as viewed normal to the roll axis. The spacecraft weight in-
cluding unused fuel is 2844 pounds as follows :
Spacecraft bus weight
Propulsion hardware weight
Propulsion fuel
Unuseable fuel 81 lb
Unused fuel 86 lb
2000 lb
677 lb
167 lb
Total 2844 lb
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Using a drag coefficient of 2.1, the ballistic coefficients 0n/CD A) as viewed along
the roll axis and normal to the roll axis are 0.129 and 0. 918 slug/ft 2 respectively.
Combining the two values of the coefficient per the method shown in JPL Document
EPD250, 'TIariner Mars 1969 Orbiter Technical Feasibility" study yields:
111(m/CdA)cff = 2- + . + . 91"--8
= 0.234 slugs/ft 2
If it is assumed that after the first six months, the spacecraft tumbles in a random
fashion, the ballistic coefficient can be calculated by using the method of Sterne,
An Introduction to Celestial Mechanics. For this method, the spacecraft total super-
ficial area is 700 square feet. The effective area is taken as one quarter of the
superficial area for a body with a convex area; the ballistic coefficient is 0.234 slug/ft 2.
Referring to Figure 3-4, it is seen that taking the conservative approach of using the
lower ballistic coefficient of 0. 129 slug/ft 2 still allows the choice of a desirable orbit
from a scientific viewpoint: orbits of reasonably low periapsis altitude and orbit
periods of less than the Mars spin period. Minimum allowable periapsis and
apoapsis altitudes for various approach velocities, a velocity change of 5750 fps and
an m/CDA of. 22 slugs/ft 2 are shown in Figure 3-5. The minimum altitudes for
,_,, ,,_/'_D-- of 0. _ arc even _':"-_'-,-," _-'--,,,,, _; .... "_--_ +_..... 1.,_._ ;o ,4,.n,.r,_ 4-h,_-
approach velocities greater than 3.5 km/sec result in orbits of high apoapsis altitude
and long orbit periods ff the orbit injection velocity change is limited to a constant
value of the order of 6000 fps. Thus, an orbit of 3000 km periopsis altitude, 25,000 km
apoapsis altitudes, and 19.3 hours orbit period is chosen for design purposes.
The choice of a conservative satellite orbit has the additional advantage of allowing
flexibility in trajectory and propulsion design. If a solid propellant propulsion
system were used, either a constant approach velocity over the launch period must
be used or an inefficient orbit injection propulsion operation must be accepted for
launches over part of the launch period. If the latter approach is selected, an error
in time of arrival could result in a lower apoapsis altitude and a shorter decay life.
The conservative approach to the satellite orbit selection allows for the inefficient
orbit injection and arrival time error ff the higher value of the spacecraft m./CDA
is accepted.
3.4 AEROCENTRIC ORBIT OCCULATION CHARACTERISTICS
In order to investigate the occultation times for the Sun, Earth, and Canopus, several
heliocentric transfer trajectories in the acceptable region of Figure 3-1 were selected
for further analysis. The trajectories were chosen in pairs of constant arrival dates
or constant approach velocity so as to cover the launch period. Only orbit injections
on the Sun side of Mars were considered; injection occurs at periapsis and for
scientific purposes the periapsis should be in the sunlight.
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The surface area of Mars of greatest scientific interest lies between 10 degrees
north and 40 degrees south latitude according to Reference 2. This requires that the
inclination of the orbit to the Mars equatorial plane be at least 40 degrees in order to
ensure full coverage of this region. A southern hemisphere injection ensures that the
periapsis will lie over the region of interest if the orbit inclination is greater than or
equal to 40 degrees. The southern injection also decreases the possibility of Canopus
occultation since the periapsis is in the same hemisphere as the star for this case.
Table 3-1 is a list of the selected trajectories and their parameters which most influ-
ence the aerocentric orbit properties. For each of these trajectories three aerocentric
orbits were investigated; all at the same altitudes (3000 km periapsis-25000 km apoapsis)
but with 40, 50, and 60 degree inclinations to the planet. Table 3-2 gives the aim point
required to achieve the indicated aerocentric orbits for each of the selected trajec-
tories. Figure 3-6 defines the aim point in terms of the approach asymptote and
impact parameter plane.
In this discussion, occultation is defined as shown by Figure 3-7. If the body-orbiter-
near limb angle (_) becomes less than zero, the body is considered occulted. The
atmosphere is not considered in the radius of Mars for this calculation. Table 3-3
indicates the occultation times for the Sun and Earth for each of the selected trajec-
tories and for different days after encounter. It is evident from the table that avoiding
Sun occultations for the first month in the band of allowable trajectories, orbit
inclinations and altitudes is not a problem. Canopus occultation times are not
included in Table 3-3 because no occultations occured. Table 3-4, however, indi-
cates the minimum Canopus-Orbiter-near limb angles for each orbit on various days
after arrival. This angle is never less than 35 degrees for the orbits considered.
4.0 GUIDELINES FOR ORBIT SELECTION
4.1 GUIDELINES DEFINITION
Reference 2 defines several guidelines to be followed when choosing the trajectories
for various phases of the mission. These include orbit dependent conditions desirable
for the conduction of the scientific experiments listed.
a. A fixed amount of retropropellant should be used for both spacecraft through-
out the launch window.
b. The approach velocity should be held constant over the entire launch window.
c. The flight times and communication distances should be kept as short as
possible.
d. The arrival dates and geometry should be held as constant as possible over
the launch window.
e. Sun occultation should be avoided for as long as possible after arrival.
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Table 3-2.
Launch
Date
May4, 1971
June 23, 1971
May 9, 1971
June 24, 1971
May 11, 1971
June 28, 1971
Aim Points For Selected Trajectories
1971 Mars Orbits
Altitude 3000 - 25000 KM
Arrival Incli-
Date nation
Nov 2, 1971 40
50
60
Nov 13, 1971 40
5O
6O
Nov 25, 1971 40
5O
6O
Nov 25, 1971 40
50
60
Dec 19, 1971 40
5O
6O
Dec 19, 1971 40
50
6O
Approach Asymptote
Sx Sy Sz
0.709 -.705
0.677 -.714
0.549 -.836
0.629 -.752
0.457 -.888
0.514 -.827
v i(km/sec)
0. 006 3.5
-0. 177 3.5
-0. 010 2.9
-0. 194 3.3
-0. 032 2.85
-0. 229 3.1
B e AV
(km) (deg.) (km/sec)
9260 18.58 1.76
29.95
40.90
9260 122.32 1.76
32.58
42.77
10300 17.11 1.36
27.85
38.38
9550 21.57 1.62
31.72
41.84
10410 16.86 1.33
27.26
37.56
9910 19.76 1.48
29.77
39.79
Sx, Sy, Sz - Direction Cosines of Approach Asymptote in Ecliptic Coordinates (x, y, z)
V: _ - Approach Velocity
B - Impact Parameter Magnitude
e- Direction of Impact Parameter
AV - Injection Velocity, Aerocentric Orbit
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Launch
Date
May 4, 1971
June 23, 1971
May 9, 1971
June 24, 1971
May 11, 1971
June 28, 1971
Table 3-4. Minimum Canopus-Orbiter-Near Limb Angles
Apoapsis Altitude - 25000 KM
Periapsis Altitude - 3000 KM
Incli- Canopus-Orbiter-Near Limb Angle (Deg.)Arrival
nation Days After ]_ncounter
Date
(Deg.) 0 30 60 90 120 150 180
Nov2,1971 40 54.34 52.67 51.02 49.38 47.77 46.15 44.56
50 50.99 50.01 49.05 48.11 47.13 46.31 44.48
60 43.50 43.23 42.82 42.42 42.01 41.60 41.18
Nov13,1971 40 63.41 61.83 60.89 58.41 56.71 55.04 53.38
50 55.31 54.87 54.30 53.56 52.80 51.92 50.87
60 45.67 45.63 45.53 45.43 45.22 44.99 44.76
Nov 25, 1971 40 52.95 51.25 49.57 147.85 46.17 44.52 42.92
50 49.25 48.24 47.26 46.00 44.64 43.29 41.94
60 42.07 41.60 41.12 40.63 40.14 39.50 38.84
Nov25, 1971 40 63.54 61.94 60.21 58.50 56.79 55.10 53.43
50 55.37 54.87 54.28 53.48 52.70 51.75 50.69
60 45.78 45.67 45.54 45.38 45.13 44.89 44.61
Dec19,1971 40 53.60 51.77 49.35 48.15 46.38 !44.63 42.92
50 49.55 48.31 47.12 45.81 44.61 43.37 42.11
60 42.11 42.01 41.08 40.55 40.01 39.37 38.68
Dec 19, 1971 40 64.19 62.60 60.84 59.07 57.30 55.52 53.74
50 55.68 55.11 54.44 53.60 52.74 51.71 50.64
60 41.03 45.27 45.70 45.40 45.10 44.80 44.41
4
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f. The following combination of conditions should not hold for more than one to
two hours per orbit.
clock angles of the bright limb of Mars • 35 °
cone angles of the bright limb of Mars 90 ± 60 °
g. The wave of darkening is of interest and arrival dates should be adjusted
accordingly.
h. The aerocentric orbit plane should not be pe .rpendicular to the Earth-Mars
line.
i. The orbit rate should not be zero with respect to the Earth-Mars line.
j. Scientific Constraints
1. Topographic TV Experiment
(a)
.
o
.
The area of interest on the planet is between 10 ° north and 40 ° south
latitude.
(b) The local vertical cone angle must be between 100 and 140 ° .
(c) The altitude should be as low as possible without causing image
motion compensation problems.
Color TV Experiment
(a) The area of interest on the planet is between 10 ° north and 40 °
south latitude.
(b) The local vertical cone angle should be as close to 180 degrees
as possible.
(c) The altitude should be as low as possible without causing image
motion compensation problems.
Mars Scanner Experiment
(a) The orbital altitude and velocity should be kept constant.
(b) The local vertical cone angle should be greater than 80 degrees.
Ultraviolet Spectrometer
(a) The altitude should be kept as low as possible.
(b) The inclination to the ecliptic should be 30 degrees.
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5. Dual Frequency Occultation Receiver
After the first few days after arrival the Earth should be occulted during
every orbit for less than a month and then not again.
The experiments listed are considered to be typical for a Mars orbiter mission. The
selection of a typical set of experiments was made in order to determine the effect of
various scientific instrument requirements on the trajectory selection anddoes not
mean that theseparticular experiments are beingproposed for the mission. In the
case of the TV andScannerexperiments, it is desirable to have the ground traces to
repeat once every one to three months. The swath widths should be evenly spaced
and the period shouldnot exceedthe orbital period of Mars.
4.2 APPROACHCHARACTERISTICS
Trajectories allowing the useof a fixed amount of orbit injection propellant simplifies
the designof the retropropulsion subsystem. This can be achieved in either of three
ways: keeping the approach velocity constant andperforming an in-plane injection into
the samealtitude orbit for all trajectories; changingthe altitude of the orbit to match
the injection velocity requirements; or keepingthe altitude constant but performing
andout-of-plane or non-periapsis injection to waste propellant. A constant approach
velocity philosophy is most desirable to meet this condition. This philosophy is also
suggestedin the guidelines of Reference 2.
Figure 3-1 indicates early arrival dates tend to keep the flight times as short as
possible. Figure 4-1 indicates early arrivals also tend to provide lower communi-
cation distances.
The arrival date and approachgeometry cannot both be held constant over the launch
window. The approach geometry itself cannot be held constant since it is defined by
two angles, the Sun-Mars approach asymptote angle, (ZAP) and the angle between the
Mars orbit plane and the approach asymptote (3_p ). The two angles vary in a different
manner with launch date. Figures 4-2, 4-3, 4--4 and 4-5 indicate the variation of three
of the four parameters if the fourth is held constant. For example, if the approach
velocity is held constant at 3.5 km/sec for all launch dates, Figures 4-3, 4-4, and
4-5 indicate the variation of the arrival date, ZAP angle, and _,p angle respectively.
In this case the variations are not too extreme. Figures 4-2, 4-4 and 4-5 also indi-
cate the variations in approach velocity, ZAP angle and angle for two boundaries on
which the arrival dates are held constant, November 25, 1971 and December 20, 1971.
In these cases the variation in approach velocity may become a problem if solid pro-
pellant orbit injection engines are used. For liquid propellant engines, however,
complications would not necessarily result since propellant could conceivably be
off loaded.
4.3 OCCULTATION
The orbit inclination to the ecliptic plane should be as high as possible in order to
minimize the Sun occultation. However, to minimize Canopus occultation the orbit
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plane should be nearly parallel to the ecliptic. Thus, a compromise inclination is
indicated in which the inclination is as high as possible without causing Canopus occul-
rations and choosing other parameters to minimize Sun occultation.
The approach geometry also effects the time till Sun occultation. By comparing
Tables 3-1 and 3-3, it is evident that if the Sun-Mars-approach asymptote angle (ZAP)
is large, the time till Sun occultation increases. This is true because the larger ZAP
angle increases the angle between the line-of-nodes of the aerocentric orbit plane and
the Mars-Sun line in such a direction as to require the plane to rotate further with re-
spect to the Dan before occultation occurs. Apparent motion of the line of nodes due
t,_ _,_,_nn,1 progression tend.s to iDAti___!!ydecrease the angle between tb_ line of nodes
and the sun line. Since both the motion of Mars around the Dan and the nodal regres-
sion tend to move the orbit plane in the same direction with respect to the Sun line,
increasing the altitude and inclination and thereby reducing the nodal regression rate
delays the Sun occultation. However, if the ZAP angle is made too large, Sun occulta-
tion occurs in the first orbit after arrival.
Canopus occultation and the minimum angle between the limb of Mars and the direction
to Canopus has already been discussed in Section 3. In the case of the selected
trajectories, Table 3-4 indicates that this guideline (f) has not been violated.
The _, angle effects the initial periapsis position. The periapsis is initially furtherP
from the ascending node for lower angles and a constant approach velocity and inclina-
tion. The periapsis in all cases was less than 90 ° of true anomaly from the ascending
node. Keeping the periapsis as far as possible from the ascending node but less than
90 ° increases the altitude of the orbit when the spacecraft passes the terminator
thereby reducing the occultation possibility; this condition holds for the 1971 trajec-
tories defined by Figure 3-1.
4.4 MARS SEASONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Figure 4-6 indicates when during the Martian year the waves of darkening occur.
Also indicated are the range of arrival dates and the time the spacecraft is expected
to return useful data (180 days after encounter). In order to see as much of the wave
as possible, late arrivals (December 20, 1971) are desirable. This allows viewing
of about 70% of the travel of the wave sweeping from North to South assuming 180 days
orbiter lifetime. For early arrival only one third of the waves travel is visible.
However, with the uncertainty in the nature of the waves and considering that some
positions of the waves will be viewed during the orbit phase for all arrival dates, the
trajectories should not be further restricted for the purpose of obtaining better view-
ing of the wave.
4.5 TRACKING CONSTRAINTS
The doppler tracking and orbit determination characteristics (guidelines h and i) were
not investigated in any detail, but preliminary investigation indicates that the
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aerocentric orbit plane is not perpendicular to the Earth-Mars line for any appre-
ciable time and the orbit rate is never zero with respect to this line.
4.6 SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENT COMPATIBILITY
The five experiments listed in Reference 2 included two TV experiments, a Mars
scanner experiment, an ultraviolet spectrometer and a dual frequency occultation
experiment. The one TV experiment consists of taking black and white TV pictures
of the Mars terrain at lighting angles which produce shadows that indicate the varia-
tion in elevation of the terrain. The other TV experiment employs a color TV.
These pictures are to be analyzed to determine the color contrast for various loca-
tions on the planet and various seasons of the year. The Mars scanner data is used
to determine water vapor content on the planet and temperature profiles while the
ultraviolet spectrometer performs a spectral analysis of the atmosphere. The occul-
tation experiment provides a means of studying the height and density of the Martian
atmosphere. As previous noted, these experiments were assumed to be typical for
purposes of trajectory analysis.
The local vertical cone angle or Sun-Orbiter planet angle is a measure of the incident
angle of the sunlight on the planet at the subsatellite point. This angle is extremely
important for the TV experiments. For color TV, high intensity direct lighting is
preferred while for topographic TV a large incident angle for the sunlight is desired
so that elevated portions of the terrain will cast visible shadows. Figures 4-7a
through 4-7r and 4-8a through 4-8r indicate the lighting angles versus latitude and
altitude respectively for the selected trajectories. Figures 4-9a through 4-9f indicate
the latitude and the longitude from the Sunline of the periapsis for each trajectory.
The latitude of the sub-solar point is also presented in these figures.
The area of interest on the surface of the planet for the typical experiments lies
between 10 ° north latitude to 40 ° south latitude. In order to maximize the instrument
resolution, the periapsis should be located in this region and the orbit inclination
should be close to 40 ° . The TV experiment requires as low an altitude as possible
but consistant with camera characteristics and blurring of the image. The TV pic-
tures should be taken at or within two times the periapsis altitude if possible.
Tables 4-1a through 4-1d are a summary of the curves shown in Figures 4-7a through
r, Figures 4-8a through r, and Figures 4-9a through f and indicate the minimum and
maximum altitudes and latitudes in the regions where the Sun-Orbiter-Mars angle is
between 100 and 140 ° . This angular range yields the optimum topographic resolution
due to the shadowing. The region of desired cone angle occurs twice per orbit; once
just after the spacecraft passes the morning and again before the spacecraft reaches
the evening terminator.
During the initial orbiting phase, the conditions for topographic TV are best near the
evening terminator. That is the altitudes, in which the subsatellite points are over
the area of interest (10°N to 40°S latitude) for a 40 ° inclined orbit, are lower than
for the morning terminator region. For the most part, the 50 and 60 degree
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inclined orbits have subsatellite points outside the area of interest during the op-
timum lighting and altitude periods. A brief look at the subsatellite points during
other days of the mission indicates a 40 ° inclined orbit is more desirable than either
a 50 ° or 60 ° inclined orbit.
On day zero, the May 4 launch, November 2 arrival transfer trajectory results in
orbits which have the lowest altitudes, best lighting, and cover the area of interest in
the evening terminator region. The June 23-November 13 orbit is second in desir-
ability to the May 4-November 2 trajectory. However, none of the trajectories yield
unacceptable orbits -;;hen considering only a 40 ° inclined orbit.
As the mission progresses, the altitudes in the morning terminator region decrease
while the altitudes in the evening terminator region increase. By day 180, conditions
have shifted so the altitudes over the morning terminator region are optimum. For
the latter part of the orbit phase, the May 11 - December 19 and June 28 - December
19 orbits are slightly better, but all the orbits are acceptable.
The optimum lighting angle for color TV is obtained when the Sun-Orbiter-Planet
angle is close to 180 degrees. Table 4-2 indicates the maximum cone angle for each
of the selected trajectories at 60 day intervals. Also indicated are the altitude and
latitude at which the maximum cone angle occurs. The following conclusions can be
drawn from Table 4-2:
a, In order to achieve good color TV pictures early in the orbit phase over the
region of interest (10°N to 40°S latitude), inclinations of 40 degrees must be
chosen.
b. The early arrival dates are favored near the end of the mission when color
TV lighting conditions are best since the subsatellite points of the later
arrivals are out of the latitude regions of interest and the altitude is gener-
ally higher.
c. The later arrivals have slightly better altitude characteristics.
d. The best altitude condition occurs in the middle phase of the mission.
e. The early launch dates are desirable since the cone angles are slightly
higher.
f. None of the launch or arrival dates analyzed are far superior to any other.
The Mars Scanner experiment has about the same lighting requirements as the sum of
the two TV experiments. However, the requirement for constant altitude and velocity
is not met by the sample trajectories. The injection velocity increment eliminates
circular or near circular orbits as indicated in Figure 3-5.
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Table 4-1a through 4-1d, which give topographic TV conditions, gives a good
measure of the conditions for the scanner. The maximum altitudes will be larger in
the case of the scanner but as far as orbit selection, all violate the constant altitude
and velocity constraint equally.
The ultraviolet spectrometer experiment also requires a low altitude which of course
is not fully satisfied• The inclination to the ecliptic varies during the 180 days in
orbit. Initially the inclination to the ecliptic is between 17 and 22 degrees for all the
selected trajectories. The inclination then decreases slightly and finally increases
to inclinations greater than the 30 ° which is required.
The dual frequency occultation experiment requires Earth occultation. It is desirable
to carry out this experiment as early as possible in the mission in case of spacecraft
malfunction. However, Earth occultation disrupts the transmission of data back to
Earth. The Earth occultations should be as short as possible in order to minimize
the loss of data transmission time. Table 3-3 indicates that most of the sample
trajectories yield the desired characteristics.
5.0 CAPSULE TRAJECTORY
For an approach velocity of 3.5 km/sec, the spacecraft velocity at the separation
distance of 300,000 is 3.54 km/sec. The component of the separation A V normal to
the path which is required to achieve the desired capsule aim point is given by:
A B x Vs 7730 x 3.54
A V N R 3 x 105 0912 km/sec
S
The component of A V N in the plane of the orbiter trajectory is 0.79 km/sec and the
out-of-plane component is 0. 046 km/sec.
If the separation A V is perpendicular to the spacecraft path (i. e., no tangential
component), capsule entry occurs about 17 minutes prior to the time of periapsis
passage of the orbiter. If a 40 mb atmosphere is assumed with parachute deploy-
ment at Mach 1, the time from entry to impact is about 15 minutes. Therefore, at
the time of impact, the orbiter is only two minutes from periapsis. However, line-
of-sight from orbiter to capsule is lost before impact since the orbiter will disappear
below the horizon before capsule impact• Since there is a requirement that the
capsule-orbiter communication link be maintained up to impact, the capsule must be
given a tangential A V at separation in order to increase its velocity and make entry
occur sooner. If a tangential A V is imparted to the capsule such that entry occurs
12 minutes earlier than would be the case with no tangential AV, or 29 minutes before
orbiter periapsis, then the line-of-sight from capsule to orbiter at impact, (again
assuming a descent time of 15 minutes) is 10 ° above the horizon• The tangential AV
required is 0. 0315 km/sec, giving a total AV of 0. 0965 km/sec. With these conditions
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the capsule angleof attack at entry is about 70°, assuming that the capsule attitude
remains unchangedfrom separation until entry. The direction cosines of the A V
direction in ecliptic coordinates are
AV
0.671_
= io.21o/
\0.7101
corresponding to a cone angle of 133 ° and a clock angle of 202 °.
The cone angle is defined as the Sun-vehicle-& V angle while the clock angle is the
angle between the projections of Canopus and the A V onto the plane perpendicular to
the Sun-vehicle vector measured from the Canopus projection in a clockwise sense
when looking from behind the spacecraft toward the Sun. Figure 5-1 defines the
vehicle coordinate system as well as the cone and clock angles for a Sun-Canopus
oriented coordinate system. This system is centered at the spacecraft.
If Sc 1 is the unit vector representing the capsule approach asymptote direction:
m
' ' AV '
S = S + AV
C Vco
The change in direction as compared to the spacecraft approach asymptote is about
1.5 ° . A recalculation of the capsule impact parameter and the separation A V, using
the improved values for the direction of the capsule asymptote, produces no substan-
tial change in the results given above, indicating that the original assumption that the
capsule approach asymptote is the same as the orbiter asymptote is valid.
The time of visibility of the capsule from Goldstone after impact can be made longer
than two hours, which is the limiting value for the capsule trajectory described above,
by landing nearer the morning terminator. Since the change in aim point is larger
requiring a larger normal A V component, a larger separation AV is required. Also
the capsule must be speeded up even more in order to maintain capsule - orbiter line-
of-sight, requiring a larger tangential AV component.
The separation A V can be reduced considerably if a landing site in the southern hem-
isphere is selected. For a landing site in the plane of the orbiter trajectory and the
same entry angle (42 °) as for the previous trajectory, the required AV is only 0. 054
km/sec and no tangential velocity component is required. The latitude of the landing
would be about 40°S and visibility from Goldstone is maintained for more than two
hours after entry. The choice of Syrtis Major as a landing site may be too harsh a
constraint on the Voyager system indicating a change to a southern hemisphere land-
ing site.
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6.0 CHOICE OF DESIGN TRAJECTORIES FOR 1971 MISSION
The design landing site for the capsule was chosen to be Syrtis Major since this site
placed the most severe restrictions on the design of the spacecraft and trajectories.
That is, the range to the capsule from the orbiter is greater during the approach
phase since the orbiter is in the southern hemisphere during approach and the capsule
is in the northern hemisphere. The time Goldstone can see the landing site is slightly
reduced. More important is that loss of line of sight between the capsule and orbiter
before capsule impact is more likely, which means the capsule must be given a time
of flight ve!oci_ adjustment_
Choosing a specific landing sight restricts the allowable arrival dates since entry and
impact must take place in view of Goldstone. The time of arrival during the day is
also restricted but this is true even if a landing site is not chosen. The arrival dates
due to the Goldstone constraint were presented in Figure 3-2. There is an additional
restriction however. If dates after November 12 are chosen, the capsule must land
too far toward the morning termination thus causing a loss of capsule-orbiter line of
sight. This is true even assuming that the capsule is given a tangential velocity
increase of reasonable magnitude. The same restriction decreases the second period
shown by Figure 3-2 to those dates before December 16.
Examining Figure 3-1 indicates the constant approach velocity boundary of 3.5 km/sec
provides arrival dates in the allowable region as far as the Goldstone view constraint
as well as the orbit specification. The two sample trajectories which are located on
this boundary are acceptable from the standpoint of all the specification and guidelines.
Therefore, these two trajectories are chosen as the design trajectories.
7.0 ARRIVAL DATE SEPARATION
The problem of launching the second spacecraft on a mission similar to that of the
first spacecraft is not a small one, due to the ten day separation in arrival date
requirement. Examining Figures 3-1 and 3-2 indicates that two choices exist. If
the first spacecraft is launched in the beginning of the launch window and arrives near
November 2, the second spacecraft can be launched such as to arrive near November
12. If however, the first spacecraft is not launched during the early part of the win-
dow (before May 28) the second spacecraft must be set to arrive in the period between
December 6 and 16 for a Syrtis Major capsule impact area. The disadvantage to the
latter choice is the different approach velocity and geometry.
Going to the later arrival dates may also result in the dual frequency occultation
experiment being postponed till the end of the orbit phase and Sun occultations will
occur sooner. A late launch will tend to maintain the approach geometry and velocity
more similar to the first spacecraft for the December arrival date.
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8.0 ENGINEERING DESIGN PARAMETERS
8.1 HELIOCENTRIC AND AEROCENTRIC ORBIT
Several trajectory dependent parameters are required for design of various subsys-
tems of the spacecraft, such as the antenna pointing, communications, power, experi-
ment pointing and approach guidance sensors. Three heliocentric transfer trajectories
were chosen to bracket the range of parameters. Table 8-1 indicates the parameters
of interest as well as their use. Also indicated are the figures on which they are
presented.
Figure 5-1 defines the vehicle coordinate system assuming a Sun-Caaopus attitude
reference system. The system has its center at the spacecraft. Direction from the
spacecraft to various bodies are specified by cone and clock angles. The cone angle
is defined as the Sun-vehicle-body angle while the clock angle is the angle between the
projections of Canopus and the body onto the plane perpendicular to the Sun-vehicle
vector measured from the Canopus projection in a clockwise sense when looking from
behind the spacecraft toward the sun.
Table 8-1. Design Parameters
Parameter
Distance to Sun
Communication Distance
Earth Clock Angle Versus Time_
Earth Cone Angle versus TimeJ
Earth Cone versus Clock Angle
Canopus Cone Angle
Distance to Planet versus Time
Mars Cone Angle Versus Time TM
Mars Clock Angle Versus Time/
Use
Solar Array Design
Telecommunication
System Design
Design of gimbal and gimbal
drives
Design of beamwidth for antennas
Design of gimbal freedom in Can-
opus Sensor and sensor placement
Approach Guidance Sensor design
Design of beamwidth and gimbal
freedom of Approach Guidance
Sensors
Figure No.
8A
8B
8C
8D
8E
8F
8G
8H
8I
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8.2 NEAR EARTH TRAJECTORY CHARACTERISTICS
The near Earth tracking geometry is of interest for designing the communication
equipment. Tracking data for three radar stations are presented in Figures 8-1,
8-2 and 8-3. The data consists of range, range rate, azimuth and elevation as func-
tions of time. The azimuth is measured from north and the elevation from the geo-
detic local horizontal. Six tracking stations were considered as shown in the following
table of coordinates.
Station Latitude Longitud e Altitude
(deg) (deg) (ft)
Cape Kennedy 28. 4468 -80.57 8.58
Johannesburg -25. 8874 27. 6848 4491.
Woomera -31. 1026 136. 7882 525
Camberra -35.40111 148. 98027 -
Madrid 40.27 -3.42 -
Goldstone 35. 3895 243.1518 3460
The trajectory considered in this case is typical for 1971.
Launch Date May 11, 1971
Launch Azimuth 75 °
Launch Site Cape Kennedy
Parking Orbit
Inc. 33 °
Altitude 185 km
Transfer Injection
Point
Latitude 23.44
Longitude 9 ° W
Departure Asymptote
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Declination 31.2"
Right Ascension 339 °
Trip Time 191 days
Arrival Date November 18, 1971
C3 -0.088
For the trajectory, chosen only three gtatic_n_ _re in view for the initia! ._n. _f ,_
departure trajectory, which was considered c_t to a radius of 64,000 k_m from the
earth. They are Johannesburg, Woomera and Camberra. The ground trace of the
departure trajectory is shown in Figure 8-4.
8.3 SPACECRAFT - CAPSULE LINE OF SIGHT
Of prime importance for the design of the capsule - orbiter - Earth relay link are the
time histories of orbiter-lander range, range rate, clock angle and cone angle for the
time interval starting at lander separation and ending at lander impact. Correspond-
ing velocity increment requirements are also specified.
The following is a summary of the trajectory and encounter parameters:
Launch date - May 4, 1971
Arrival date - November 2, 1971
Trip time - 182 days
Arrival velocity - 3.5 km/sec
ZAP angle - 124 degrees
Orbiter periapsis altitude -3000 km
Inclination of orbiter plane - 40 degrees
Lander separation distance - 300,000 km
Martian atmosphere - 40 mb
Parachute deployment - Mach 1
Entry altitude - 304.8 km
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W/CDA = 3.22 Ib/ft 2
Touchdown velocity = 3353 m/sec
Time from entry to touchdown with parachute - 1094 seconds
Two touchdown points were selected for this study. The first landing site (Syrtis
Major} is located at 10 degrees north latitude and at 359.4 degrees east longitude.
Longitude is measured from the meridian containing the Mars-Sun line. The details
of this trajectory including velocity requirements and parameters for the Capsule -
Orbiter - Earth relay radio link are given in VS 220 FD 101. The trajectory for the
second landing site, an in-plane site, is described in Section 5 of this document.
The time histories of trajectory related communication parameters for the in-plane
landing site are given in Figures 8-5 through 8-10. As for the out of plane landing
site, Syrtis Major, the cone and clock angles remain essentially constant until the
time that the orbiter assumes its retro-thrust attitude. For this landing site, the
maximum range is about 4800 km. The range rate extremes vary from -1.6 km/sec
to +2.5 km/sec. The maximum rate of change of range rate is 62 m/sec 2 for a
short period of time just after the time of entry. Average rate of change of range
rate during most of the remaining entry period is 5.2 m/sec 2.
The results reported in this section are based on the dense 40 mb Martian atmosphere
which accentuates the problem of maintaining line-of-sight between the orbiter and the
capsule until capsule touchdown. However, it should be noted that the light 10 mb at-
mosphere and lower scale height is the more severe case when considering the rates
of change of range rate during entry. The maximum rate of change of range rate
during entry for the case of the 10 mb atmosphere is estimated to be 500 m/sec 2
for the 10 ° N latitude landing site.
9.0 ALTITUDE DISPERSION OF AEROCENTRIC ORBIT
Due to navigation and guidance errors discussed in VB 220AA102 other than nominal
orbits may be achieved. The inclination dispersion effects can be neglected since this
deviation is small; the effects have already been noted (see Section 4}. The altitude
dispersions are appreciable and must be investigated. For the following nominal
trajectory and orbit
Launch Date June 23, 1971
Trip Time 143 days
Arrival Date November 13, 1971
Approach Velocity
C3
3.5 km/sec
0.18 (km/sec) 2
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Inclination 40 °
Periapsis Altitude 3000 km
Apoapsis Altitude 25000 k_
two dispersion orbits were investigated. The altitudes were 2500-21000 km and
3500-32000 kin. They were chosen by allowing the periapsis altitude to vary by 500
km and using the velocity increment for the nominal orbit. This procedure results
in dispersions larger than are expected thus the analysis is ve__y pessimistic. ._ne
expected dispersions of the periapsis altitude are only _+._50 k_-
Table 9-1 indicates a slight change in the occultation times for the Sun and Earth; the
higher orbit having less occultation and the lower orbit having more as would be ex-
pected. There is no significant change however. Canopus is not occulted and Table
9-2 indicates the Canopus sensor will not see the planet since the minimum angle to
the limb is greater than 35 degrees.
Except for changes in altitude, the color TV and topographic TV conditions are not
seriously changed although the lower altitudes are preferable as indicated in Tables
9-3 and 9-4. These tables are derived from Figures 9-1a and b and 9-2A and 9-2B.
Figure 9-3 indicates the effect on the position of the periapsis.
The above indicates the general conclusion that even for pessimistic altitude disper-
sion estimates, the scientific and engineering characteristics of the orbit are not
appreciably changed.
10.0 1973 MISSION TRAJECTORIES
Applying the same specifications to the 1973 trajectories as were imposed on the 1971
trajectories eliminates a large number of trajectories as indicated in Figure 10-1.
As for 1971, the 3.5 km/sec approach velocity line has been superimposed on Figure
10-1. Two example trajectories at either end of the launch period on this boundary
were selected because of the similarity with the 1971 design trajectories. The
approach velocities are identical while the approach geometry is only slightly
different (slightly higher ZAP angles). The time of the year of arrival for the 1973
trajectories is approximately two months later than that for 1971. The 3.5 km/sec
boundary for 1973 extends over almost the entire launch period possible, which is
approximately 36 days.
The Syrtis Major viewing times for the range of 1973 arrival dates are shown in Figure
10-2. The 3.5 km/sec approach velocity boundary is now satisfactory since the
arrival dates occur during the period that Syrtis Major is not in view of Goldstone for
a minimum of two hours at any time during the first two days after encounter. A later
arrival and lower approach velocity must be used if Syrtis Major is to be the landing
site and Goldstone is to view the impact.
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The significant spacecraft parameters for the 1973 mission have been presented in
VB220FD101.
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Figure 3-3. Mars Satellite Orbit Lifetime in Presence of Atmospheric
Drag (Conservative Density Profile)
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THE AIM POINT IS DEFINED BY
I. IMPACT PARAMETER =
2. DIRECTION OF IMPACT PARAMETER = e
:: A_E ::_oS=T:::: ::::: i_ =ED AT M ARS
S--DIRECTION OF APPROACH ASYMPTOTE GIVEN IN (X,Y, Z)SYSTEM
T=SxZ
R=SxT
Figure 3-6. ,Aim Point Definition
BODY OCCULTED
IF IN THIS REGION
ORBITER
Figure 3-7. Occulation Geometry
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Figure 4-2. Variations in Approach Velocity (v_) over Launch Period
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Figure 4-6. Ecliptic Plane Projection (Mars Orbit)
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Figure 4-7a. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-7b. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-7c. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-7e. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-7f. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-7g. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-7h. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-7i. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-7j. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-71. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-7m. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-7n. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-70. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 4-7q. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude
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Figure 9-2 a. Sun-Orbiter-Planet Angle vs. Latitude during single orbit at
0,60, 120, and 180 days
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Guidance is concerned with various maneuvers from the time of initial injection to the
point where the capsule is separated and the flight spacecraft is in orbit. Overall
guidance of the capsule after separation is not a subject of thisstudy. Nevertheless,
references are inferred from the flight spacecraft prior to capsule separation, so that
guidance is a significant factor in determination of capsule impaotoite.
Three major phases are considered; the midcourse correction sequence, the capsule
_m_uver, and the Fhtsht_lmcecraft orbit insertion. During each pha_ the
sources of error are divided between DSIF or navigation error and execution
error caused by velocity vector increment errors. All maneuvers of the Flight Space-
craft and the Overall Flight Spacecraft must be made subject to the overall contamina-
tion probability limit of 10 -4.
2.0 SUMMARY
2.1 MIDCOURSE CORRECTION SEQUENCE
The pre-mission analysis presented here indicates that at least three midcourse cor-
rections are definitely needed. It does not conclusively show that three are sufficient,
but strongly indicates it. With the provision for one more correction for back-up, the
conclusion is that capability for four midcourse corrections should be provided.
The amount of fuel allocated for midcourse corrections should be on the order of 75
_ _i; _ meters per second where the fuel source is essentially for midcourse corrections.
_.'._i_i_ :._:t_ source is from the main orbit insertion supply, 50 meters per second appears
A minimum velocity increment capability of 0.1 meter per second with 0.01 meter
per second accuracy is adequate to meet the target accuracy goal. A larger value of
1 meter per second with 0.1 meter per second error may be adequate, but is marginal.
More precise analysis would be needed to definitely show whether or not the target
accuracy goal could be met.
An execution accuracy for the midcourse correction of 1% ( 1 _) in either magnitude
or direction is definitely adequate. A value double this could likely be tolerated, but
at the possible expense of an additional midcourse correction.
9.. 2 CAPSULE DISPERSION
Dispersions for an in-plane and out-of-plane landing site were obtained. They are
9.3 ° downrange and 4.5 ° cross range for the out-of-plane case. For the in-plane
case, the corresponding dispersions are 7.4 ° and 4.4 ° respectively. These dispersions
i
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assumed a 2% (3 a) velocity increment error, an error in spacecraft orientation at
separation about each axis of 0.024 radians (3 _) and additional orientation error
during thrusting of 0.027 radians (3 a).
2.3 ORBIT INSERTION
a. A guidance law for orbit insertion requiring that the thrusting direction remain
fixed with respect to inertial space is recommended since it is the easiest to
implement and the fuel weight penalty is insignificant.
b. An accelerometer should be used to signal the termination of thrusting since
this greatly reduces the dispersion of the orbitai elements. Thrust termina-
tion based on time should be used as a back-up.
Co The selected nominal orbit has a periapsis altitude of 3000 km, an apoapsis
altitude of 25,000 km and an inclination of 40 °. The corresponding three
sigma dispersions in these orbital elements are 460 km and 4560 km, and
3.7 degrees, respectively. The corresponding three sigma dispersion in
period is 4.2 hours and the three sigma dispersion in in-plane orbit rotation
is 5.5 degrees. The worst case combination of these errors will not prevent
capture of the orbiter by Mars. Based on present estimates of the Martian
atmosphere, atmospheric entry of the orbiter will not occur during the 50-
hear period following orbit insertion for the worst case orbit.
3.0 MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE SEQUENCE
3.1 INTRODUCTION TO MIDCOURSE GLrIDANCE POLICY
The Guidance Sequence analysis must be concerned with analysis, decisions, and
executions to be made both during the progress of a flight and pre-mission analysis to
ensure adequate design capability to properly handle a sufficient percentage of possible
real flight situations.
Factors which must be considered in the pre-mission analysis include the following:
a. The number of necessary midcourse maneuvers.
b. The timing of the execution of the maneuvers.
c. The acceptable bounds for the midcourse execution errors.
d. The degree of accuracy that can be expected at the target (capsule impact
and orbiter insertion).
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e. The DSIF orbit redetermination strength after each maneuver.
f. Biasing to meet the quarantine requirement.
g. Mapping of errors at a point on the heliocentric orbit into potential target
errors.
h. Expected booster injection errors.
i. Propellant requirement.
Pre-mission analysis is decidedly non-Gaussian for several reasons. First, even in
the very simple case where the first midcourse correction tends to leave a residual
error which is Gaussian for a particular size correction, the total distribution is not
Gaussian since the size correction to be made may itself be Gaussian. Second; The
execution error is a combination of magnitude and direction errors and the various
components of the residual error after execution map into target errors in the RST
space in different manners which vary along the trajectory. Third, The biasing
required during any execution maneuver depends on the size of the maneuver. Finally,
and particularly for the later midcourse correction, there are non-proportional execu-
tion errors due to the small size of A V to be applied.
Because of these factors and perhaps others, a pre-mission analysis of the midcourse
sequence would have to utilize some complex technique such as Monte Carlo or a method
which can put reasonable bounds on the probability distribution. The latter course will
be used here.
The approach taken was to attempt to analyze the problem as if a real flight was in
progress. In this case then, a particular potential maneuver becomes fixed in size
and direction as the DSIF orbit determination accuracy converges sufficiently. This
helps to take out some of the non-Gaussian aspects of the problem. Other assumptions
necessary to allow the use of Gaussian distributions will be discussed later.
With the use of these assumptions, a pessimistic, intermediate, and optimistic analy-
sis was made. The use of pessimistic and optimistic here refers to the analysis, and
not to the component accuracies anticipated. There was a chance, before starting,
that this approach would give widely different answers for both the number of midcourse
corrections and fuel required, in which case, the results would be worthless. How-
ever, the results came suprisingly close together.
Using a target accuracy goal of ± 500 km (3 _} in the impact parameter space and an
execution accuracy of 1% (1 _} in each of three directions, the results indicated that
three midcourse corrections, even using the pessimistic case, were sufficient and
that 2 were just barely sufficient using the optimistic case. Going to a 2% (1 _}
4 of 83
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execution error value, changed these to four and three executions required respec-
tively. The difference in the rule required for the two cases was negligible. The
intermediate case gave three required corrections for either 1% or 2% execution
error.
3.2 MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS MADE IN BOUNDING THE PROBLEM
A very important consideration is the timing of a potential correction. Subsequent to
injection or a correction, orbit knowledge will tend to increase with time. Initially
the error in knowledge may even exceed the indicated correction. As time passes,
the error will decrease to a fraction of the indicated correction required (except pos-
sibly for the very last correction). Again, except possibly for the last correction,
the execution error will essentially be proportional to t he magnitude of the correction.
For the following reasons, the proper timing of the correction, except possibly the
final one, would appear to be when the orbit determination error and the execution
error are equal ° Delaying past this point wastes valuable time for any future orbit
determination, and can only reduce the potential residual error by 1.4 to 1. Per-
forming the correction before the errors become equal may have some merit in that
it saves valuable time for later orbit redetermination. However it has the bad effects
of increasing the bias required for quarantine, and otherwise leaving larger residual
error after the correction, thus slowing the convergence of the correction series.
At any correction point, it will be assumed that one of the three velocity error com-
ponenL_ is more critical or e[fective in producing impact parameter space error than
the other two. Further, it is assumed that the bias direction will lie along the Mars
center-aiming point line although this could be the subject of further effort.
In fact, after the completion of the present analysis, it was pointed out that this may
well be a bad way to use the bias concept. Contamination by capture due to proba-
bilistic guidance errors was covered here as well as considering that subsequent
corrections have a probability of not being accomplished. However, the chance of
the engines not cutting off at the proper time was not covered. Philosophically it ap-
pears that this type of failure could easily violate the contamination restraint, espec-
iaUy for radial biasing. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 show pictorially the guidance sequence
corrections, errors, and biases both for radial bias and bias tending to be normal to
the Mars center final aim point line. In the latter case, each correction will tend to
decrease the bias of the aim point without pointing the correction vector so as to inter-
sect the capture circle.
The execution error in the critical direction will be taken as 1% (1 or) and 2% (1 or) to
see the effect on the number of midcourse corrections and fuel required. At injection,
the potential target error due to a velocity error in the critical direction will be taken
as 3 AV(T) for the pessimistic case, where T is time to go. This rule of thumb for-
mula has analytical backing and appears to be in agreement with JPL trajectories.
The multiplying factor of three is a maximum, but in some cases can be as small as
unity.
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Non-proportional execution errors will be disregarded when the proportional error is
large, but will be considered for the last correction if necessary.
It is difficult to assign different values to the booster, spacecraft, capsule and flight space-
craft as far as planetary quarantine is concerned. During an actual flight, it would seem
that a quite involved setup to aid in each decision as to biasing and correction would
be required. For the pre-mission analysis, the following approach was taken. For
one maneuver, the bias needed, to avoid capture with 10 -4 probability was found as
a function of guidance error. The results are as shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4.
R is the capture radius for Mars or 6500 km for a V o_ of 3 km/sec, cr is the guidance
o
error in each direction and D is the bias required measured from ti_e capture circle to
the aim point.
The initial injection error, equivalent to an error in AV of 15 m/sec at 2 to 10 days
after injection maps into a target error on the order of 540,000 km for a flight time
of 12,000,000 seconds. Then _/R o is 83. Thus, as shownby curve 2, of Figure 3-4, (or
a similar curve for probability less then 10 -4) it would appear that the booster would not
be a major factor in the quarantine requirement even without retro capability.
However, dropping the multiplying factor of three in obtaining the potential target
error gives trouble. In this case the potential target error becomes 180,000Km (1 _)
or about 28 capture radii. By Figure 3-4, this requires a bias of 52 capture radii
or 340,000 km. In this case retro capability is definitely needed for the Centaur
or considerabiy more bias than 340,000 km would be requir6_l for the boost aim point.
From this point on, Centaur retro will be assumed in order to eliminate any significant
contribution by it to the totaJ contamination probability.
Suppose now that both the capsule and spacecraft were each assigned half the 10 -4
probability of contamination. Further suppose that each of three midcourse correc-
tions, orbiter injection and initial injection were assigned 1/5 the total of 0.5(10) -4
for them combined or 0.1 (10) -4 each. If there is an 0.8 chance that a subsequent
midcourse can undo an error which potentially will produce contamination, then each
midcourse correction or boost injection can be allowed 0.5 (10) -4 chance of producing
contamination by itself assuming no subsequent correction. The orbit injection maneu-
itself would have to meet the figure of 0.1 (10) -4 in the absence of any way to achieve
a subsequent correction to avoid atmospheric capture.
Figures 3-3 and 3-4 could be redone for a probability of 0.5 (10) -4 instead of 10 -4,
but the numerical results would change only slightly. For instance, the initial slope
of curve 3 of Figure 3-3 would go to 3.86 instead of 3.73.
To help in summarizing to this point, Figure 3-1 may be useful. Actually a three-
dimensional figure in the RST space would be more realistic, but perhaps more con-
fusing. So what is to follow should be thought of in 3 dimensions.
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The initial aim point of the booster is designated by point 0 with an attendant injection
error e. The first correction, C1, is so sized to give a bias D 1 with an attendant 1st
midcourse error e I resulting. Similar conditions exist for possible second and third
corrections or even a fourth in some situations. The final correction bias (D 3 in the
figure) will be chosen to give the desired aim point (but must be at least great enough
to satisfy the quarantine requirement).
As discussed earlier, and also in EPD-250, a probability analysis of the situation
depicted in Figure 3-1 or 3-2 becomes very complex and very non-Gaussian. Inherent
assumptions made in getting the situation to the point of Figure 3-1 are that only
errors in the RT plane will be considered and each midcourse aim point will lie along
the line connecting Mars center and the final aim point.
Further assumptions mentioned earlier as they relate to Figure 3-1 are depicted in
Figures 3-5 and 3-6 for the pessimistic and optimistic cases.
Each midcourse correction error except the last will be taken as /'2 times the ex-
ecution error by the previous assumption that the correction will be made when the
orbit determination and execution errors are equal. An additional choice exists for
the final correction. If the final error by the above assumption is on the borderline
of meeting the 500 km goal and considerable tracking time remains, the correction
could be delayed achieving some improvement in accuracy, or the decision to make
one additional correction will be made. In this case, the final error would depend
mainly on the orbit determination ultimate accuracy subject to the non-porportional
execution limitation.
This seems to be more a subject for in-flight analysis. To simplify the pre-mission
analysis, the final error will be taken as _/2 times the execution error. Whenever
this starts to dip very far below the 500 km goal, the final error will depend more on
the DSIF capability and execution non-proportional error than on the size of the cor-
rection.
Each midcourse bias (within limits) depends on the size correction to be made and the
size correction to be made depends partly on the bias required. Figures 3-3 and 3-4
will be used to determine the bias required in terms of a midcourse 1 _ error. It is
noted that the bias required has a maximum value of 3.7 _ for very accurate guidance,
going to 3.5 _ when the guidance 1 _ is 1 capture radius and 3.2 _ when the 1 _ guidance
error is 4 capture radii.
3.2.1 PESSIMISTIC CASE
As given in the mission specification, the error e. will be equivalent to 15 m/sec
(1 _). Using the empirical formula of 3 TAV for potential final target error, this
becomes, for a 12,000,000 second flight, 1,620,000 km (3 a) at the target. By
10 of 83
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Figure 3-4, this would indicate that no bias is needed for the injection aim point.
However, as indicated earlier, bias is needed if the amplification factor of 3 used in
the preceding is dropped. Since this case is to be taken pessimistically, assume an
initial bias Do of 600,000 km.
From Figure 3-5
D 1+C I--Do+ eo = 600,000+ 1,620,000 = 2,220,000km
For the moment assume that the first midcourse bias D 1 will be about 5% of C 1.
Then
C 1 = 2,110,000 km
D 1 -- 110,000 km
e1
The execution error _ (1 a) will be 1.4% of C 1 or 29500 kin.
e I = 88,500 kin.
By Figure 3-4 the 1 _ guidance error _ of 29, 500 km (4.5 capture radii) requires a
bias D 1 of 15 capture radii or 97,500 km. Then the preceding assumption of 110,000
km for D 1 is adequate but not large enough to require recomputing the preceding values
for C 1 and e I .
Again from Figure 3-5
D 2+C 2 = D 1 + eI = Ii0,000+88,500 = 198,500Km.
Assume D 2 to be about 5% of C 2 so that
C2 = 188,500 km
D 2 - I0,000 km
e2
The second midcourse execution error _- (1 _) will be 1.4% of C 2 or
e2 _
-- - 2640 kin.
3
e2 = 7920 km.
12 of 83
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By Figure 3-3 the 1 aguidance e 2error---_ of 2640 km (less than 1 capture radii) requires
a bias D 2 3.73 times the la error or-9, 900 kin.
For a periapsis altitude of 3000 kin, the aim point must be about 10,000 km from Mars
center or 3500 km beyond the capture circle. Then letting D 3 equal 3,500 km and
from Figure 3-5.
D 3 + C 3 = D 2 + e 2
or
= 10,000 + 7920 - 3500 = 14420 km
v 3 - _
e3/3=0.014 C 2 = 200km
e 3 = 600 km
Thus with all the pessimism involved in the preceding, the final error after three
midcourse corrections was brought very close to the goal of 500 km (3 (T).
3 • 2.2 OPTIMISTIC CASE
The situation to be analyzed here is shown in Figure 3-6. The initial error e will be
o
taken as T AV (instead of 3 T AV) or 180,000 km (1 CT). This is 28 capture radii
requiring a bias Do of 52 radii or 340,000 km by Figure 3-4.
From Figure 3-6.
D 1 + C 1 = Do - e = 340,000 - 180,000 = 160,000km.O
Let D 1 be about 5% of C 1 so that
C 1 = 152,000 km
D 1 = 8,000 km
The guidance error e I will be 1.4% of C 1 or
el = 2,130km
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The assumed bias of 8,000 km is adequate.
NowD 2 + C 2 = D 1 - e I
Let D 2 be the final aim point bias of 3,500 kin. Then
C 2 = 8,000- 2,130 - 3,500 = 2,370km.
The guidance error of 1.4% of this is
e 2 -- 33 km (1 a) or 100 km (3 a).
Of course, the actual final accuracy in this case becomes more dependent on the
ultimate DSIF accuracy as well as non-proportional execution errors. The conclu-
sion is that certainly two midcourse corrections are needed even for this very opti-
mistic analysis, and for the very pessimistic case, three corrections just barely fail
to meet the goal of 500 km (3 if). The preceding will be repeated with the execution
error doubled to 2% (total guidance error of 2.8% (1 a) ). Also for the poorer execu-
tion accuracy, a case will be studied intermediate between the pessimistic and opti-
mistic cases.
The question arises about the effect of the non-Gaussian nature produced when Gaussian
errors are pyramided by multiplication. The following two simple numerical results
may be helpful in giving some insight.
The situation is taken where a final error is the result of an initial normal error e 1
with a normalized standard deviation _1 equal to 1, and a correction proportional
to e I with a normalized standard deviation if2 equal to one. For the normal curve,
26/10,000 of the errors are larger than 3 _. For the resulting non-Gaussian error,
let us define "3 _" as meaning that 26/10,000 cases are larger than "3 _" rather than
3ffis 3 times(7. Now_ 26
10, 00-----_is roughly equal to 0.051. On the normal curve 0.051
of the original possibilities the percent of cases lie at errors larger than 1.96 _. Then for
the series case considered here, 26/10,000 occur at errors at least larger than (1.96) 2 or
3.84. That is 0. 051of the original possibilities has an error of 1.96 ff or greater. And of
these 0.051 percentage has an error of 1.96 ff or greater for the correction error. Of
course, there are actually more than 26/10,000 cases at (1.96)2 or greater due to
combinations of larger initial and smaller correction errors and vice versa. Therefore,
the actual value on the normal curve to give a composite value is somewhat larger than 1.96 _.
JPL EPD 250 indicates that the answer to this problem is a Bessel function. Any
extensive work with this composite result should make use of this. A simple brute
force numerical case was computed. The result was that at least (but not many more)
40/10,000 cases lay at a composite error of (2 _)2 or more. Thus, it seems certain
that the true values for the initial and correction error to give a composite "3 o"' can
not exceed 2 _ by very much. Thus the preceding value of 1.96 o" obtained very simply
gives a very good approximation to the true value.
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The preceding can be extended to four errors in series. The fourth root of 26/10,000
is 0.227. On the normal curve 0. 227 percentage of cases are 1.21 _ or larger.
Take 1.4 a as the value which will yield a composite "3 ¢_" for four series Gaussian
errors. This value will be used along with the 1 a and 3 a values used in the preceding
analysis of the midcourse sequence.
3.2.3 EXECUTION ERROR OF TWO PERCENT (1 _y) - PESSIMISTIC CASE
Again assume 1,620,000km (3 _) for the injection potential target error as well as
an initial bias D o of 600, 000 kin. Doubling the values obtained previously for 1 per-
cent guidance error gives
D 1 = 220,000 km
el/3 = 59,000 km
e I = 177,000 km
By Figure 3-4 the error el/3 of 59, 000 km requires a bias of 165,000 km. Therefore,
the assumed value of 220,000 was adequate but reducing it to 165,000 will not appre-
ciably change the value of e
1"
As before
D 2 + C 2 = D 1 + e I = 220,000 + 177,000 = 400,000 kin.
Assume D 2 = 40,000 km
and then C 2 = 360,000 km
e2/3 = 0.028 (360,000) = 10,000 km
e 2 = 30,000 kin.
The assumed value for D 2 of 40,000 Km is adequate. As before
D 3 + C 3 = D 2 + e 2 = 40,000 + 30,000 = 70,000km
Let D 3 = 7,000 km
C 3 = 63,000kin
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Then e3/3 = (0.028) (63,000} = 1760 km
e 3 = 5300 km
The assumed value of 7,000 km for D 3 is adequate.
Now
D4 + C4 = D 3 + e 3
Let D 4 = 3,500 km (the final desired aim bias}
ThenC 4 = 7,000 + 5,300 - 3,500 = 8,800 km
e4/3 = 0.028 (8,800) = 246 km
e 4
3.2.4
= 740 km.
OPTIMISTIC CASE - EXECUTION ERROR TWO PER CENT (1 o" }
Taking the figures from the one percent case and doubling D 1 and e I gives
C = 152,000 km1
D 1 = 16,000km
e I = 4,260 km
As before
C 2 + D2 = D 1 - e I = 11,740km
Let D 2 = 3,500 km (final aim point}
Then C 2 = 8,240
e 2 = 0.028 (8,240) = 230km (la)
and the 3 _ error after 2 corrections is 690 km.
Thus going to 2% execution error instead of 1% pushed the number of executions re-
quired from 2 optimistic and 3+ pessimistic to 2+ optimistic and 4+ pessimistic.
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3.2.5 1.4 (_ ERRORS PYRAMIDED - TWO PERCENT (1 a) EXECUTION ERROR
Take the 15 m/sec injection error as 540,000 km 1 (y equivalent target error. This
is somewhat on the pessimistic side. The injection biases used previously were
600, 000 km and 340,000 km for the pessimistic and optimistic cases respectively.
These could perhaps be averaged for this intermediate case. However, to keep the
results slightly pessimistic, use 600,000 km as the injection bias.
Utilizing Figure 3-5
D 1 + C1 = eo + D,-,.......= 4540.000_ (1.4} +600,000 = 1.360,000km.
Assuming D 1 temporarily to be about 10% of C 1 gives
C 1 = 1,224,000 km
D 1 = 136,000km
e 1
And = 0.028 C 1 = 35,700 km (1 (r 1st correction error)
1.4
e I = 50,000kin.
The assumed value for D 1 of 136, 000 km is seen to be adequate.
D 2 + C 2 = e I + D 1 = 50,000 + 136,000 = 186,000km.
Letting D2 be about 10% of C 2 yields
C 2 = 167,000 km
Again
D 2 = 18,600 km
e2/1. 4 = 0.028C 2 = 4,800km.
e2 = 6,800km.
Similarly
D 3 + C 3 = e 2 + D 2 = 25,400km.
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Let D 3 = 3,500 km or the final desired aim point.
C 3 = 22,000km
e3/1. 4 = 0.028 C 3 = 620
e 3 = 870 km.
The assumed value of 3500 km for D 3 was sufficient. In this case three midcourse
corrections do not quite meet the goal of 500 km (3 _). While the analysis was not
really pessimistic as far as pyramiding 3 _ errors,therewere four areas of pes-
simism. The initial potential target error of 540,000 km, due to a 15 m/sec injection
error, was three times what it would be on a straight line basis. For this reason, the
bias of 600,000 km used at injection was larger than probably needed. The execution
error of 2% was larger than actually anticipated. The 1 a velocity error of 15 m/sec
was taken as if it existed in the most critical direction rather than spherically distri-
buted as specified. On an RMS or 1_ basis it can be shown that a spherically distri-
buted error of 15 meter/sec, corresponds to 9 m/sec in each of three directions.
Ontheother hand, the radial error needed so that the sphere will enclose 3 a (0. 9974)
cases is about 3.8 times the one sigma error in one direction or in this case (9) (3.8)
or 34 meters per second. This is about 0.8 of (3) (15) so that not too much pessimism
was involved in treating the 15 m/sec (1 _) error as if it existed in the most critical
direction.
It would appear from the preceding that the capability for three to four midcourse cor-
rections almost certainly is needed (not counting a backup), though in some lucky cases
only two might be performed. Actually for the better execution error of 0.01 in mag-
nitude and direction, only 3 are indicated even for the pessimistic case studied. Using
the 1.4 a values in series also indicated 3 midcourses required even for the poorer
0.02 execution error case, but it was more marginal.
The question arises as to the difference in penalties involved between providing for a
possible correction, and its actual use. It seems very possible that little unreliability
is incurred by providing for an extra midcourse correction as compared to its actual
use. If this is true, it would seem that the present analysis, with perhaps some added
refinement, is adequate to ensure enough on-board capability. The actual in-flight
analysis would handle the situation as the flight proceeded. On the other hand, if the
addition of a 4th midcourse correction capability forced a design change, this con-
ceivably could lead to a reliability degradation even though the 4th correction was
never used. If such a situation is indicated, a more involved analysis would be called
for to try to show that 3 is definitely, or definitely not, adequate.
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The present results indicate that an execution error of 2% rather than 1% does not
necessarily greatly degrade the final accuracy. However, it is not implied that the
execution error should be allowed to go to 2% directly. Rather it should be kept as
close to 1% (1 a) as possible, but if reaching that goal complicates the system or
introduces unreliability, then relaxing it to perhaps 2% is possibly indicated.
3.2.6 NON-PROPORTIONAL EXECUTION ERRORS
The preceding analysis more or less neglected the fact that execution errors will tend
to reach an irreducible minimum as the size correction required becomes small. This
minimum, of course, depends strongly on the engine size and the time to go at the
point of final correction.
At 500,000 seconds before encounter (about 6 days), a 1 m/sec correction with 0.1
m/sec non-proportional error will produce an impact parameter space error of about
50 km. On the other hand, a 10 m/sec correction with 1 m/sec non-proportional
error would produce 500 km error at encounter. Delaying the final execution can in-
crease the size of correction needed rather inversely proportional to the time to go,
thus tending to reduce the effect of the non-proportional errors. However, several
factors can act to prevent waiting too long for the final midcourse correction. At
500,000 seconds before injection the capsule may require on the order of 20 m/sec
AV. Cutting the time in half approximately doubles this AV requirement.
The complete sequence of events from final correction to orbiter injection can put a
lower limit on the time involved. For instance, recharging of batteries after final
correction, and before capsule separation could be a factor. Maintaining communica-
tions between capsule, orbiter and Goldstone during the landing phase must also be
considered.
It appears from the foregoing that an execution error on the order of 0.1 m/sec is
tolerable for small corrections.
3.2.7 FINAL MIDCOURSE CORRECTION
The question may arise as to why the final indicated midcourse correction should not
be included in the capsule and orbit injection AV's. It would appear that it could be
for the capsule with capsule impact latitude and longitude being controlled by vernier
timing and pointing of the deflection velocity increment. However, for the Flight
Spacecraft, the final correction must be done prior to the injection maneuver in order
to maintain the proper periapsis altitude °
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Then it would appear that a choice exists for the final midcourse correction. It could
be performed prior to capsule separation putting both the Capsule and Flight Space-
craft on proper course. Or it could be incorporated into the Capsule deflection maneu-
ver with the Flight Spacecraft receiving the final correction after capsule separation.
In the absence of approach guidance, there does not seem to be much point in delaying
the final midcourse correction until capsule separation. The effect of execution error
does not tend to vary with time, and the orbit determination error will tend to converge
to a final level at least several days prior to encounter.
Where approach guidance is to be used to further refine the accuracy beyond 500 km,
the preceding appears to still apply for the last DSIF determined correction. But the
final correction, based on approach guidance measurements, must be delayed to the
order of one day before encounter to obtain its full benefit. There does not appear to
be a strong reason for choosing between the two possible choices. They are doing the
correction prior to separation, or incorporating the correction into the deflection
maneuver and then applying the Flight Spacecraft correction. The latter choice ap-
pears to add slightly to capsule ejection reliability by not requiring another trajectory
correction maneuver prior to the separation maneuver.
3.2.8 MIDCOURSE FUEL
Factors to be considered in the AV capability provided include:
a. The amount needed for the 1st maneuver (EPD 250 indicates providing 5
instead of 3 _}.
b. The convergence of successive midcourse correction.
c. Whether or not the fuel comes from a separate source or one which has other
purposes and therefore safety factor for other reasons.
d. Delay of a known needed correction increases the A V required approximately
inversely as time to encounter (in general not an important effect}.
Item b tends to be of little importance. Each successive midcourse correction tends
to be on the order of 1/10 the preceding one or even less depending on the execution
error. The amount needed for the 1st correction tends to be the important considera-
tion, and tempered by item c as to whether the source is separate or not. The mission
specifications gives 15 m/sec as the 1 a injection error to be allowed for. Then the
AV required is 45 or 75 m/sec depending upon whether 3_ or 5a is used. Philo-
sophically it sounds reasonable to allocate 75 m/sec for a separate source system and
50 for a system drawing on a larger supply in place for other reasons.
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4.0 CAPSULE IMPACT DISPERSION
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The accuracy with which the capsule can achieve impact at the desired landing site
depends on the navigation uncertainties at the time of separation and the execution
errors incurred in the separation process. Approximate values for the capsule im-
pact point dispersion can be found by first combining navigation errors and execution
errors (assumed independent) into in-plane and out-of-plane errors in capsule aiming
point. The landing site dispersions can then be found by multiplying by sensitivity co-
efficients relating aiming point errors to landing site dispersions. These sensitivities
are shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2 as functions of entry angle and approach velocity.
The in-plane sensitivity coefficients give down-range dispersions due to aim point
errors in the plane of the capsule trajectory (b errors), and the out-of-plane coeffi-
cients give cross range dispersions due to out-of-plane aim point errors (O errors).
The curves show that, for entry angles less than about 50 °, in-plane errors are mag-
nified at impact, whereas out-of-plane errors are reduced due to gravitational focusing.
These curves neglect the effect of atmospheric retardation; however, for entry angles
larger than 40 ° , these effects are usually negligible.
4.2 AIMING POINT ERRORS
It will be assumed that the error in the knowledge of the actual spacecraft aiming point
at the time of separation is 350 km in any direction (3a). Misdirection of the capsule
due to alignment error relative to the spacecraft and spacecraft orientation errors at sepa-
ration is taken as 24 milliradians (3_). Assuming a comparable additional error of 27 m illi-
radians (3_) incurred during capsule thrusting gives a total thrust misdirection of
36 milliradians (3(y). A 2% (3_) error in the magnitude of the separation AV is assumed.
Two types of separation were examined; one with the landing site out of the plane of the
spacecraft approach trajectory (Syrtis Major) and one with an in-plane landing site.
In each case the approach velocity is 3.5 km/sec, the spacecraft aiming point is given
by b = 9260 km and e = 18 ° , and the capsule entry angle is 42 ° . Separation distance
is 300,000 km. The out-of-plane case is shown in Figure 4-3. The total AV magnitude
is 0. 0966 km/sec which includes a forward tangential component of 0. 0314 km/sec. The
AV direction therefore makes an angle of 19 ° with the plane normal to the approach
velocity direction. It can be seen from the figure that the direction of the change in
aiming point (and therefore the direction of the normal component of the separation
A V ) is almost at right angles to the capsule trajectory plane. Errors in thrust direc-
AV
tion therefore result in in-plane capsule aim point errors equal to 0. 036 x- = R .
V s s
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where
R = 300,000 km --- separation distance
s
V = 3.54 km/sec = spacecraft velocity at separation
s
_V = 0.0966 km/sec = magnitude of separation impulse
The in-plane error due to thrust direction error is
0. 0966
0.036x _ x 300,000 = 294km3.54
and the out-of-plane error is:
294xsin 19 ° =95kin
The component of thrust direction error normal to the impact parameter plane causes
only a small change in the magnitude of the capsule approach velocity, which has a
negligible effect on the landing site dispersion.
The 2% error in AV magnitude causes an out-of-plane error of:
0.0966
0.02x x300,000xcos 19 ° = 155 km3.54
The total out-of-plane error due to capsule separation is then:
_/1552 + 952 = 182 km.
When these execution errors are combined with the navigation errors of 350 km the
result is:
in-plane error = _]3502 + 2942 = 457 km
out-of-plane error = 3]3502 + 1822 = 394 km
From Figures 4-1 and 4-2, the landing site sensitivities for an approach velocity of
3.5 km/sec and an entry angle of 42 ° are 20.4 degrees/1000 km for in-plane errors
and 11.4 degrees/1000 km for out-of-plane errors. The 3_ landing site dispersions
are, therefore 9.3 degrees down range and 4.5 degrees cross range.
For a landing site in the spacecraft trajectory plane and a 42 degree entry angle, the
required z_V is 0. 054 km/sec with no tangential component. In this case, the
effects of separation errors are the reverse of the previous case; i.e., a thrust
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direction error causesan out-of-plane aiming point error and a thrust magnitude error
causes an in-plane aiming point error. The aiming point errors resulting from the
separation maneuverare:
in plane error = 0.02 x_
0. 054
3.54
x 300,000 = 92 km
out-of-plane error = 0. 036 x
0. 054
3.54 x 300,000 = 166km
The total aiming point errors, including the 350 km navigation errors are:
in plane error = ]3502 + 922 = 361 km
out-oNplane error = _/3502 + 1662 = 387 km
These errors result in landing site dispersions of 7.4 degree down rangeand 4.4
degree cross range.
In both of these cases, the navigation errors are the predominant error source. If
these errors are increased from 350 km to 500 km, the landing site dispersions are
increased almost proportionately.
It can be seen that the dispersion errors for the in-plane landing site are less than
those for the out-of-plane site, due to the lower separation AV, and also because the
major execution error is out-of-plane and subject to gravitational focusing.
5.0 ORBIT INSERTION ERROR ANALYSIS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The Voyager spacecraft must be placed in an appropriate orbit about Mars in order that
mission objectives can be accomplished. Thus, when the spacecraft reaches the vicin-
ity of the point of closest approach to Mars, the propulsion subsystems will be used to
change the velocity of the vehicle in order to transfer the spacecraft from its hyper-
bolic approach trajectory to an orbit about Mars. The orbit achieved will differ from
the desired nominal orbit because of errors resulting from the insertion process and
because of navigation and guidance errors. It is the purpose of this study to first, in-
vestigate the effects which various error sources have on the orbit, and second, to ob-
tain a statistical description of the resulting orbit.
The results of the first part of this study were obtained using a powered flight digital
computer program for integrating the equations Of motion of the spacecraft moving in
an inverse square law central force field, while acted upon by thrusting forces. Since
the effects of errors on the in-plane orbital parameters were of primary interest, the
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study is confined to motion within a single plane for purposes of simplification. The
study includes the effects of non-impulsive thrusting (non-zero burn time) although a
comparison is made with results computed on the basis of impulsive thrusting,
Two nominal orbits about Mars have been selected which are intended to bracket the
orbit requirements. Error sources associated with the orbit injection process, as
well as navigation and guidance errors, are considered. In this study the direction
of thrust is fixed with respect to inertial space, this being the simplest system to
implement. The propulsion fuel penalty incurred as a result of this selection is small
when comparison is made with fuel requirements based on the more efficient gravity.
turn or the theoretically minimum fuel requirements computed on the basis of impul-
sive thrusting.
The results of the second part of the study were obtained using a Monte Carlo approach
for investigating the combined effects of orbiter insertion errors. A description of
the computer program simulation model is given.
5.2 EFFECTS OF INDIVIDUAL ERROR SOURCES
5.2.1 NOMINAL ORBITS
The following two nominal orbits were selected for this investigation:
a. A circular orbit with an altitude of 4,000 km (4 x 4 orbit)
b. An elliptical orbit with a periapsis altitude of 3000 km and an apoapsis alti-
tude of 30,000 km (3 x 30 orbit)
These orbits were selected on the assumption that they would bracket the final selec-
tion for the recommended orbit. The recommended orbit, with a periapsis altitude
of 3000 km and an apoapsis altitude of 25,000 km (3 x 25 orbit), is very close to the
3 x 30 orbit studied in this investigation.
The hyperbolic excess velocity for the approaching spacecraft was assumed to be
3.0 km/sec. The final selection for the interplanetary trajectory results in a hyper-
bolic excess velocity of 3.5 km/sec. The approach trajectory and the orbit about Mars
are constrained to lie in the same plane in this study.
5.2.2 PROPULSION SYSTEM
The propulsion system selected for the study of non-impulsive thrusting provides 1066
pounds of thrust. This is lower than the final selection of thrust level which is approx-
imately 2360 pounds. Therefore, the results obtained for non-impulsive thrusting and
impulsive thrusting bracket the final selection of the thrust level. The specific im-
pulse for the fuel was assumed to be 300 lb sec/lb. The dry weight of the spacecraft
was assumed to be 1945 pounds. This figure includes the orbit injection propulsion
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system but excludes the weight of the fuel. This is lower than the final dry weight
figure of 2682 pounds.
5.2.3 GUIDANCE LAW CONSIDERATIONS
Since this study includes the effects of non-impulsive thrusting, it is necessary to de-
termine a satisfactory nominal thrusting maneuver for the accomplishment of orbit
insertion. The following considerations, which result from analyses based on impul-
sive thrusting, apply also to the case of non-impulsive thrusting.
a. Fuel requirements are reduced when insertion occurs in the vicinity of peri-
apsis on the hyperbolic approach trajectory.
b. Fuel requirements are reduced when the direction of thrust coincides with
the direction of the velocity vector.
Co Fuel requirements are reduced when the periapsis radius of the approach
hyperbolic trajectory is approximately equal to the desired periapsis radius
for the elliptical orbit.
d. Fuel requirements are reduced when the desired elliptical orbit lies in the
same plane as does the approach hyperbolic trajectory.
The minimization of the fuel requirement is not the only criterion upon which to judge
a nominal injection maneuver. It is also important to make use of an injection guid-
ance law which is easy to mechanize. The simplest insertion maneuver to mechanize
would require that the thrust orientation remain fixed with respect to inertial space
throughout the entire thrusting period and that the thrusting magnitude remain constant
during the period of thrusting. Since the orientation of the velocity vector changes as
the vehicle moves along the hyperbolic approach trajectory, this guidance law would
not meet the second requirement for reducing fuel requirements as well as would the
"gravity turn." However, the implementation of the "gravity turn" introduces added
complication since the thrust direction must coincide with the velocity vector direction
and this direction, of course, must be known instantaneously.
In order to satisfy the simplicity of implementation requirement, an injection maneuver
was tested which requires that the thrust orientation remain fixed in inertial space in
a direction perpendicular to the periapsis radius vector of the nominal elliptical orbit.
Table 5-1 shows the fuel weight penalty incurred with the use of this method by com-
paring the percent increase in fuel required by this maneuver and the "gravity turn"
with that required for the impulsive periapsis to periapsis transfer which gives the
theoretically minimum fuel requirements. The results for the 3 x 30 orbit are given
for injection at periapsis on the elliptical orbit and for injection on the elliptical orbit
at a point corresponding to a true anomaly of +4 ° . Table 5-1 shows that the fuel weight
penalty incurred is greater for the 4 x 4 orbit than for the 3 x 30 orbit, and is, there-
fore, dependent upon the thrusting time. More importantly, the results given in the
Table show that the additional fuel required for the constant inertial thrusting direction
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Fuel Penalties Resulting from the Combined Effects of Finite
Thrusting Time and Type of Injection Maneuver
Orbit
3x30
¢_g't3X,Ju
4X4
True Anomaly on
Ellipse at
Injection (deg)
0
-_A
Fuel Penalty (%)
Fixed Inertial
Thrusting
0.27
0,!0
o.4s
Gravity
Turn
0.14
0.07
0.17
injection maneuver in the worst case (4 x 4 orbit) amounts to a 0.31% increase when
compared with the "gravity turn" requirement, and to a 0.48% increase when com-
pared with the theoretically minimum requirement based on impulsive thrusting.
Thus, the injection maneuver selected incorporates both of the features which are
most desirable, simplicity in i .mplementation and negligible fuel weight penalty.
5.3 INVESTIGATION OF INDIVIDUAL ERROR SOURCES
Since the error sources which must be considered in an error analysis depend upon
the implementation of the process, the orbit injection process which has been assumed
for the purposes of this study will now be described. The approach trajectory of the
spacecraft is determined by means of the Earth-based DSIF. Based on the tracking
data, appropriate commands will be computed by Earth-based computers and trans-
mitted to the spacecraft. Prior to the time of injection, the spacecraft will be com-
manded to assume its retro-thrust attitude. The retro-thrust attitude remains fixed
with respect to inertial space throughout the entire period of thrusting. At a computed
time, thrusting is initiated in order to accomplish the required orbit transfer. The
thrust level is assumed to remain constant during the thrusting period. The thrusting
is terminated by means of a signal which is based on either a velocity increment
measurement made with an aceelerometer or a time increment measurement made
with a timer. These measured values are compared on-board with the computed
values which have been transmitted to the spacecraft, and the signal for thrust termi-
nation is given when the measured value equals the commanded value.
A description of the method used to obtain the non-impulsive thrusting results of this
study will next be briefly described. The nominal injection maneuver was first ob-
tained by using a powered flight digital computer program for integrating the equations
of motion of the spacecraft moving in an inverse square law central force field while acted
upon by thrusting forces. The initial conditions for position and velocity were determined
for the periapsis point on the nominal orbit about Mars. The fixed direction for the thrust
vector was taken normal to the radius vector of the periapsis point. The initial weight (in-
jection weight) was taken as 2,000 pounds and thus includes an allowance of 55 pounds for
spare fuel requirements. The program was then runbackwards intimeuntil the position
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andvelocity correspondedto theappropriate energyperunit massfor the assumedhyper-
bolic approachtrajectory. These endconditions thus becomethe initial conditions for
the injection maneuverswhenthe program is run forward in time.
The error sources considered in this study are as follows:
a.. DSIF timing error - this corresponds to a translation along the nominal
approach trajectory (time of flight error}.
Do DSIF impact parameter error - this corresponds to a translation in the plane
of the trajectory which is normal to the nominal approach asymptote. This
error results in an off-nominal approach trajectory which also affects time
of periapsis passage (hyperbolic trajectory} as well as producing correlated
position and velocity errors.
c. Thrust orientation error - the attitude control system is the major contrib-
utor to this error.
d. Thrust duration error - this is a timing error which results when thrust is
terminated by a timer signal.
e. Velocity increment error - this is an error which results from accelerometer
measurement errors when thrust is terminated by an accelerometer signal.
Accelerometer bias, scale factor, and alignment errors contribute to errors
in the measurement of the velocity increment.
fo Fuel flow rate error - this error affects the change in vehicle weight as well
as thrust level.
g. Specific impulse error - this error affects the thrust level.
h. Error in initial vehicle weight.
The approach velocity can be determined very accurately; therefore the effect of this
error source has not been considered. The error in the knowledge of the gravitational
constant of Mars has also been neglected since the present uncertainty in this quantity
should be greatly reduced by 1971.
Computer runs were made in order to determine the separate effects of these error
sources on the selected nominal orbits about Mars. Since this study is restricted to
a single plane, the terminal conditions at injection are related to the following in-
plane orbital parameters:
a. Periapsis altitude
b. Apoapsis altitude
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e. Rotation of the line of apsides for the elliptical orbit, measured from the
line of apsides of the nominal orbit, the positive direction corresponding to
the direction of motion of the spacecraft.
d. Orbital period
The effect of each error source was determined separately by introducing only a
single source of error into each computer run. The program was run forward in time
from the appropriate initial conditions. The position and velocity data at the time of
thrust termination were then used to compute the four in-plane orbital parameters.
The results obtained are given in Figures 5-1 through 5-43. Where appropriate, the
results obtained using non-impulsive thrusting are compared with the results obtained
using impulsive thrusting. In Figures 5-15 through 5-21 and in Figures 5-35 through
5-43, A T refers to the time duration of thrusting and AV refers to the magnitude of
the velocity increment.
Some comments on the results obtained are in order at this point. The question of
capture by Mars is seen to be not critical for either of the two orbits selected for this
study. On the other hand, the use of an accelerometer for the control of thrust termi-
nation greatly reduces the errors in the orbital parameters which result from pro-
pulsion system errors, the associated error in vehicle weight, and timer errors.
DSIF timing errors and errors in the direction of thrusting are the major errors
sources which contribute to orbit rotation. The periapsis altitude is not appreciably
changed by any of the error sources in the case of the 3 x 30 elliptical orbit except
for errors in the impact parameter. However, all of the error sources are capable
of producing relatively large changes in apoapsis altitude in the case of the 3 x 30
orbit and these changes result in corresponding changes in the period of the resulting
orbit.
5.4 COMMENTS ON THE COMBINED EFFECTS OF ERROR SOURCES
As has been previously noted, the use of an accelerometer for thrust termination
greatly reduces the errors in the orbit parameters which result from propulsion
system errors, errors in vehicle weight, and timer errors. On the assumption that
an accelerometer will be used to determine the time of thrust termination, only the
remaining four error sources (DSIF timing error, impact parameter error, AVerror,
and thrust orientation error) contribute significantly toward making the resulting
orbit different from the desired nominal orbit. Since it is desired to obtain an esti-
mate of the statistical distribution of the orbit errors, the effects of these four error
sources must be combined. It should be noted, however, that the apoapsis altitude
error curves resulting from these four error sources are nonlinear so that an error
analysis based on the assumption of linearity would not be valid. For this reason, the
Monte Carlo technique described in the next section was used in order to obtain a
statistical description of the resulting orbit and to determine maximum deviations in
the statistical distributions for the resulting orbit errors.
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In order to reduce the computation requirements in the Monte Carlo simulation it
would be desirable to use impulsive thrusting in computing the resulting errors in
the orbital elements if this could be done without the introduction of significant errors.
Since the final orbit selection has been made, it is desirable to obtain results based
on this selection. The orbit which has been selected is the 3 x 25 km orbit with an
approach velocity of 3.5 km/sec. This is reasonably close to the 3 x 30 km orbit
investigated in this study. Therefore, the results obtained in this study for the
3 x 30 km orbit can be used as a guide when considering the errors in the orbital
parameters which would be associated with the 3 x 25 km orbit. An examination of
Figures 5-1 through 5-6 and Figures 5-9 through 5-14 indicates that the results ob-
tained for the orbital parameters using the impulsive thrusting model are in good
agreement with the non-impulsive thrusting model results with the exception of the
apoapsis altitude results corresponding to errors in thrust orientation and DSIF
timing error (refer to Figures 5-2 and 5-10). However, when considering realistic
three sigma dispersions of 35.2 m/sec in velocity increment, 500 km in impact
parameter, 3 ° in thrust orientation and 300 seconds in DSIF timing, it is seen that
the two error sources which show the greatest differences in apoapsis altitude due to
model differences (DSIF timing error and thrust orientation error) also contribute
much less to the resulting total dispersion in apoapsis altitude resulting from the
combined effects of all four error sources. Therefore, the impulsive thrusting
model was used initially in generating the errors in the Monte Carlo program.
5-5. MONTE CARLO ERROR ANALYSIS FOR ORBITER INSERTION
5.5.1 INTRODUCTION
A Monte Carlo approach for investigating the combined effects of orbiter insertion
errors was initiated in order to account for non-linear sensitivities and to determine
maximum deviations (e. g., in periapsis altitude) in the statistical distributions for
the resulting orbit errors. This section gives a description of a computer program
simulation model and presents some results obtained to date for a representative
case. Future work will investigate the effects of biases and correlations in the source
errors.
5.5.2 ERROR MODELING
Nominal orbital transfer is assumed to be an impulsive transfer to periapsis of the
nominal orbit at periapsis of the nominal approach hyperbola. As a model for error
analysis studies this is a reasonable approximation to that of non-impulsive thrusting.
Both the approach hyperbola and the final orbit are assumed coplanar. The sources
of error include those in impact parameter, time of flight (time to periapsis passage),
and magnitude and direction of the impulsive velocity increment. The resulting
orbit errors considered are those in periapsis altitude, apoapsis altitude, period,
and orbit rotation (deviation from nominal line of apsides). Fixed biases in the error
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sources will allow investigations for impulsive transfer at points other than
periapsis.
5.5.3 SIMULATION PROGRAM
Using analytic expressions for the described error model a computer program was
developed for performing very rapid multiple sampling of the resulting orbit errors.
Generated source errors can include both bias errors and random gaussian errors.
In addition, correlations can be simulated between the impact parameter and time of
flight random errors. The resulting orbit errors are statistically analyzed by com-
•-,,,+._.,,,-,-th_ nr_t fn,,r mnments of the samvled distributions. These moments determine
the sample means and standard deviations, and coefficients for measures of skewness
and kurtosis. Also, frequency distribution histograms are obtained.
5.5.4 RESULTS
To date a limited investigation has been performed using the Monte Carlo stimulation
program. These results are presented in the following tables and figures. The repre-
sentative case studied had the nominal values:
Hyperbolic Excess Speed = 3.5 km/sec
Orbit Periapsis Alt. = 3,000 km
Orbit Apoapsis Alt. = 25,000 km
(Period = 19.3 hour)
with the following transfer source errors:
Impact Parameter 500 km
3 _ (gaussian, no bias)
Time of Flight 300 sec
Delta Velocity Magnitude 2%
Delta Velocity Direction 3 deg
Table 5-2 indicates the resulting orbit errors due to the combined source errors for
a sample size of 1,000. The standard error values in parentheses refer to the errors
in the sample mean and standard deviation. Figures 5-44 through 5-47 are the fre-
quency distribution histograms for the errors indicated in Table 5-2. The dashed
histograms are for theoretical normal distributions having the sample means and
standard deviations. This comparison shows that the resulting orbit errors distri-
butions are approximately normal. However, the apoapsis altitude and period errors
are slightly skewed. (These observations are verified by the values of the coefficients
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Table 5-2. Orbit Errors for Combined Source Errors (Sample Size = 1000)
Periapsis Aft. (kin)
Apoapsis Aft. (km)
Period (hr)
Orbit Rotation (deg)
Sample
Mean
-12
265
0.24
0.04
Stand.
Error
(5)
(57)
(o. 05)
(o. 09)
Sample
Stand. Dev.
154
1815
1.62
2.76
Stand.
Error
(3)
(41)
(0.04)
(0.06)
Max.
Value
-507
-4410
-3.96
-7.89
Min.
Value
451
5855
5.49
8.06
for skewness and kurtosis). These orbit error frequency histograms give the fol-
lowing empirical probabilities:
Limits Probability
Periapsis Alt. ± 450 km 0. 996
Apoapsis Alt. ± 5500 km 0. 994
Period ± 5 hr O.994
Orbit Rotation ± 8° 0. 998
Table 5-3 indicates the resulting orbit errors due to the individual source errors.
Table 5-4 indicates the effects of combined source errors for a sample size of 10,000.
Referring to Tables 5-3 and 5-4, the biases in the apoapsis altitude and period errors
are due to the non-linear effects of the source errors (primarily the time of flight
error).
Referring to Table 5-2, it should be pointed out that a more precise model of the non-
impulsive thrusting will change the standard deviation values by a few percent.
Further parametric investigations axe planned, especially to determine the effects
of correlations between the impact parameter and time of flight errors.
5.6 RESULTS
ao A guidance law for orbit injection requiring that the thrusting direction remain
fixed with respect to inertial space is recommended since it is the easiest to
implement and the fuel weight penalty is insignificant.
Do An accelerometer should be used to signal the termination of thrusting as this
greatly reduces the dispersion of the orbital elements. Thrust termination
based on time should be used as a backup.
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Table 5-3. Orbit Errors for Individual Source Errors (Sample Size = 1000)
Periapsis Alt. (km)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Apoapsis Aft. (kin)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Period (hr)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Orbit Rotation {deg)
Mean
Standard Deviation
Impact
Parameter
-8
154
-21
1419
-0.01
1.31
Time of
Flight
-3
5
210
291
O.18
0.24
Delta Vel.
Magnitude
0
0
38
1060
0.04
0.89
0.02
0.41
O. 01
2.41
0
0
Delta Vel.
Direction
-1
1
38
50
0.03
0.04
0.03
1.34
Table 5-4. Orbit Errors for Combined Source Errors (Sample Size = 10,000)
Periapsis Alt. (kin)
Apoapsis Aft. (kin)
Period (hr)
Orbit Rotation (deg.)
Sample
Mean
-4
352
0.31
-0.03
Stand.
Error
(2)
(18)
(0.02)
(0.03)
Sample
Stand. Dev.
155
1840
1.65
2.78
Stand.
Error
(1)
(13)
(o.01)
(0.02)
Max.
Value
-507
-5331
-4.58
-9.05
Min.
Value
506
8598
7.83
9.49
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Ce The purpose of the Voyager orbit insertion guidance system is to transfer
the spacecraft from the approach hyperbolic trajectory (V_ = 3.5 km/sec)
to an orbit about Mars which has the following orbital elements:
(1) periapsis altitude = 3,000 ±500 km (30.)
(2) apoapsis altitude = 25,000 km (nominal)
(3) inclination = 40 ± 5 degrees (30")
Thus, no tight restrictions have been placed on the orbital elements of the resulting
orbit about Mars. However, atmospheric capture of the orbiter must not occur for at
least fifty years after orbit insertion.
Four errors sources can have significant effects on the in-plane orbital elements of
the resulting orbit. These error sources, along with their anticipated three sigma
dispersion limits, are as follows:
a. DSIF timing error (time-of-flight error) = 150 seconds
b. Impact parameter error = 500 km
c. Error in thrust orientation = 3 degrees
d. Error in measurement of velocity increment = 1% of AV, max. or 17.6
m/see.
On the basis of these estimates, three sigma dispersions in periapsis altitude and
apoapsis altitude are 460 km and 4560 km, respectively, with a corresponding disper-
sion in period of 4.2 hours. The three sigma dispersion in in-plane orbit rotation is
5.5 degrees. These results are obtained by scaling the results given in Table 5-3 for
the corresponding changes in the dispersion limits for DSIF timing error and error in
the measurement of AV. The worst case combination of these errors will not prevent
capture of the orbiter by Mars. Based on present estimates of the Martian atmosphere,
atmospheric capture of the orbiter will not occur during the fifty year period following
orbit insertion for the worst case orbit. The three sigma dispersion in orbit inclina-
tion has been calculated to be 3.7 degrees.
These general conclusions have also been substantiated in a similar investigation which
is reported in the Jet Propulsion Laboratory document entitled, "Mariner Mars 1969
Orbiter Technical Feasibility Study", EPD-250, Section VIII-E, dated 16 November 1964.
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Figure 5-7. Apoapsis Altitude, h a, and Periapsis Altitude, hp, vs
Error in Thrusting Time
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ALTERhL4,TE SYSTEM PHILOSOPHIES AND SYSTEM
MECHANIZATIONS CONSIDERED
ALTERNATE MISSION SEQUENCES
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Several major alternatives were considered in arriving at the mission sequence of
events described in Volume A. This section discusses the rationale used in arriving
at the recommended approach for:
ao
b.
c.
2.0
Time of capsule separation and final spacecraft guidance correction.
iSeparation between capsule and spacecraft at time of arrival.
Sequence of events at capsule separation.
CAPSULE SEPARATION AND FINAL GUIDANCE CORRECTION TIMING
The constraint that capsule separation as well as capsule impact and orbit insertion
occur within view of Goldstone, requires that Capsule separation occur approximately
an integral number of days from the planet.
question of appropriate timhlg:for capsule separation and final spacecraft guid-
ance correction is intimately tied to the question of the use of approach guidance
measurements relative to the planet. If approach guidance is not employed, capsule
separation can be accomplished several days from the planet with no degradation in
guidance accuracy. The effeot of execution error does not tend to vary with time,
and the orbit determination error will tend to converge to a final level several days
prior to encounter. A vernier guidance correction is available by adjusting the cap-
sule release point. Early capsule release has the following considerations:
a. Weight of the capsule retro-rocket fuel varies linearly with the inverse of
time to the planet at separation.
b. Execution errors in the capsule deflection maneuver are insignificant com-
pared to the navigation uncertainty of 350 KM.
c. Capsule internal power and length of timing sequences are increased for
separations far from the planet.
In the preferred design, an approach guidance system which measures the direction
in inertial space of the spacecraft-Mars line is recommended. Several of these
measurements, over a period of time, can reduce the navigation error from 350 KM
to 90 KM at separation as discussed in VB234AA106. With this system, however,
the accuracy obtained is a strong function of the time over which it is used. It is
extremely desirable to make measurements up to one day before encounter to realize
the maximum decrease in orbit uncertainty (refer to VB234FD106). Thus the space-
craft design has been established to provide a capability for capsule separation and a
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final spacecraft trajectory correction one day prior to encounter. The implications
of this decision on the design are as follows:
a. Capsule power requirements are minimized since separation to impact time
is minimized.
be A "busy" operational period exists due to the requirement within an approxi-
mate 24 hour period for capsule separation, final guidance correction, and
orbit insertion. This requirement is alleviated somewhat by providing capa-
bility to pre-load commands into the controller and sequencer. However,
up-dating of these commands based on approach guidance measurements is
still required.
Co For the nominal spacecraft periapsis altitude of 3000 KM, a capsule velocity
increment of 54 meters/second normal to the pre-separation velocity vector
is required to produce an in-plane impact with an entry angle of 42 degrees
and no time of flight separation. For the nominal spacecraft trajectory de-
scribed in Volume A, a Syrtis Major capsule landing site requires 96.5
meters/sec, to achieve the necessary out of plane component plus a small
time of arrival separation to allow spacecraft-capsule line of sight viewing
to impact. This increment appears reasonable but could be reduced sub-
stantiaUy for an earlier separation at the expense of navigation accuracy.
d. The requirement for three maneuvers within a 24 hour period imposes a
heavy requirement on the spacecraft batteries. However, analysis has
shown that design for a 3 hour occultation in orbit is still the limiting case,
provided the time between the final trajectory correction and orbit insertion
is at least 12 hours to insure batteries are fully charged prior to initiation
of the orbit _nsertion maneuver (refer to VB236FD101).
In the sequence described in VB220FD112, the final spacecraft trajectory correction
is accomplished immediately after capsule separation without intervening return to
\
Sun and Canopus reference. This minimizes the total time required for the two ma-
neuvers at a small penalty in pointing accuracy so that time to recharge batteries
before orbit insertion is maximized. The design is not critically dependent on this
specific sequence and Sun and Canopus re-acquisition can precede the final trajectory
correction if desired. The only firm requirement is that adequate time for battery
recharging be allowed prior to start of the orbit injection maneuver.
3.0 TIME OF ARRIVAL SEPARATION BETWEEN CAPSULE AND SPACECRAFT
During first capsule entry into the Martian atmosphere, entry measurements can
provide data of great scientific value as well as engineering usefulness in the design
of future capsules. Reliability of returning this data to earth is enhanced if the high
gain antenna is in use during entry. This provides direct relaying of data rather than
relying solely on storage in the spacecraft with subsequent playback. This can be
accomplished if the spacecraft is in the cruise attitude throughout entry, or if the
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retro-attitude is assumed prior to start of entry. In moving from one attitude to
another, however, the high gain antenna cannot be used. Additionally, design of the
spacecraft relay antenna to view the capsule while moving from the cruise to retro-
attitude may be difficult. Viewing, when in either of these two attitudes, can be
accomplished.
Apart from relay considerations, the question exists as to when should the retro attitude
be assumed prior to point of closest approach. Considering that the antenna pointing
and spacecraft orientation time may require 37 minutes, confirmation of proper ori-
entation requires 30 minutes, and transmitting a command to enable retro-fire re-
quires 10 minutes; the maneuver sequence must be initiated at least 77 minutes prior
to point of closest approach. The question arises as to what provisions should be
made for reaction to possible spacecraft malfunctions during this period. To assume
retro-attitude sufficiently early to allow re-acquisition of Sun and Canopus and a
second maneuver attempt should the first be unsuccessful, is not feasible without a
significant increase in battery capacity and/or a decrease in time required for Sun/
Canopus acquisition, both of which are undesirable.
Short of a second maneuver attempt, there may well be useful alternates that could
be attempted such as a fly-by sequence should a failure occur during the retro-
maneuver. These could include activation of body mounted instruments and possibly
deployment of the scan platform for fly-by observation of the planet. Thus, it would
appear wise to start the retro sequence an hour earlier than the minimum to provide
time for ground analysis plus time for the spacecraft to respond to subsequent com-
mands in the event of a malfunction.
Therefore, if the capsule entry is to be viewed from cruise attitude, time of flight
separation between spacecraft and capsule of approximately 2 hours is required.
Achieving a time of arrival separation of this magnitude, for capsule separation one
day from encounter requires a velocity differential between capsule and spacecraft
along the flight path of approximately 300 meters/sec. An increment of this magnitude
is undesirable this late in the trajectory whether it be supplied by the capsule or the
spacecraft or partially by each. Supplying the velocity increment with the capsule de-
flection rocket has the following disadvantages:
ao The weight of the capsule propulsion system is increased substantially.
Compared to the nominal Syrtis Major impact described in Volume A, the
required velocity increment is increased by approximately a factor of three.
Do The execution error associated with capsule separation is increased. Com-
pared to a nominal in-plane separation, the errors in landing site location
are larger, both because the velocity errors are larger and because pointing
errors produce more severe down range errors when the separation is not
normal to the flight path.
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Achieving the velocity differential by retarding the spacecraft (relative to Mars)
has the following considerations:
a. The weight penalty is less severe than in the capsule case since some por-
tion of the velocity increment is recovered in the orbit injection maneuver.
bo A correction of this magnitude with its associated execution error causes a
relatively large uncertainty in the spacecraft trajectory. The orbit deter-
mination is corrupted and accurate re-establishment of the trajectory knowl-
__ge is not possible prior to orbit insertion.
The penalties for achieving time of flight separation are less ff the spacecraft rather
than the capsule provides the correction. However, both are undesirable and there
appears to be no significant penalty paid for putting the spacecraft in the orbit inser-
tion attitude and establishing the high gain communication link prior to start of entry.
Thus, this approach has been selected for the preferred design.
4.0 CAPSULE-SPACECRAFT SEPARATION
The design described in Volume A assumes a number of things relative to the capsule
such as:
a. The capsule deflection rocket is mounted on the opposite end of the vehicle
from the heat shield.
b. The bio-barrier separation occurs circumferenttally at the maximum diam-
eter.
The separation sequence described in Volume A, and major reasons for it, are:
a. The separation velocity and direction must be such that no possibility exists
for entry of the barrier. With a separation rate of a few feet per second, at
one day from encounter, any direction is allowable.
b. Separation should be in a direction such that subsequent confusion of the
Can.pus sensor or the approach guidance planet sensor will not occur.
c. Separation should be as late as possible to minimize the probability of
capsule contamination from the spacecraft.
do With the capsule deflection rocket mounted opposite the spacecraft, and
with separation occuring along the capsule thrust axis, collision between
the spacecraft and capsule can occur when the deflection rocket fires if
positive steps are not taken to prevent it. In the preferred design, this
is accomplished by exhausting a small cold gas bottle to give the space-
craft a small velocity increment, 0.06 meters/second, normal to the line
of separation. Firing of the capsule deflection rocket is delayed to insure
no collision under worst case capsule pointing errors. This time delay
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also insures the capsule rocket will be spent prior to crossing the space-
craft trajectory so that no plume impingement on the spacecraft is possible.
Other means to avoid a possible collision appear undesirable. Separation of the cap-
sule in a direction other than along its thrust axis appears to pose a complex problem
for the separation system. Similarly, assuming a spin stabilized capsule, imparting
a velocity to it normal to its thrust axis after separation is impractical.
If the capsule deflection rocket were mounted on the heat shield, as in the Mercury
vehicle, the collision avoidance maneuver could possibly be eliminated. The deflec-
tion rocket firing would have to be delayed to avoid plume impingement, and assur-
ance given that no damaging objects, such as igniters are ejected upon engine ignition.
Other implications of re-locating this deflection rocket are.
a. The conical portion of the bio-barrier must be separated in other than the
capsule separation attitude.
b. A smaller spacecraft maneuver is required to go from cruise attitude to
capsule separation attitude.
One problem area involved in capsule separation is the avoidance of capsule con-
tamination from the spacecraft attitude control gas. When the aft portion of the bio-
barrier is separated, for example, the disturbance imparted to the spacecraft will
cause gas to be expelled to maintain attitude. Some of this gas will almost certainly
impinge on the capsule and hence it must be biologically clean. This can probably be
achieved by having sterile tanks, tubing, etc., loading the tanks with non-contaminated
gas, and perhaps treating exposed nozzles with ethylene-oxide prior to launch. This
will require further analysis and perhaps experimentation to provide the necessary
assurance that no contamination will result.
There appears to be no simple way to avoid this problem completely. Small inertia
wheels could be used to reorient the spacecraft during the separation maneuver, but
the additional complexity introduced into the attitude control subsystem is undesirable.
Separating the capsule in its bio-barrier, spinning the entire unit, and subsequently
separating the barrier before firing the deflection rocket appears to be a difficult
design to implement.
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1.0 SCOPE
This section is to discuss the trade-off studies made in the integration of the final
selected subsystems into the 1971 Preferred Spacecraft Configuration. The major
constraints that must be satisfied are discussed and justification presented for the
final selected configuration.
2.0 DISCUSSION
Summary tables of the constraints to configuration design along with their effects on
_=_=-_: _ra. tion are presented here, and a discussion of the more import_t_h_mrJ:_ _!
_Jor constraLuts are listed in Table 2-1, and secondary constraints are
listed in Table 2-2.
2.1 MAJOR CONFIGURATION ELEMENTS
A study was conducted to determine the major configuration-influencing factors and the
alternate approaches thereof so that all possible configurations could be examined.
These alternate approaches have been developed within the constraints of the following
subsystem definitions:
L
a.* Retroprolmlsion system: A single nozzle hi-propellant liquid rocket engine
using hypergoUc propellants. The fuel (Aerozine 50-50) and oxidizer (N204)
are used with a mixture ratio of fuel-W-oxidizer of 1.6:1, so that the volumes
of each are approximately equal. The thrust level is 2200 pounds and the
length of nozzle and thrust chamber is 56 inches for an expansion ratio of
100:1.
b. A circular parabolic dish antenna of variable size (7-1/2 - 9-1/9 feet in diam-
eter) with f/d in,he range of 0.30-0.35. The antennaWs deployed position and
required rotations are as shown in the preferred design ( reference VBg.9.0FDll3).
c. The sun line is along the Z axis with the spacecraft being on the sun side with
respect to the Flight Capsule.
d. Solar array area required of more than 200 square feet.
With the above ground rules the major configuration element alternates are as shown
in Figure 9.-1.
With the above alternates to each of the three major configuration constraints there
could be a total of 16 different possible configurations. However. inspeotion of the
above alternates show some definite advantages and disadvantages that reduce the num-
ber of desirable combinations as follows:
Antenna storage position A 4 is similar to A 3 but the available dimension would deorease
the maximum diameter from ,%3 and the problem of snubbing the antenna down during
boost is made more complex; therefore A 4 is omitted.
2of20
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Table 2-1. Major Configuration Constraints
Constraints Effect on Configuration
1. Geometry envelope
2. Photovoltaic power supply system
and array area requirements thereof
3. Preference for a fixed solar array
4. Sun - Canopus orientation
5. Flight Capsule Interface Diameter
6. Boost Adapter Interface Diameter
7. Structural Weight Minimization
8. Orientation of the propulsion thrust
vector along Z-axis or sun-line.
9. Modularity of propulsion system
10. Minimization of roll inertia
11. Thermal control requirements
for radiation view area.
12. Separation joint shock impulse
13. Desire for maximum area of
solar array
14. Stability under solar pressure
These factors combine to orient the solar
array, and consequently the sun line,
since the requirement for a fixed solar
array of > 200 ft 2 can best be accomplished
with the array surface in a station plane.
(The requirement for this area exists
during transit and therefore the array can-
These factors combine to make the most
efficient structure be a conical shellfrom
the Flight Capsule interface to the Launch
Vehicle interface (59 inches long, 80 inch
diameter at forward end and 120 inch di-
ameter at aft end). The constraint of
antenna size/storage problem and pro-
pulsion module size does not restrict this ,
although other factors do (which are dis-
cussed later).
Combine to locate the propulsion module
as a compact system located as close as
possible to the Z-axis, and symmetrically
arranged about it. The thrust levels and
total impulse requirements size a system
compatible with the volume available.
Constraints 11 and 13 desire the solar
array to be located as far down as possible
while 12 and 14 desire to have it located
up. The existing location at Station 8 is
a compromise in favor of 11 and 13.
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Table 2-2. Secondary Configuration Constraints
Constraints Effect on Configuration
1.
.
Field-of-view requirements, plume
size, and radio transmission paths.
Compatibility of 1971 S/C with
the 1969 Atlas-Centaur mission.
3. 1966 State-of-the-art and reliability
a. Solar panel, conventional cells vs.
roll-out arrays, thin film solar
cells, etc.
b. Circular parabolic dish antenna
(nonfoldable) vs. foldable an-
tennas, array antennas, etc.
.
.
c. Conventional pressure-fed rocket
engines vs. pump-fed, ring noz-
zles, retractable nozzles, thrust-
plate engines, etc.
d. Conventional materials vs. beryl-
lium-aluminum alloy.
Severe load environment and require-
ment to design 1971 S/C for the 1975
Flight Capsule.
Solar-pressure balance and field-of-
view requirements.
There are 15 optical sensors on 8 sensor
assemblies (exclusive of the science in-
struments but including the horizon scan-
ner on the science platform}, 6 antennas,
13 cold gas nozzles and 5 hot gas nozzles
that are positioned so that operating effi-
ciencies of the associated components re-
main within acceptable limits and there is
no impingement damage on adjacent com-
ponents. The major constraints influencing
configuration are the high-gain antenna and
the science package requirements.
Shroud diameter limitation limits the di-
ameter of the E/M and thus requires ver-
tical sides for the internal packaging
volume requirements. The choice of ver-
tical sides affects manufacturing and
thermal shutter efficiency favorably while
imposing a structural weight penalty.
a. Limits design configurations and flexi-
bility of stowing, deploying, etc.
b. Affects stowage provisions during boost
mainly on basis of size, and also af-
fects unobstructed view area require-
ments.
c. Affects performance and thus weight
and packaging volume requirements
and also affects supporting structure
requirements.
d. Affects structural weight and natural
frequency.
Imposes penalty on structural weight.
These combine to yield a wire-mesh an-
tenna design and one (1) balancing vane
rather than a solid antenna and 10 times
the balance vane area (which would pre-
sent possible obstruction to the planet
scanner}.
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Table 2-2. Secondary Configuration Constraints (Continued)
Constraints Effect on Configuration
6.
.
Integration of electronic package
structure with primary structure
and provision of high natural fre-
quency for electronic components
support structure.
The meteoroid-flux, desired prob-
ability, of puncture, and method of
penetration analysis.
8. Magnetic field requirements.
9. C.G. envelope, inertia minimiza-
tion, and principal axes location
with respect to control axes.
The present design incorporating the at-
tachment of each electronic box to the
longeron severely limits accessibility to
the electronic packages.
Combine to develop requirement for
double-wall meteoroid bumper over the
entire lower end of the propulsion module.
Requirements for usage of non-magnetic
materials impose constraints on material
selection, manufacturing techniques, and
joint design as follows: 1) material se-
lection requires titanium fasteners rather
than steel and selection of non-magnetic
stainless steel for rocket nozzle extension
shield. Basic structure is aluminum and
is unaffected, 2) manufacturing techniques
will require a process to remove surface
particles from steel cutting tools (probably
chemical etch process), and 3) joint design
is affected by desire to have an insulator at
joints for minimization of electrical loops,
the desire to have a conductor at joints
for thermal heat transfer, and the desire
for no joint separation of any type from
structural reasons.
These are not significant restraints on the
configuration but are factored into the de-
sign by general principles such as sym-
metry of design about Z-axis, assignment
of bay areas to subsystems, location of
retropropulsion tanks on X-and Y-axes,
mass density concentrated closely to
Z-axis, and stationwise C.G. plane.
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RETRO PROPULSION ENGINEORIENTATION (2)
E1 E2
ANTENNA STOWAGE LOCATION (4)
A1 A2 A3 A4
SOLAR ARRAY POSITION (2)
f
I _-J\
l
S1 $2
Figure 2-1. Alternate Configuration Elements
Antenna position A 2 requires a folded feed which is detrimental to reliable perform-
ance and since it has no real advantage over A1, it Can be omitted.
The solar array position S2 can be considered less desirable than S 1 because of dec-
rease of cross-sectional area going up, Flight Capsule structure obstructing back-face
radiation from the solar array, no shading of the equipment module, and more like-
lihood of obstruction by the spacecraft body of sensing or transmitting elements mount-
ed on the array.
Consequently the possible combinations of configurations immediately is reduced to
two (2) engine orientation positions, E 1 & E2, and two (2) antenna storage positions
A 1 and A 3 for a total of four (4) configurations defined as follows:
n
Engine location
Antenna storage position
A B C D
E1 E1 E2 E2
A3 A1 A3 A1
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Table 2-3. Advantages of Final Alternate Configuring Elements
Me_od
Engine Positions
#1 - Engine thrust
axis on Z-axis.
.
Advantages
Compatible with 1969 Atlas-Centaur shroud
diameter of 10 feet.
E1
#2 - Engine thrust
axis off to side.
2. Lower roll inertia
3. Pitch and yaw inertia are more equal.
4. General symmetry about thrust axis.
5. Less travel of high-g_n antenua required.
l.p_ nil,rap imnln(rp.m_nt nrnhl_.m.
7. Permits possible _-_nmp!ishment n_ mill-course
function and retro fire function with single en-
gine or use of mid-course engines for thrust
vector control of main retro engine.
8. Modularity is more easily effected.
9. No blockage of radiation surfaces of equipment
submodules.
10. Does not encroach upon packaging volume (E2
removes 1 or 2 bays).
11. With multiple midcourse engines aligned parallel
to the Z-axis longitudinal C.G. location can have
large limits, thus providing greater packaging
flexibility.
1. Two propellant tanks in place of four and sub-
sequent advantages:
a. More usable propellant.
b. Less tank weight.
c. Less support weight.
d. Less surface area and greater tank
thickness, consequently less meteoroid
bumper weight required.
2. Better alignment of propellant with thrust vector,
and subsequent less steady-state and oscillatory
motion of C.G. during engine burning.
3. Engine gimbal position can be farther away from
C. G., thus giving longer control a_m and a
better situation for engine stability.
E2
Antenna Storage Positions
#1 - Antenna outside
shell.
A 3
1. Less interference with accessibility to com-
ponents within basic shell.
2. Greater packaging volume within shell.
3. No interference with engine operation.
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Table 2-3. Advantages of Final Alternate Configuring Elements (Continued)
Method Advantages
4.#1 - Antenna outside
shell.
#2 - Antenna inside
shell.
A 1
.
No interference with spacecraft booster separa-
tion joint (Position 2 would restrict choice of
separation systems).
Does not require stowage of antenna feed in en-
gine nozzle.
1. Larger antenna size possible. (9 1/2 feet vs.
7 1/2 feet diameter).
2. Two (2) antenna gimbals rather than three (3).
3. Better support arrangement for boost loads.
4. No interference with thermal control during
ascent.
5. Greater packaging volume outside of shell.
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The exact station location of the solar array was still a variable but this was
only a matter of several inches motion.
The advantages of each of these four alternate approaches is listed in Table 2-3.
The above table listings do not show many significant differences in the alternates
that tend to selection of one over another, and the engine orientation decision was
originally made to provide capability of using a single engine to perform both mid-
course and orbit injection. This desire coupled with the large longitudinal motion
of the C.G. from the Transit to the Orbit Injection configuration (and requirement for
either very large gimbal angles or a two-position motor for a sidemounted engine) led
to the selection of the engine aligned along the Z-axis. It also makes possible the use
of midcourse engines to provide thrust vector control during orbit injection.
The antenna storage location is not as significant as the engine orientation and the pre-
ferred design location of the #1 position (stowed outside the shell on the back of the
solar array support structure) is not a clear-cut decision. However there are several
factors which led to this selection: {1) the accessibility requirement {although with the
requirement for a meteoroid bumper the problem here is only a matter of degree,
(2) the transmission data rate appears to be sufficient with the smaller 7-1/2 foot di-
ameter antenna, and (3) the desire for a circumferential severance device (encapsu-
lated MDF) for the spacecraft booster separation is complicated by the presence of an
antenna deployment arm. Consequently the preferred design is configuration A, shown
here as Figure 2-2.
A layout of configuration B, which was the closest contender, is shown here as Figure
2-3.
Configuration C is not a particularly desirable combination for several reasons. The
chief reason is the encroachment of both the engine and the antenna, which have large
volume requirements, upon the packaging volume outside the shell, and the possible inter-
ference with the various sensors and other antennas. Consequently this configuration
was not developed further.
One configuration D approach is presented as a preliminary layout in Figure 24.
2.2 VARIATION TO MAJOR CONSTRAINTS
2.2.1 SOLID PROPELLANT CONFIGURATIONS
An alternate configuration to the preferred 1971 design which uses a solid propellant
rocket motor in place of a liquid rocket engine for the retro propulsion unit is shown
as Figure 2-5. This design has no major configuration problems other than those listed
in VB238AA which enumerates the basic trade-offs of a liquid propellant system vs.
a solid propellant system. A solid propellant alternate to configuration D is shown
as a preliminary layout in Figure 2-6.
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2.2.2 ARRAY ANTENNA ALTERNATE
A promising configuration from a growth standpoint is that shown in Figure 2-7 which
is configuration D using a flat array antenna and additional fixed solar array in the
inside of the 120-inch diameter of the Bus. Of course, this configuration does not have
the advantages of configuration A and in addition it possesses the complexity of design-
ing a reliable flat array antenna.
2.3 SECONDARY CONFIGURATION CONSIDERATIONS
This section evaluates alternate approaches to some more detailed configuration prob-
lems and presents justification for the final design selection.
2.3.1 SIZE AND GEOMETRY OF EQUIPMENT MODULE
This is a fairly straightforward trade-off study, once the basic study ground rules have
been evolved. The following constraints were imposed on this design selection:
a. Thermal radiation area of 38 square feet required with a reliable thermal
control system.
b. Internal volume requirements for efficient packaging of the propulsion system,
which is about 20 ft_3 of oxidizer, 20 ft 3 of fuel, a conical frustrum envelope
(56 inches long, 32 inches diameter lower, and 11 inches diameter upper) for
the rocket engine, and pressurant. (These requirements develop a require-
ment for an 80-inch diameter envelope. )
c. Electronic equipment packaging volume fnet) of 43200 in 3 total, with standard-
ize packaging approach and integration of electronic subassembly structure
with the primary structure.
d. The desire to maintain almaximum external diameter for anypoint of theE/M,
with thermal shutters in the open position, of 110 inches, as determined from
the 1969 Atlas-Centaur internal shroud diameter. This limitation is desirable
to avoid the necessity for extensive redesign of the Centaur structured since
the alternate approach of increasing the shroud diameter beyond 120 inches
would require a bulbous, or "hammerhead," nose shape. This shape could re-
sult in bending moments due to buffeting which would be beyond the allowable
load capability of the as-designed Centaur booster; however, it should be noted
here that the effect of shape on buffeting is a very difficult analytical problem
and most present methods tend towards conservatism.
e. Maximum handling weight per electronic equipment sub-assembly of about 90
lbs.
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fe Compatibility with primary structural load path requirements and minimiza-
tion of weight.
g. Compatibility with subsystem packaging and harnessing requirements.
The primary decision to be made here was the selection of diameter and slope of the
surface of the E/M, and the influencing constraints here were letters a, b, c, d, and
f. The desire to integrate the electronic package structure with the primary structure
tends to align the electronic subassembly along a cone of direct load path for minimum
weight (t). However, the electronic subassembly should be about six (6) inches deep
for standardized n,_lr_-._ ^_ .......
_-----_--6 _,_,ulvnuy, thus tending to design a similar depth primary
structural framework in the area of the E/M. This is not compatible with structural
load requirements, except for the necessity to have structure extending inwards to
pick-up the propulsion module. The desire to use 4 spherical tanks in a concentric
arrangement around the engine tends to fix the propulsion module envelope at an 80-
inch external diameter.
The interaction of a sloping sided E/M with the other packaging volume requirements
is shown by a plot of equipment packaging volume (integrated from upper end since full
utilization of the upper portion of the E/M gives minimum dimension compatible with
constraint d} presented as Figure 2-8. Also presented is the area of external cover
surface and the radius vs station location. These are presented for a circular cross-
section as differentiated from the flat sided shape of the final design. Inspection of the
curve shows that the inner radius of 40 inches occurs at station 40 and outer radius
of 55 inches occurs at station 36. 7 and the volume enclosed between these two stations
is onlyz 4300 in 3 ; therefore, the sloping sided system is incompatible with a con-
straint such as this. Actually these constraints are rather severe and the require-
ments could be changed to accomodate the sloping sides but other considerations
enter here also. Reliable thermal control of the spacecraft is a high priority item and
the thermallouvershave been selected to be a parallel acting system for reasons of
simplicity and reliability. The paralled acting louvers require the hinge line to be on
the lower edge to avoid viewing the back surface of the solar array. Blockage by the
capsule structure for partially open louvers is thus decreasedby vertical sides, and
would be reduced further if the E/M had a reverse slope from that being discussed.
Therefore the conclusion here is that the only significant reason for having a slope-
sided E/M would be the structural weight penalty involved with load path discontin-
uities. The oversize framework (with thicknesses determined by minimum machining
gages) necessary for the electronic subassemblies provides rings sufficient to withstand
the "kick" loads, and the weight penalty for vertical sided E/M is therefore small.
It should be noted here that (1) the entire design concept of integration of these elec-
tronic subassemblies should be the subject of further optimization studies, (2) with a
double-acting louver system the thermal control system would desire the sloping sided
E/M; {3) removal of some packaging conservatism or more flexibility in packaging
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ground rules could result in significantly different design, (4) relaxation of the maxi-
mum 1969 Atlas-Centaur payload envelope could affect diameter, and (5) longitudinal
C. G. location has not been considered due to use of multiple midcourse engines.
The conclusion here is that with the decision for a vertical-sided E/M based upon
thermal control considerations, structual requirements, and manufacturing advantages
{not previously mentioned), the diameter can also be made compatible with both the
propulsion module requirement of 80 inches diameter and the ll0-inch diameter of the
Centaur shroud.
The above considerations were the basis for the size and shape of the E/M, and one
other design feature is now discussed - the choice of the number of bays, to be twelve
(12). The considerations here are general handling size and weight and the subsystem
packaging requirements of the electronic subassemblies, and the effect on the struc-
tural load path. Flat sided panels are a constraint initially imposed for standardized
packaging techniques, but this is a separate effect on structural weight that is not dis-
cussed here. Results of present study show that with 750 lbs. of electronic equipment
and 40% maximum variation among bays the panel weight vs. bay number is tabulated
as follows:
f
Number of bays Maximum weight/bay
8 131.0
12 87.5
16 65.5
The breakdown of subsystems requires less than 12 bays since it is seen that several
subsystems have equipment on two or three bays.
Packaging volume requirements tend to desire more bays so that the volume can be
better distributed to a circular ring shape, thus reducing the volume cut out by the
flats, and the handling weight requirements makes twelve bays essentially a minimum
due to limitations of handling and installation (however, special handling fixtures could
be designed to accommodate this requirement).
With the assumed usage of a separation nut system on the flight capsule {Ref.
VB220FD106) the desire for minimization of number of tie -down points is obvious from
a reliability standpoint. However, the severe loading environment of the 1971 Voyager
mission specifications (Ref. VB235FD103) a larger number of load introduction points
is desirable at the flight capsule interface. A compromise of six (6) attachment points
was effeeted, leading to a 6 longeron structure in the capsule support and 12 longerons
(and thus 12 bays) in the E/M. It should be noted that a more uniform distribution at
the interface would be structurally more desirable.
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Conclusion of above trade-offs was establishment of a 12-bay vertical-sided E/M
with 100-inch dimension across flats. The advantages are not significant and pertur-
bations of packaging ground rules could lead to an alternate design.
2.3.2 ANTENNA, SENSOR LOCATIONS
The general configuration is affected by the requirements for the pointing of sensing
and transmitting devices and their corresponding fields of view, engine exhaust plume
envelopes, and cold gas nozzle plume dimensions. Some of these devices are located
by their function requirement (e,g. retro engine, cold gas nozzles, etc.). The com-
ponents which are not critical in th_ir_v_ 1,_,_._+_^_but only ........... those.............. ,_,_ ua_lr oriental;ion are
which can vary and thus affect the confi_o_ration. Major of these are the telecommuni-
cations antennas, the various attitude control position sensors, the magnetometer, and
the planet scan platform (which is discussed separately here and in VB234FD109).
2.3.2.1 TELECOMMUNICATION ANTENNAS
a. High-gain antennas
The high-gain antenna is deployed so that it clears the solar array structure
during the large excursions required for maneuver. The only variable is the
location on the vehicle, and the requirement for the major axis of rotation to
be parallel to the Y axis.
b. Medium-gain antenna
The medium gain antenna has pointing requirements as defined in VB233FD101
and may be located anywhere on the vehicle that physical obstruction with the
antenna wave pattern does not exist. The location out from bay 3 in the prox-
mity of the high gain antenna was made due to desirability of combining the
support structure of the two antennas into one, and the pointing requirement
orients the elongated direction of the antenna nearly along an element line,
resulting in less interference with the solar array.
c. VHF Relay Antenna
2.3.2.2
The VHF relay antenna pointing requirement and alignment are a_ shown in
VB233FD104 and thus require a location in the vicinity of the high-gain and
medium-gain antennas. The existing location is as far over in Quadrant I as
it can be without interference of its wave pattern by the high gain antenna.
MAGNE TOME TER
The only constraint on magnetometer location is the deployed position with respect to
the spacecraft and the alignment requirement of 1 ° to the Z axis. initial studies in-
dicated the requirement for a maximum length non-folding boom which could be stewed
on the spacecraft and this was a boom of approximately 170 inches in length. However,
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the alignment requirement and the decision to keep the magnetometer deployed during
retrofire necessitates a much shorter boom and the present 63 inch length was selec-
ted.
2.3.2.3 SENSORS
The optical sensors have requirements for orientation, accurate alignment and no
surface contamination, but no specific location requirements other than having a clear
optical field of view. Consequently they have been placed at satisfactory locations with
no particular problems.
2.3.2.4 ROLL NOZ ZLE LOCATION
The pitch and yaw nozzles are located in planes which go through the C.G., while the
thrust vectors from the roll nozzles lie in a plane which is displaced about 24 inches
from the C. G. This displacement could result in cross-coupling in the pitch plane in
the event that one of the nozzles fails to exhaust. {Actually any imbalance of the op-
posed forces causes cross-coupling, but of negligible degree). Consideration was given
to placing the roll nozzles on standoffs to bring them closer to a C. G. plane and the
following considerations entered into final location (on the solar array structure):
a. C. G. motion after lander separation rendering impossible the complete
elimination of cross-coupling.
Do Moment arm would decrease as roll nozzles move upward due to slope of
spacecraft envelope thus requiring additional gas for normal operation with
no failed valves.
c. Reliability of proper valve-nozzle operation is very high.
d. Additional structure required for standoff would add weight {probably in excess
of the additional gas requirements}
e. The nozzles would create more interference with other components if mounted
on standoffs.
2.3.3 PLANET SCAN PLATFORM
The planet scan platform has presented the most problems with respect to location and
orientation due to its requirement for motion combined with no blockage. The orbit
change effects, articulation requirements and desired coverage are traded-off in
VB234AA108. The major perturbation that the spacecraft configuration has gone
through is establishment of the deployed position of the planet scan platform, _o that
the optical axes clear the extended solar cell panels, the flight capsule sterile canister,
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and the spacecraft structure. This final position affects the platform boost support
structure, length of supporting arm and subsequent rigidity, spacecraft moment of
inertia, and C. G. location.
In general the Y axis intersection with the edge of the spacecraft has been a satis-
factory location due to the range of Mars orbit inclinations studied, and the require-
ment is to deploy the platform so that the optical axes are parallel to the orbit plane
and a rotation axis exists which is normal to the orbit plane so that the optical axes
may remain on the local vertical during orbit.
The planet scan platform has therefore been positioned at the Y axis intersection with
tL_e ouLcr edge of the fixed solar panels with the high-gain antenna being approximately
diametrically opposite (they could be reversed without any difference). When the
requirement for deployed solar cell panels was removed, the remaining major block-
age to planet scan view became the Capsule sterile canister.
The decision to jettison the lower portion of the sterile canister (which was partially
influenced by the planet scanner requirements) then essentially solves the blockage
problem. The final stowage and deployed location was selected because of the existence
of an empty bay (#9) and the following advantages associated with locating the platform
closer to the equipment module behind the fixed solar array:
a. Shorter electrical cable runs for science instruments
b. Further away from cold gas nozzles and thus less likelihood of contamination.
c. Better structural support available for boost support and deploying mechanism.
d. Reduced spacecraft roll moment of inertia.
e. E_sier thermal control of platform since it is shaded.
f. Lens cover may be incorporated with tie-down structure.
g. Angle of rotation in orbit plane is increased some before blockage by fixed
solar array.
Disadvantages are (1) the absolute reliance upon the separation of the sterile canister
for planet scanner operation, i. e. there is no partial operation mode in case the
separation does not occur, (2) the proximity of the platform to the capsule separation
systems and the possible detrimental effects from the associated shock pulse, and
(3) requirement for design modification if the bay #9 is ever desired to be used for
equipment.
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2.3.4 SOLAR ARRAY LOCATION
The station location of the fixed solar array is predicated upon several considerations
as shown in Table 2-1 and the only additional consideration would be a design which
would move the solar array lower but be supported from a higher location, i.e. it
could satisfy the constraints 11, 12, and 13 all at the same time. Figure 2-9 shows
this type of configuration.
This configuration would cost some structural weight and complicate the OSE handling
fixture somewhat.
2.3.5 SEPARATION OF LOWER PORTION OF STERILIZATION CANISTER
The considerations concerning jettisoning of the capsule adapter/sterile canister
structure which remain after capsule separation are tabulated as a list of advantages
and disadvantages of jettisoning in Table 2-3 below:
Table 2-3. Capsule Adapter Jettisoning Considerations
Advantages Disadvantages
Reduces weight into orbit, thus
decreasing propellant require-
ment for a given _V, and sub-
sequent general decrease in
spacecraft weight.
Permits final position of planet
scan platform and the associated
advantages (see section 2.3.3}
Requires additional separation
which is in series with the science
data gathering function orbital
mission requirements, and thus
decreases probability of success
by some amount.
Additional shock impulse to space-
craft components.
Removes the upper meteoroid pro-
tection provided by this structure
being jettisoned.
STA. B
MINI MUM
CLEARANCE
1
STA. 0 T
+ + _-" . •
4- 4- -4- -4- -4-4- -4- 4- _ 7 • /EPABATK)N JOII_'T
SOLAR ARRAY SURFACE
Figure 2-9. Solar Array Configuration
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Selection of the propulsion subsystem and the means of controlling spacecraft attitude
during engine firings involves consideration of the overall vehicle configuration and
has a major influence on the total system design. A wide range of possibilities was
considered in arriving at the design solution described.
.... A first consideration was location of the thrust vector relative to spacecraft axes for
.....both mideoursecorrections and orbit injection. For midcourse, it is clear that thrust-
ing should be along the vehicle roll axes since corrections may be made both with and
_ _ without the Capsule attached. The shift in center of mass between these two cases
_thrusting along the roll axis.
Location of the retro propulsion engine is not quite as clear. "Side" mounted retro
engines were considered and were found to have the following disadvantages:
Modularization of the propulsion system i.e., building it as an assembly to
be attached to the spacecraft, is extremely difficult.
b. Use of mid-course engines for steering, if desirable, is not possible.
c. Interference of the plume with the spacecraft becomes aggravated.
Control of the spacecraft center of mass under thrusting in two directions is
difficult. For example, the midcourse propellants should have a center of
mass along the roll axis during midcourse corrections, and along the retro
thrust axis during orbit injection, which is difficult to achieve.
e. Incompatibility with the t69 flight on Atlas/Centaur.
f • Use of the high gain antenna for communication during both midcourse and
orbit injection will require greater antenna freedom if the two thrust axes
are not coincident.
The only advantages for a side mounted engine are somewhat greater separation be-
tween the center of mass and the point of application of thrust, and a potential capa-
bility for mounting a larger antenna in the area occupied by the thrust chamber.
Comparing these advantages and disadvantages, it is clear that the optimum location
for the retro propulsion engine is on the roll axis.
The propulsion systems considered and the associated means of controlling the thrust
vector are described in VB2$8FD101. Three major systems that were considered in
detail are a single gimballed bi-propellant engine, a fixed bi-prope!lant engine using
mono-propellant engines for steering, and a solid retropropulsion motor using mono-
propellant engines for steering. Results of this study show that each of these systems
have the potential for successfully performing the Voyager propulsion function.
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The advantages and problems associated with each of these systems is discussed
briefly in the following.
2.0 SINGLE BI-PROPELLANT LIQUID ENGINE FOR RETRO AND MIDCOURSE
The single engine for accomplishing both guidance corrections and orbit injection is
the lightest and least complex (and consequently, the potentially most reliable) pro-
pulsion system considered. In the approach considered most fully, the engine would
be gimballed to provide pitch and yaw control and roll control would be achieved using
the cold gas system.
The thrust level for this engine would be determined by the maximum burn time
allowed for an ablative chamber. As discussed in VB238AA101, 1000 pounds is a
conservative minimum level from this standpoint. This does not allow the smallest
velocity increment of 0.1 meter/sec, for guidance corrections, but as discussed in
VB220AA102, a minimum correction of 1 meter/sec, presents no real guidance
problems. A more likely thrust level, considering the development status of such
engines, is 2200 pounds. This still allows a minimum correction of less than 1
meter/sec.
During the study, difficulties were encountered in establishing a satisfactory system
for control of vehicle attitude during engine firing using a single gimballed engine.
The "pancake" configuration of the spacecraft gave rise to this difficulty and the prob-
lem is indicated partially in Figure 2-1. The range of the location of the center of
mass is shown for the vehicle described in Volume A for both the Capsule on and off.
For an engine gimballed at the injector end, it can be seen that the center of mass
with the Capsule attached may lie at, or very near, the gimbal point, and may cross
the gimbal point when the Capsule separates. A gimbal ring on the expansion nozzle
likewise has fairly small separation with Capsule detached, and is a less desirable
location from a propulsion standpoint.
If the spacecraft body is held to a fixed attitude in inertial space during thrusting,
large gimbal angles associated with small separation of the gimbal point and the center
of mass result in very undesirable guidance errors.
In addition to the guidance accuracy concern, initial investigations indicated that
achieving dynamic stability with this approach, while achieving the desired frequency
response, was difficult. The coupling of the engine inertia with the vehicle for this
particular configuration produces a different effect than in the case of the long slender
body encountered in a launch vehicle.
The transfer function representing vehicle dynamics of a launch vehicle is minimum
phase. Zeroes in the open loop function occur at relatively high frequencies. In the
case of a configuration such as Voyager, two conditions may be considered.
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FLIGHT CAPSULE (REF)
STA 60.4
CAPSI]LE CG
STA 52.0 W/AFT CAPsUL-E-CG---
STA 31.5 AFTER CAPSULE
EJECTION
STA 56.2 W/MID CAPSULE iCG
STA 32.1 IN ORBIT
Figure 2-1. Spacecraft Nominal Center of Gravity Locations
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a. Engine gimballed at the injection end.
In this case, a non-minimum phase system results for all possible Voyager
configurations. The frequency of the zero is primarily dependent upon the
separation distance between the gimbal pivot and the system center of mass.
With the capsule separated, this frequency is approximately 35 radians per
second. With the capsule attached, this value goes down considerably and
with a 5-inch separation between the center of mass and the gimbal point,
the frequency of the zero is 7 rad/sec.
b. Engine gimballed at the nozzle end.
Capsule removal results in a significantly different condition:
1. With capsule on, the system is non-minimum pahse and the frequency of
the zero is about 50 radians/sec, for a practical configuration.
2. With capsule off, a minimum phase system exists and the real frequency
zero occurs at about 20 radians/second.
Prior to encountering the control problem, the single gimballed engine was the pre-
ferred propulsion subsystem configuration. The only major concern regarding this
choice was a potential problem of propellant acquisition for the oxidizer, N204. It
was felt that this could be solved by
a. Use of surface tension screens,
b. Use of cold gas to settle propellants, perhaps as a back-up to (a)
c. Improvements that are being pursued in bladder design, or
d. Use of partial bellows or rupture diaphragms.
Faced with the control uncertainties and the short time available to produce an inte-
grated system design, a decision was made to change the propulsion configuration to
that described in Volume A. Specifically, the bi-propellant engine was fixed to the
vehicle and a mono-propellant system with four (4) throttlable engines was added to
provide steering during retropropulsion. This system is discussed in the next section.
With further effort, satisfactory solutions were subsequently found to the single
gimballed engine guidance and control problem. The guidance accuracy problem
associated with small separation between the gimbal point and the center of mass can
be handled in two ways:
a. The engine can be mounted on a four bar linkage and translated rather than
rotate with the mechanization suggested by Rocketdyne.
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bo Use of gimbal angle measurement in the control loop allows the thrust
vector direction to be maintained at a fixed heading in space rather than the
vehicle body axes. This solution still requires some reasonable separation
of gimbal point and center of mass so that a problem may exist for an in-
jector end gimbal depending upon the specific location of the Capsule center
of mass.
As shown in the autopilot analysis, VB234AA105, control system stability can be
achieved without undue complexity. This system is, therefore, competitive with the
other two approaches.
3.0 BI-PROPELLANT LIQUID SYSTEM FOR RETRO WITH MONO-PROPELLANT
SYSTEM FOR MIDCOURSE
This combination was originally considered as essentially independent systems with
control during orbit injection by means of gimballed bi-propellant engine and cold
gas, while control during midcourse correction was by jet vanes. The advantages of
such a system were felt to be:
a. Lower thrust and hence better accuracy for midcourse corrections.
b. Allows the bi-propellant system to be sealed until required for use.
c. Provides a potential for use of the re.no-propellant system for settling of the
retro-propellants should propellant acquisition for N204 be a major problem.
It was determined that the increased guidance accuracy was not justifiable, and the
other factors were not sufficient reason to incorporate the added complexity of the
separate mono-propellant system.
However, when the difficulty of control with the large liquid engine arose, the mono-
propellant system was re-examined from a standpoint of providing steering during
main engine burn. In this configuration, the retroengine is rigidly attached to the
spacecraft and three or four mono-propellant engines at some distance from the roll
axis are throttled to balance out disturbances due to misalignment of the main thrust
vector with the center of mass. Roll control can be achieved by use of jet vanes in one
or more of the mono-propellant engines, or in the case of four engines, each engine
can be mounted with a slight circumferential thrust and differential throttling used for
roll control.
Such a system has the following advantages as well:
a. Location of the center of mass along the roll axis is of no real concern from
a control standpoint, which allows greatest flexibility in dealing with an un-
known capsule center of mass location.
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b. At the expense of some weight, rather wide tolerances on center of mass
shifts normal to the roll axis can be handled relatively easily.
c. Obtaining the desired frequency response is no problem.
d. Guidance errors associated with rotating the thrust vector off the roll axis
for control purposes are eliminated.
e. The low thrust mono-propellant system can be used for settling the retro-
propellants, and also for making_ small midcourse and orbit adjust corrections.
f. The 1975 and 1977 missions can be conducted by removing the large retro
system.
The choice of mono-propellant versus bi-propellant for the small engines was made
on the basis of demonstrated reliability, no storage/acquisition problem, and throttling
of only one propellant versus two. The weight penalty associated with the lower per-
formance mono-propellant is small.
The choice of three versus four small engines is not of great significance. Four
engines were selected since they lend themselves better to packaging in the vehicle
configuration.
Similarly, the choice of canted engines versus jet vanes for roll control is not crucial.
Jet vanes were selected since they uncouple the torques applied to the vehicle and are
flight proven. A jet vane is included on each engine to provide redundancy.
4.0 SOLID ROCKET FOR ORBIT INJECTION PLUS MONO-PROPELLANT FOR
MIDCOURSE
With the preferred design described, a solid rocket for orbit injection could be sub-
stituted for the liquid engine with no major difficulty. This would provide somewhat
increased reliability in the main engine and reduce somewhat the center of mass shift
due to reduced uncertainty in propellant location (and thereby reduce the requirements
for re.no-propellant engine fuel).
The disadvantages associated with the solid are:
a° Some loss in flexibility in the orbit injection velocity increment to be pro-
vided. Trajectory studies indicate that a fixed increment throughout the
launch period could probably be tolerated in 1971. The 1973 opportunity has
not been studied in as great detail.
b. The spacecraft is subjected to loadings of approximately 3g's during orbit
injection. This imposes a design penalty on deployable devices such as the
high gain antenna, magnetometer boom, relay antenna, etc. The penalty is
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most severe in the high gain antennas and the actuators required to hold it
under the 3g load.
Co The response time required of the mono-propellant system is increased for
control purposes to compensate for the approximately seven-fold increase in
thrust level.
Results of this study have not shown that any of these three systems can be excluded.
All have the potential for successfully performing the propulsion function required
for Voyager.
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i.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The feasibility of using two axis attitude stabilization to Mars during the mission orbital
phase was examined with the general conclusion that the approach is possible, but not
very practical in light of Voyager mission requirements. Study of this system was con-
fined to examination of attitude control and temperature control implications. Results
of these studies are that this system configuration compares poorly to all other tech-
niques examined. Therefore, no integrated Flight Spacecraft concept was developed.
Articulation of solar panels to the Sun from a two-axis Mars vehicle is considered im-
practical and this stabilization concept would require radioisotope thermoelectric gen-
erator (RTG) power. Pointing of the high-gain antenna to the Earth could be accomplished
using an azimuth-elevation arrangement and rolling the vehicle body about the local
vertical to eliminate the azimuth gimbal. Antenna elevation would then require a gimbal
with 180-degree rotation capability. This single gimbal antenna articulation technique
has a significant problem due to a control reference singularity when Mars, the Flight
Spacecraft, and Earth are nearly in a straight line. When this singularity is approached,
the required vehicle angular rates increase drastically (several orders of magnitude)
and, verylikely, itwill not properly track the Earth. The control problems associated
with this reference singularity are reduced if a second rotational degree of freedom is
added to the antenna articulation control system.
1.1 GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
The recommended control axis configuration for a Flight Spacecraft using two-axis
Mars stabilization is symbolically represented by Figure 1-1. Stabilization references
for the transit phase of the mission are Canopus and the Sun. Reference vectors for
body axis alignment during the orbital mission phase are: the local vertical, and the
perpendicular to the orbit plane. Antenna articulation is obtained using two mechanical
gimbals. The body fixed (outer) gimbal axis lies in the orbit plane, while the inner
gimbal axis is perpendicular to the outer gimbal axis and the Mars-Earth line.
Local vertical reference is supplied by means of a pair of IR horizon scanners which
provide voltage outputs proportional to angular displacements about two orthogonal
axes lying in the local horizontal plane. The angular displacement about the local
vertical vector (rotational error about the yaw axis) is determined by a semi-openloop
technique in which the Mars-Earth line is utilized as the prime reference. As the
perpendicular to the orbit plane and the Mars-Earth line are inertial on a day-to-day
basis, and a heuristic relation exists between them; the perpendicular to the orbit plane
can be determined from the Mars-Earth line. Furthermore, the Mars-Earth line is
known in body axes through the antenna gimbal angles. Construction of the body yaw
control reference is a difficult implementation problem.
The primary antenna pointing reference is an Earth sensor. Two general types have
been considered for this application: an optical star tracker, and RF simultaneous
lobing equipment associated with the high-gain antenna. The choice between these
sensors is examined in VB220AA010 with the conclusion that the prime Earth sensor
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Figure 1-1. Conceptual Control Axis Configuration, Two-Axis
Mars Stabilization
should be optical with the RF technique implemented for use during times of optical
interference (for example, a conjunction of Venus and Earth as seen from Mars), or in
case of failure of the optical sensor. This approach causes minimal degradation of the
reliability of the telecommunications subsystem and makes low the probability that the
DSIF will be required to provide an RF beacon signal for an extensive time interval.
Both sensing techniques will experience short periods of Earth occulation during certain
orbits. The limited acquisition-capability of these sensors makes a second shorter
term reference necessary to avoid an antenna search mode after each occultation. Fur-
ther, antenna reference must be continuous since this reference supplies information
for body yaw control. To provide continuous reference, two single degree-of-freedom
precision gas bearing (for long life) rate integrating gyros are mounted on the antenna
to sense angular displacements about the same axes as the prime Earth sensor. These
gyros are torqued by the prime reference sensor to maintain orientation. When loss of
reference occurs, the torquing loop is opened and the antenna is pointed inertially.
1.2 THERMAL CONTROL
A two-axis Mars oriented vehicle creates very difficult temperature control p_'oblems
in that it can assume any orientation with respect to the Sun. A simple thermal analysis
assuming no conduction around the equipment module, 480 watts of heat dissipation, 48
square feet of radiating area, and temperature limits of 40°F to 80°F within the
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equipment module (these values are typical of the recommended 1971 design), was per-
formed. The zero conduction assumption is not too bad for a worst-case analysis as
the narrow temperature range and light-weight construction preclude efficient heat con-
duct-ion. This analysis indicates that active shutters could not maintain the part of the
equipment module which is illuminated by the Sun below 80 ° F.
The equipment module can be maintained within the 40°F to 80°F range using a thermal
coating with absorptivity of 0.1 and emissivity of 0.39, but about 100 watts of heater
power is required whenever the equipment module is completely shaded. These very
gross thermal studies permit only the conclusion that a two-axis Mars oriented vehicle
is undesirable from a temperature control standpoint.
1.3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
When compared with the other system concepts studied, the two-axis Mars vehicle is
unattractive. A list of specific advantages and disadvantages of this system concept
follows :
a. Advantages
1. Planet sensors may be body mounted. This provides flexibility in chang-
ing or adding experiments and simplifies field-of-view problems.
2. Out-of-orbit-plane pointing is easily accomplished by biasing the planet
sensor.
3. Antenna pointing error is independent of limit cycle deadband. Larger
vehicle deadbands are permissible resulting in control gas savings.
b. Disadvantages
1. Requires five long-life precision gyros.
2. Solar power cannot be used.
3. Requires a continuous Earth reference.
4. Requires a very complex yaw control loop.
5. Extreme dependence on proper gyro function.
6. Thermal control may impose unreasonable heater power requirements.
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Table 2-3. Advantages of Final Alternate Configuring Elements
Method Advantages
Engine Positions
#1 - Engine thrust
axis on Z-axis.
1. Compatible with 1969 Atlas-Centaur shroud
diameter of 10 feet.
2. Lower roll inertia
3. Pitch and yaw inertia are more equal.
4. General symmetry about thrust axis.
5. Less travel of high-gain antenna required.
6. Less plume impingement problem.
'i. i'ermits possible accomplishment of mid-course
function and retro fire function with single en-
gine or use of mid-course engines for thrust
vector control of main retro engine.
8. Modularity is more easily effected.
9. No blockage of radiation surfaces of equipment
submodules.
10. Does not encroach upon packaging volume (E2
removes 1 or 2 bays).
11. With multiple midcourse engines aligned parallel
to the Z-axis longitudinal C.G. location can have
large limits, thus providing greater packaging
flexibility.
E1
#2 - Engine thrust
axis off to side.
E2
Antenna Storage Positions
#1 - Antenna outside
shell.
A 3
1. Two propellant tanks in place of four and sub-
sequent advantages:
a. More usable propellant.
b. Less tank weight.
c. Less support weight.
d. Less surface area and greater tank
thickness, consequently less meteoroid
bumper weight required.
2. Better alignment of propellant with thrust vector,
and subsequent less steady-state and oscillatory
motion of C.G. during engine burning.
3. Engine gimbal position can be farther away from
C.G., thus giving longer control a_m and a
better situation for engine stability.
1. Less interference with accessibility to com-
ponents within basic shell.
2. Greater packaging volume within shell.
3. No interference with engine operation.
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Table 2-3. Advantages of Final Alternate Configuring Elements (Continued)
Method Advantages
4.#1 - Antenna outside
shell.
#2 - Antenna inside
shell.
A 1
.
No interference with spacecraft booster separa-
tion joint (Position 2 would restrict choice of
separation systems).
Does not require stowage of antenna feed in en-
gine nozzle.
1. Larger antenna size possible. (9 1/2 feet vs.
7 1/2 feet diameter).
2. Two (2) antenna gimbals rather than three (3).
3. Better support arrangement for boost loads.
4. No interference with thermal control during
ascent.
5. Greater packaging volume outside of shell.
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